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I t  is now some gencrntions s;iice Josll Billings, Ned 
Buntlii~e, and Colonel Prerttiss Ingraham, intimate friends 
- of Colonel \\rilliam $7 Cody, usetl to forgalher in the 
office of 1;rancis S. Stnith, then proj~rietor of the MCZW 
York M'eekljr. It  was a dingy little olfice on Rose Street, 
New York, but tlie breatll of tlie great ouldoors stirred 
there when these old-titners got together. As a result of - 
these conversations, Colonel Ingraham and Ned Uunt- 
line began to write of the adventures of Buffalo Bill 
for Street & Smith. 
Glmd Cody was born-in Scott Comity, Iowa, Feb- 
maly 26, 1.836. Before lie had reached his teens, his 
father, Isaac Cody, ~ri t l l  his n~other and two sisto-- 
migrated to Kansas, whicI1 at that time was IittJe m 
&am a nilderness. 
13rhen the elder Cody nras killed shortly afterwarc 
' : Kansas "Eordcr 7Irar," young Bill assumed the dlm- 
It ~ 6 l e  of faillily brcadninnor. During 1860, and until 
: outbreak of the Civil War, Cody lived the arduous 
e of a pony-express rider, Cody volunteered his serv- 
's as  government scout and guide and served tlirou 
t the Civil War 144th Generals McNeil and A. 
4th. He was a distinguished member of the Seve 
m a s  Ca~al ry .  
During the Civil War, while riding through the strc 
St. LOLI~S, Cody rescued a frightened sclioolgid f t  
mand of annoyers. In true roma~t i c  style, Cody i 
111isa Federci, the girl, .were married March 6, 156C. 
I11 18G7 Cody was emldoyed to ftzrnish a specified 
lotint of buffalo mmt  to the cotistruction men at work 
tlie Kansas Pacific Railroad. I t  was in this period 
s t  he received the so1)riquct  buff^'- ":" " 
In 1868 and for four ye 3dJ' 
L I U  1L3lli .  
:after Cc 
sets 
'0111 
md 
> 
servd as scout and guide in campaigns ap-inst the S i m  
and Cheyenne Indians. It nas General Sheridan who 
conferred on Cody the honor of chi-r of scouts cf the 
CHAPTER I. 
TEMPTED. 
"One thottsand dollars for 111y life." 
"You holds it cheap, pard." 
"It is all I have with me.'' 
"Guess not, fer men say as how you hes dimints 
'bout yer clothes, ef yer goes broke with gold dust." 
I have d iamo~~ds  with me; two splendid ones, and 
shall have your choice if you aid me." 
And the thousand dollars, too, pard?" 
- I 
'Yes." 
"Say both di~nints and nine hundred clollars, an' I'll 
aid yer, an' yer'll then hev a hundred clollars to specki- 
late on, an' yer is a born gambler, Inen say, so won't 
go broke long." 
The speakers were standing in the shadotv of a large 
8 tree; The scene around them was picturesque in the 
extreme, for the open prairie stretched upon the one 
I hand, with twoscore horses lariated out to feed up011 
: the rich grass, and upon the other was a grove of 
I 
I timber, now illunlinated by a dozen canlp fires, arouncl 
I which sat a dashing, reckless set of tnen, smoking :~nd 1 talking over the dangers they had kno\vn. The bivouac in the woods, with the red glare of the fires, the horses piclcetecl upon the prairie, and the 
silvery light of the moon casting a halo over all, made 
r up a scene for the brush of an artist. 
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Bat, possessed of a fascination of manner that m: 
I him a dangerous friend to women, a talent for o 
' playing that kept his pockets always full of gold, t 
ove of life that was as stroilg as kis disregard for 
: lives of others, he was determined to make a bold 
etnpt to escape. 
To do so by physical force and daring he knew was 
possible among the Inen who held him prisoner, 
d he therefore must use strategy. 
"You look blue to-night, pard," Kent Icing had s 
Poker Dick in his pleasant way, after the ot 
rders had assembled around the camp fires. 
I 
'(I is blue," was the answer. 
I 
"Why, I should think you would be happy, as we 
will soon reach Santa Fe, where you expect a good 
, time, and after that you are going back home." 
"Home is what makes me blue, pard. I hes losl 
r + h ~ r  boys all I got fer lny leefle drove o' hoof crittl- _, 
r ;  I'm going back to ther old folks without a do1 
k less I kin win some dust in Santa Fe." 
t5 "I have some moliey with me," said the prisoner. 
I f  "Guess yer will keep it, too." 
"Not if you want it." 
Ir; "Pard, I isn't ther man ter take gold from a corl 
, fer yer is leetle more, seeiu' as how yer'll be h'is 
soon as we reach Texas." 
"That is just what I wish to avoid. I have g 
G,: 
with me, and if by any chance I could escape, rn 
- then, you wouldn't have to go back poor." 
The guard started and turned pale, for the t 
tempter had touched his sordid nature. 
"Well, Poker Dick, what say you ? I have gold 
you haye n~%." 
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CHAPTER 11. 
i% DOUBLE REWARD FOR LIFE. 
To the prisoner and his .guard the time dragged ' ' 
wearily along, ancl the song ancl laughter frotn around 
the camp fires grated harshly upon their ears. 
The guard, although knowing that nine hundred clol- 
lars, with diamonds worth five times that sum, would 
soon b e  his, was in no more cheerful mood than when 
he had been moneyless, for his heart told hinl that he 
was about to  betray his comrades, and set free a nlan 
whose mission on earth seemed to be to kill and to  
bring unhappi~~ess, and against whom he Itnew his cap- 
tain had some bitter feud. 
One by one the Texans wrapped the~nselves in their 
blankets and sank to sleep. Gradually the fires burned 
down, and only the lnoonlight lit up the scene, still pic- . 
turesque in its silence. 
-- 
"IVell, are y o ~ ~  ready t o  keep your word?" asked 
t Icing, in a low tone, raising himself on his elbow, 
he was lying down upon his blanket. 
Yas, I hes promised, an' 1'11 keep my word; but I 
ter take some punishment fer it." 
Your. conscience ! Bah ! What right have such 
. as you with conscience?" sneered Kent King. 
"I hes no right.ter it, fer it don't keep me fro111 doin' 
'wrong, only makes me sick at heart." e "You are a fool, Poker Dick; lie clown and go to 
' a  leep; the boys know you have played cards late each 
-night, and you were overcome with sleep; see here, 
you need not free my hands, for my sharp teeth haye 
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TO A Double Rewad for Life. 
g~la\\?ed the thongs, and I can easily untie those around 
my ankles." 
Kent I<ing held up his hands and the rawhide ropes 
fell off. 
"You is a very devil," said Poker Dick. "Ef I hadn't 
protnised ter let yer go, guess I might hev dropped ter 
I 
sleep an' felt yer knife atween my ribs; but yer hes 
awful sharp teeth." 
"And they are my own, not boug 
where is my horse ?" 
"The last one on ther pararer, thar." 
"And my saddle and arms?'' 
"Lie yonder ag'in thet stump; now 1 
lars an' my diinints ?" 
Kent Icing ceased untying the thongs around his 
ankles, and unbucltled a belt frotn about his waist, 
which was heavy with gold. 
Iere is the dust; but I want one 
ake me for a game in Santa Fe." 
:USS~S! Yer isn't goin' thar, be ye.? 
am; there's no better place in thc 
and there I go." 
3ut we goes thar." 
"What care I ?  Free, I am on equal 
n Dash, your leader." 
"Better not galnble on thatl pard, a3 iurr caur 111 1. 
ther. boss." 
"1 do not fear hin~,  and to S a d a  . 
you nlaY not see me there. Here i q  the money. 
All right, pard : now ther dimiuts." 
r h e ~  are here in this little pocket in the belt- 
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yer rifle is tied to it, nit11 yer pistols, tho' they 
t loaded." 
You will give lile ammunition, of course?" 
Yer ammunition is in yer satldle pockets." 
Good! bring the saddIe and bridle here, and then 
in start." 
'he guarcl thrust the bag of gold into the bosom 
his shirt, walked to the edge of the grove and 
c up the saddle, and returned to  where the gambler 
stood. 
T e s ,  here are nly pistols, and-take that!" 
T>ou~n upon the head of the guard as quick as the 
~tning's flash fell the barrel of the revolver, and, 
h a low moan, the man fell in his tracks. 
'Now the gold and diamonds are mine ! H a  ! Who 
Rat ?" 
Cent Icing glanced over to  one of the camp fir1 
:re a man hat1 suddenly raised himseIf to his fc 
: stood brightening up the coals 2s though he we 
j. 
Tastily ICent IGng thrust his hands into the pockc,, 
the guarct, and, not finding the bag of goId, uttered 
itter oath. 
"Curse hi111 ! JVhat did he do with i t ?  But I have 
no time to lose, for life is dearer than mines of gold 
to me." 
~ ~ l i c k l y  picking up his saddle, ant1 keeping the t~ 
ween himself ancl the  rnan stantling at the fire, 
s~viftly out upon the prairie and soon stood by t 
of his sple~~did l~orse, 
'Ah ! n7y brave oltl Mephisto, again I will 
k with frec hancls to strilce back at n ~ y  
1 .Captain Dash , 
be on yc 
foes, a 
-% * 
:re 
n t r  
*, . - 
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The saddle \\.as a:lic-<l:; :::r:~.--, :c -~-r.? :~??:rely , 
. v # .  . - girthed, the bridle f&ol,::i,c r-;n:- 2 -  i ---:?-: 11;. !=at 
-- . pin was drawn up and rile r:?z :, 5 . 2  
. .. - JJrith a bound the gan:'~l<r as.-?? .:::t:c :J-:. : : 1 : . ~  :,f his ' 
,s >,?\V, " <:y !' <,p 2' 1-7 ." :-: -- -' horse, which bouilrled av--- ':: 
- s -  
. , just as aloud shout IvnS =I;: I i: 1-12 ::::....-: ,:x-: :~:rtj' 
- .  
. , Texans sprang to their i e t r  ::r :.:-. 
,; *.. , - - "The prisoner! the qy?l>b- :',:;:r '. ; - - -F \ a a . . - L -  _ _ ) .  - - - - - -  
ringing voice. 
. - . * I t  was the man ~y\-ho had r.ris.::_ r;,: :::: 5-2,. TC: 771-0. 
- .  
. . , ,  seeing the mo~ ing ,  crout-!?i::~ ::-1 L :C .: r : :-l-x;P 
- - 
. - w -  the tree to find Poker Dick :Y; : -~  :I::::i: 15~:. a:;d 
- - the prisoner free and ~ u ~ t ~ t ~ t i : _ ~  I:: :-F+ ?.-: TIT& 
- .  
away. 
"TO horse ! a thousand d ,>!',ars -*- .. . i - - - ..7 .-.  . -7;: 7 :,$.:rs 
him dead or  alive," cried CaFTiir sr;.:. tz 
- b 
tones. 
Two minutes after he spec1 aT4t;\.a\- in i-:r;y::- r-,+j be 
hind him callle a score of  IkiS  Inen- gzr ..:-I ,:.r the 
rIIoonlit prairie was seen the dark f. -r ,: 7' ~ , f ~ ; ~ : s t < 3  i 
.* - I 
and his daring rider flying like t!le +-.,,'- ;-_ bay 
ahead of them, and death was hard on 
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CHAPTER 111. 
THE FORFEIT. 
c6Pard~ ,  it's no use; thct horse o' his are a goer 
m Goersville, an' he jist kept right ahead o' ther 
'n's mare," said Prairie Pete, riding back into the 
..... ber, after half an hour's chase of the fugitive gam- 
bler. 
"Lady ain't in good trim, Pete, jist now, as yer know 
a leetle latne; ef not, she'd hev overtook ther 
,-fist-toe, as that gambler calt his animile," an- 
:red a Texan, who hat1 also just returned and dis- 
111uuntec1. 
'Did he kill Poker Dick?" asked a third, riding up. 
'No; I guesses it were better ef he had, though," 
responded a young giant, with blond hair falling to  his 
waist. . 
All looked at the speaker, who was kno~vn as Seven- 
foot Han-y, on account of his great height. I-Ie 
shruggecl his shoultlers knowingly and made no reply. 
A moment after Captain Dash rocle up, his brow stern, 
and his gaunt-bodied racing mare limping badly. 
"The pace was too fast for Lady, boys, lame as she 
is, so he escapecl; but only for a time." 
There was something in the tone of the leader which 
d his men that Kent Icing would find a dangerous 
n upon his trail in Captain Dash, \\rho seemed de- 
mined to track him to  the bitter end. 
In his fancy dress, half buckskin. half Mexican. Cap- 
n Dash looked exceedingly handsome, for his face 
wa ~t the beauty of his 
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ad i>:,- the stetin look rest- 
upon ~ t ,  \-, lllne in ins aark-blue ex7ei rlwelt a light 
t was alt; 1. 
'Captain, abor wa 
uld like ter see ver, when yer retcl 
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"IVhere i 
'Over in ther ~soods yon sin' Poker Dick." 
"Ah, Poker Dick mas or I ~ I - I : ~ I I  Kent IGng 
:aped ! Il'as he hurt ?" 
cap'n, ar ,A- yer." and Seven- ,. -.- 
- fol way to T :amp fire had been 
%UL JVI111. ~ 1 3 ~ b l l ~ e  off frolll VLhers. 
Pacing t the burning logs was Ben 
ibor, a f : Texan, who now wore a 
mbled look that 111 became hinr. Eefore the fire was 
his bla 
"Well, ia!)or, IS tnat roker Dick. ancl IS he hurt?" 
#ked Captain Dash, as he walked up to the two men. 
"That is Poker Dick, captain, and he's hurt," was 
le quiet response. 
"I was angry v 
escape, but I'll 
uthin' ki 
t are." 
1 1 1  ~ I U X  TTOIII rne blanket. anu tne blood-be- 
meared face of F nrned full upon his 
hief, a slight ga sac1 showing ;:where 
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8 30 tell me how it  was," and Captain Dash rested 1 
I hand kindly on the shoulder of Poker Dick. 
But the man drew back quickly and said, in t r e ~  
, bling tones : 
/ "Don't tech me, cap'n, don't tech me, fer I is awi 
I wicked." 
; "The blow has turned your mind-" 
/ "No, cap7n, my mind ain't hurt, but my heart a. 
' Tell him, Ben, for I hesn7t ther power, an' ther wor 
I wotlld choke me." 
Impressed with the strange manner of Poker Dic 
: Captain Dash turned to Een Tabor. 
"I hate to tell, too, Dick," said Tabor, "but I cannot 
1 help it. Captainbash,  I was the first one to  get to 
n Dick, and finding him senseless, I remained, while the 
e; boys went in chase of King.;." 
You did right, as you saw that he was 
i the captain's response. 
'I only wish some one else had been in my pla 
they would have to tell what I found." 
'And what was it, Ben?" asked the captain. 
3efore he got a reply Poker Dick spoke t 
'Cap'n, Ben hes a heart like a woman an' 
tell on his old pard Dick, so I'll spit the srory i 
self, an7 1'11 feel better, for it gives me a 
:e in my mouth an' pain in my heart'. 
. "Yer see, cap'n, I was guard ter-night. Latery t r  
boys hes won all my dust from me, an' I got lo 
spirited; an' thet devil, Kent King, told me he'd g 
- - 
me a belt o' gold an' some dimints' ef I'd- 
"By Heaven! You turned traitor ancl at his 
bribe21' cried Captain Dash, in angry tone k "Jist SO; yon hes c - ther kernel 
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"Yas, cap'n, I is list'nin'." 
"You have kindred living a t  Austin, I believe?" 
"Ther old folks live thar, cap'n. My father an' my 
mother, an' I hcs a leetle brother o' seventeen." 
"This golcl I will send to them, and put with it a hun- 
dred dollars of my own, and I know the boys will do 
the same." 
"I'll give a hundred, cap'n," said Ben Tabor. 
And 1'11 chip in ther same," put in Seven-foot 
"y. 
All that is added will go to your parents, Dick; 
they shall never know that you were a traitor, but 
believe you were killed by Kent Icing, instead o l  
wounded." 
You intends ter kill me, then, cap'n?" 
You know the forfeit is death." 
Yas; ther's no gittin' round thet, an' I desarves i t ;  
but yer'll send ther old folks ther gold, fer they de- 
pends on me ter keep ther pot b'ilin'." 
"Yes; but the dialnonds I will keep for a special pur- 
pose." 
"You kin hev 'em, cap'n. I s'pose they is mine, 
seein' as I made a swap with the ganlbler fer 'em; but 
when is I ter hev my chips calledjn, cap'n?" 
"I will soon tell you; and Dick, if I can save you I 
will, as you have confessed all, and from my heart 
I pity you. Harry, you and Ben remain here until I 
return." 
"I'll not attempt ter skip, cap'n; but ther boys he.1 
better stay, so as yer'll feel yer've got me," called out 
'the prisoner, as Captain Dash walked a ~ ~ ~ a y  toward the 
camp fire, around which the other members of the 
band were gathered, 
eit. 
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tion, as the silent, stern-looking Inen catne near atit1 
formed in a circle around him. Then Captain Dash 
said, in a low but distinct tone: 
"Dick Martin, 1 regret, tnore that1 I can express, to 
have to say to you t h a ~  !.our act this night, in aiding 
the escape of I<cnt I<ing, that accursed gambler guide, 
has cost you your life." , 
IL I desar~es'all ycr can sap agin' nie, pards, so don' 
let up on me,'' nlas tlic quiet rejuintler. 
"No, I throw no alluse or \vortls o i  unlcindness it 
the teeth of a man who stands on the brinlc of hi' 
, grave. I have urged that your comratles o\rerlook you. 
crime this once, and give you aiiotl~er trial; but there 
,- are o~ily three of us to beg this favor against t~venty- 
, seven who say you must clie." 
At  a word fro111 their leader tlie llieii ranged thetn 
selves in line, and passed by the doomed. man, graspill) 
his hand in grim, silent fare\vell, and then contiliuitig 
011 into the darkness beyond tlie firelight. 
.ptain C 
:I out : 
/Tpn nnr 
"NO\\?, cap'n, here's lily last grip, an' it's not wit11 
ther hand tliet tuk ther slugs an' dimints. Good-by, for  
1 is goin' over ther dark river, an' you'll follow afore 
1011g.~* - - 
Ca lash grasped the man's hand, and theti 
callec 
I( ?A_-.., -.:e more I asli i t :  spare tliis brave man's 
. life." , 
hoarse, low, stern answer canle fro111 11a 
shadow : 
his Ilea 
C recovering liimself, c t ill stern tolles: 
- - 
20 The Forfeit. 
"Are you ready ?" 
A low assent came from the darkness beyond. 
"One ! two ! three ! fire !" 
Six revolvers flashed together, and without a moan 
Poker Dick fell. 
CHAPTER ITr. 
Some three months beiorc the opening of this story, 
the Hale emigrant train had pulled out from Border 
City, bound for Colorado, uncler the guidance of a 
noted gambler, nrho had suddenly offered his services 
to run the settlers to their destination. 
This gambler guide was ICent Icing, a man well 
* 
vn as a good prairie scout, yet supposed to  think 
11uc11 of his comfort to take to the hardships of an 
KnOY 
too I 
over land journey again. 
A skillful card player, he always had plenty of 
money; and, with the education of a gentleman, he was 
very popular in the society of that day. Judge Hale, 
the head and front of the settler's train, was warned 
against the Gambler Guitle. 
Hale was told that ICent Icing \ITIS only going in 
that capacity on account of Mary Hale, the only child 
of the judge; but the warning was unheeded, and the 
train pulled out on its way to the Far West. 
' As Kent IGng was a thorough plainsman. a dead 
shot, and a man of undisputed courage, there were 
- many along who congratulated themselves upoll their 
; luck in securing as good a guide. But, from the first, 
it was evident that Mary Hale was the attraction which 
attentions of the guide. 
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he clecitietl a at she shoultl rc: 5e c~ sacrificed. 
Buffalo BIII [<new that tire Gambler G ~ i d e  mas 
r ~ f  the most desperate character!: on :he kcrdcr. There- ' 
fore, he sought out a character of I!:.= :rci?. - x h o ~ ~  bar-
gaining propensities hat1 gained i c r  hi? :Ye name d 
Old Negc~tiatc, and heltl a con~:ersa~i~-r: Tim, the 
result of ~vhich \\.as the conclusior. &t-p;ern :hem that 
ader has 
ltain Das 
ntler a p~ 
some sec 
v:ithout a parson there would be n o  ~veddkg-  
Ant1 there was no wedding. i o r  the r e s t  morning 
the parson and Old hegotiate went 62 a hcmt; the 
former got lost and was found by Eu52119 Bill, and 
when they at last reached the train, -l.;eelis after, thehey 
.*:ere accompanied by a band of  Teyac. her le rs  known 
2.- Rf:~crlvcr Riders 
7 ~ :  - hand the re 
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CHAPTER V 
BUFFALO BILL'S BET. 
'n one of the most popular resorts of Border Ci 
nbining hotel, bar, and cardroom, a large cro 
men had assembled, as was their wont every eve~l- 
; to  while away the titne. 
The shume of cards, click of far0 chips, clink of 
glasses, and hutn of voices, mitlgled together contin- 
6\ally, with now and then a hearty laugh and fearful 
' oath rising above the other sounds. 
'' It was a motley gathering, for there were returned 
' miners, gambling away their silver and, gold dust; 
" nloinsmen, back after a long trip westward; team- 
I rs, bullwhackers, scouts, soldiers, cattlemetl, a few 
dians, vagabonds, and general dead beats, hanging 
!-I 
~ u n d  to be treated, and t o  pick up a dishonest pennv 
ken possible. 
At one table were gathered some cattle herd( 
ely arrived from Texas, and as they were play 
r large stakes, those uninterested elsewhere in 
on1 had been drawn to the point of most inte~ 
"Pards, hasn't I seen yer physymyhogalnys befor 
asked a queer-looking character, forcing 
ugh the crowd, and confronting the Texalls, 
om answered pleasantly : 
"I think you have; you were one of thc 111 i - 
grant train we struck on the trail." 
"You hes it right; I were ther amster, 11uC 
1'11 lay yer a prime pelt agin' that rnoney thet 
yer can't cail my handle." 
boss te 
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the 
rest 
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Bill's Eet. 
1 laugh followed the remark of the !~ordei- 
man, and the T e ~ a i ~  who had before spoken answered: 
"I will bet you wine for all round that I can, for 
the lnoney is not mine, and I guess you haven't a pelt 
along with 
"Done ; 
"But how are we to pick tnem out l" 1 
"Oh, I ' - come, what's my i , 
appellation 
"Old Negotiate," answereci the esan, with a laugh. ! 
A shout followec y ,  and tl rinan saidt 
.Li genera 
dead beats." all 'cep, 
. . .  
tin'. thcr 
. , 
knows 'e 
s ?" 
. .. 
1 his rep1 
e : 
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"By ther Roclci, 
gettin' toc 
r hev calr me, pard; 
!own in these parts; 
- -. 
well kn 
3r pards 
,,:,,c , 
darned 
ou an' yc 
-0 " 
what do y drink?" ( 
. <  
"We a l ~  "11, n g d i l l ~  ~jiany, and I believe in fair 1 
lay, so you and y ~ d s  drink with us," frankl$ ' 
nswered the Te, turning to the crowd he 
ontinued. 
[‘Gentle 
"Hold outt 
'er-" 
u 
our friei 
ran, and 
:men, j oi 
on, parc 
n u s ;  wi 
1;  let ~ n ,  
ne here, 
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ler dead 
ler." 
beats 
"No, I 
vitation ; 
in- lo, Old 
fill up a1 
Negotiate; I include all 
.1 around, barlteeper." 
The corks po?ped, the wine w 
health of the ha1:dcome Texan was 
after which Old YTceotiate sa;d : 
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p'ny a man by th 
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1st I see 
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"Yes, the Ganlorcl uulue, \\lnom our captaln wad 
talzing to Teuas." 
~assed in vit ?" 1- . I "Thet were ther man; ---- - has he I 
~ u f f a l o  Bill's Bet. 25 
"No, he escaped from us, when we were near Sad3 
Fe." 
" ~ s c a ~ e d  !" 
"The Gambler Guide free ?" 
Zent King not dead?" . 
~ c h  were the expressions that ran round the crowc 
a general exclanlation of surprise that followe 
rexan's announcement. 
rer say he escaped, an' from you?" 
'He certainly did." 
'Didn't go by the way of a h'ist to a tree.?" 
I "No; he gnawed the thongs from his wrist, secure 
his saddle and horse, and, though we gave hot chase, 
' managed to escape." 
"Boys, thar'll be n~usic in ther air afore long in 
I Border City, fer every man, woman, an' kid heur hes 
" 11een giving' Kent King tiler devil, as wuss nor a horse 
0 ,  thief. He'll cot~le back fer a reckoning, or I are a 
-eechin' liar, and I bet a lariat agin' a horse on it." 
"On which, Negoshy, that you are a liar, o r  thet 
ng conjes back?" asked one of the crowd. 
"I'll bet both, or t'other way, jist fer ther negotiate, 
rd, ef it suits yer; but, by ther Rockies, Buffalo Bill 
better look out, now thet wolf are on his trail." 
j "You refer to the scout who was instrumental ill 
" his capture?" asked the Texan. 
1,; 4 6 Come ag'in, pard, fer I isn't great on book larnin'." 
"Buffalo Bill was the one who run l i in~ to  cover, 3 
mean ?" 
Yer has i t ;  he are, an' thet Kent Icing will kill him 
I fear you is right," answered another. "Buff& 
. yet.' 
l ( 1  
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I Euffalo Bill's BeE 27 1 bet on his k;lling jolt i f  ynn ha\-e cvro~iged him," re- plied the s:ral>gcr. r n l  l i r  ! \\'hy, n h u  corrIt1 \vrong a w o l f ?  
li he is juor friend, 1 nil1 say ;11a: you l r e q  -.. lain 
eornp~my : but I\ hat \\ill J-ou 1)et that 1 1 ~  kli15 nle .' 
1. 
I ! ;  The man seen~erl niiger.rc(1 for  an instant by tlic out- 
;' qaken ~vortls of the scout. ljut ariq.r-ered qt~ietly :
3 ,  
' "Say a tliousalid dollars. 
"Done! It's the amount you name, ant1 I'll seek a 
Leho1::er !" 
"1'11 gct one," the nian als\\reretl. 
"Holtl 011, garcl: as yon are a friend of Iient King, 
g I m a it i le  tlonbtful about your stakclini<ler." 
"Sir, 610 IO iT  dare say 111ine can-re rlitt'ercntll;?" 
The man turner1 fiercely upon Buffalo Bill, n-ho a l -  
ered : 
.-- 
"Take it  as you please; ).ou certainly Iooli Tike 
, +" 
i "Y;llat 2.' 
;Cap, 
1 "Horse thief !" 
Tn-o I~ands fell upon their pistol htrtts a t  the a m e  
Z ne, bnt Een 'I'nbor, the 'fcxan, sprang l-retn-eel1 tlie 
 anger am1 the SCOLT~, and said, in his cafm, forcible 
13 : 
"FIolrl! This mvst qtcy ficre." 
"Trrre, Mr. 7'al,r~r; I f(1r:;c~: that he n-a4 like a 
iii a strange garret; I IC  i~ a stranger here. v.l-ii 
have a host o f  frientls; conle, sir, let us co~~clude 
bet." said Enffalo 1:ill Iranlcly. 
"A11 right; I was a fool to get angry; b ~ t t  who 11( 
the stakes ?" 
"Tl~ere is the very one ; here, Panther Rate! 7 -.-- 
Hi e," cried the scouji. 
le I 
our 
!After a1 
mustang 
1 * .  
Buffalo Bill's Bet. 1 1 
and a k t  
h a jaut 
. .. ..n* I., 
i eyes h 
e hers ac 
- 1 1  I . - 
I ne to ~ h o m  he called hat1 just entered thf 
room. She lyas a young girl. I-Ier iorm was perfect 
and her fancy dress of beaded buckskin, wit11 short 
skirt and tight-fitting waist, set it ofi to perfection, I ihile her soft gray hat, turned up upon one side, gave- - er face a fearless, saucy air that was very winning. In her belt hung holsters that held tlvo i\7ory-handled - evolvers, life was suspended to a short chain, vhile wit ~ t y ,  devil-may-care air, she held a. mall rifle ulJull , ~z r  shoulder. Beautit'ul she certainly was, and her darl ad won many a heart that had failed to ~ n a k  :he in return. In Border City all Knew her. She had come there. over half a year before with a traveling dramatic cotn- 
pany and had remained when they departed, and was 
engaged as a singer and dancer at the totvtl theater. 
)pearing each night, she would mount her 
and ride out to a littie ranch she had pur- 
cnasea, two miles distant, where she lived alone, caring 
for her cattle herself, and devoting her days to hunting. 
She was a superb horsewoman and a crack shot; in 
fact, her deadly aim with the revolver had gained hei 
her name, for one day she had killed two p n t h e r s  with 
her revolver as they were springing upon her. Haviq 
finished her act at the theater, Panther Kate, o r  at 
she was knolvn on "the board4 " 1 7 2 t ~  K ~ a r n ~ v  took 
I 
! 
1 
Buffalo Bill's Bet.. 1 ,  call me?" she asked, coming forwarcl, the crowd giving way for her, while many shouted: "Yes, make Panther Kate stakeholcler!" "I<atels the gal fer ter hold ther dust !" "Kate don't gamble her duckits away!" 
"Nor drink 'en1 up!" 
.- Such were the cries heart1 on all sides. The girl 
S 
,; turned to Buffalo Bill, who said : 
2 
: 1 "Yes, Panther Kate; I have just made a bet with 
-1 this-this stranger here that I kill Kent Icing-" C!' 
& "Hold! Is that your bet, s i r?  I thought it was to be that Kent King I<illed you," interrupted the 
, stranger. 
??I 
Y "Make it as you please, and in either case let the 
cc 
, winner get the money." 
All right ; i f  he kills you, I win ; if you kill him, 
win." 
Yes, and, Kate, you are to hold the stakes; here's 
my dust." 
nt 
. ,S "And here is mine, girl." nn, ,, Let me fully untlerstand the bet," she asked cluietly, 
it was explained to her. 
Thank you; I hope you will win, Mr. Cody; yotl 
t RLNW where to find me, and this gentle~nan can look 
up should he he the winner; good night!" 
ind taking the bag of precious metal, Panther Kate 
left the saloon. 
Scarcely had the man departed from the saloon, 
when, like a returning me7nory, there cslne to Buffalo 
Bill the kno\vletlge that he i~acl scc~l thi:: i l lal l  b c f ( ? ~ c  
-that in truth he was nor:e other than TCc~rt Rill9 
himself, so disguised as almost to defy detectiol1. 
hef c 
recc 
C 
'Captain Corduroy, it was evident, wanted to win 
the favor of the denizens of Border City, and he 
sought the hearts of the masses by filling their stomachs 
with liquor at his own expense. 
"I understand this is called the Cody Hotel, in 
: honor of that desperado, Euffalo Bill?" said Captain 
Cordtiroy, addressing Old Negotiate. 
The latter turned and laid his hand upon the cap- 
, tain's shoulders and said, with solemnity: 
1I Stranger, this house were named in honor o' Buf- 
falo Bill; but don't you whistle out no such word 
as desperatlo whar that clean-grit white nlan are con- 
! cerned, or thar'll be trouble." 
t re You don't mean thet he'will cause me trouble?" 
'i ,I 
I I does mean that, and more." 
,$ "What tnore ?" 
"1 "Thar be friends o' his heur as won't hear a word F 
1- said agin' him." 
"Bah! I have heard that he is hated here by a11 
"You hes heerd a durned lie, ef yer mother told it 
' 9  
'hat ?" 
'-1 say it are a lie, fer  Buffalo Bill hev done more 
fer this town than any other man, an' thar ain't no 
one in trouble as he don't help ot~t ,  while he some- 
times are on l~and  tcr clean out them as come heur 
' fer a fight. I wants ter be friendly with yer, stranger 
;,pard, hut don't yer say nothin' agin' Buffalo Bill, fer  
[he are nly friend." 
"Well, I clon't wish trouble with you. or any other 
:man in Border City. for we canie here to have a good 
time, and are not uuarrelsome. We'll s ~ e n d  our money 
52 Old Negotiafe's \Varnin$ 
met Buffalo Bill, and I owe him a grudge I hope 
day to settle." 
tongue atwetn yer teeth, ther fust thing know1 u 
will go yer toes to ther moonlight, an' Buffalo Bill wi 
be payin' ther expenses o' buryin' yer." 
"I do not fear hiin!" 
in were making Captain Corduroy very reckless of 
consequences. 
< I  I don't say yer is skeert; but onless yer wants 
dead$ trouble, don't say nothin' as will bring Yer 
ter drawin' agin' Buffalo Bill." 
traded. 
There he found him laying it1 a supply of provi 
for a trip, and also filling his cartridge boxes 
ammunition. 
1 1  Waal, Bill, yer is fixin' fer ther trail, it seems?" 
he said. 
"Yes, for I start soon." 
6 1  
I'd oughter let yer go without tellin' yer 
suthin'; but somehow I cannot," 
"17as, ier as icr  rF~ct. il:.=ir ; ~ ~ \ c  .., ; ..r: r;3t ful:, 
an' thcre are room ier it:orc." 
-.. 
"-lh l They \\-ant a rt.\\ : 
<< Thet seerlls tcr be t l~a r  \\a! c)' tl~ld::;li: '. Eill." 
"TT'elI, you kt.c.1) out of it. c i . . .  There are 
S r e  of them. you sny. a!kl !(>:I ;~i.t. gc~od a ~ n a n  1.1 
be killeti." 
'%ill, I is jist a leetic aieared thet it are a better 
man than I be they is lookin' fer." 
c'TT-llo ?" 
"You !" 
"No !" 
<< I means it." 
"Ill10 are they?" 
r t  Ther cap'n calls hisself Cap'n Corduroy, an' ther 
~ndIes o' ther others I didn't fasten tcr." 
"I know no such man, at  least by that nnme." 
s r  Names is slip'ry out heur, Gill." 
"Yes, but what makes you tliink they want a row 
ith me?" 
c< I was interdooced to thcr cap'n, \vho interducted 
le to his parcls, a i d  he told rtte he had a grudge agin' 
~ u ,  an' calt you a desperado." 
C C  Well, I am often cal!e,l pet names, Negotiate." 
"Yas, and thar are many who holds ill feelin' agitl' 
3r, too; but I thinks these fellers mean biz." 
"We can soon find out," said tlie scout calmly. 
"I knows it, ar!' after tllnt thar'll be shootin'. But 
wants ter tell you thet after 1 left this Cap'n Cor- 
duroy and his ti~cn, the Chinec a t  the hotel come ter 
me and said that Parltlter Kate wantctl tcr see yer. 
She sectils ter be afenred that thar'.; tronhle in the 
( 9  
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'When Old i\'cgu:i:\:e retur~ied to the Cody Hotel he 
1 first sought the parlo:-, for the Chinese tvaiter toItI 
him he \voulrl there fintl Panther Kate. 
I "I found Eill, miss," said Old Negotiate. "I foullcl 
, llirn at  the store, and he will be up  11eur soon. and 
I ef yer n.isl~es ter see a imlnortal row, just you lie 
I low ill this heur parler an' wait fer t l ~ e r  nlusic ter 
I begin." 
i "Will you allow a number of men to attack your 
, friend?" 
t "Oh, I'll Ix thar, miss, an' thar shan't be no under- 
han' ganle played agin' Bill. But I must leave you. 
1 JisC you wait heur a lcetle." 
(ith this remarlc Old Negotiate left the parlor. 
ther Kate, riveted by a fascination she could not 
st, remained stancling at the wiuclom, half hidden 
5e heavy, coarse curtains, and waiting breathlessly 
the coming of what the scout had called a "circus." 
1 the meantime Old Negotiate rehltered the bar 
found the crowd still clri~~ltirig heavily and getting 
e intoxicated each momeat. 
; ~ u t  he saw that Captain Corduroy and his com- 
'F rades, thm~gh they had seemingly tlrunk freely, were 
appar~nt ly  more sober than when he left them, which 
further convinced him that they were playing a part 
and were not allo~ving tl~emselves to lose control of 
their faculties. 
C - F Old Negotiate was greeted with 
36 Buffalo Bill's Charge. 
a s h u t  of welcome, and of course he had to 
,naIlo\v the liquor, and watching closely saw 
:lie strangers also failed to drink the contents of their 
g!asses, a circ~~iiistance none of  the drunken croail 
observed. 
Going out upon the piazza, Old Negotiate 
out: 
"Pard strangcrs, thar coines a man, ef  yer wants 
tcr see one, ~ ~ 1 1 0  hcsil't got his ekal in these heur 
parts." 
Captain Corduroy l001i~d out ant1 cried: 
"E~lff a10 Bill ! Re rearly !" 
Old Negotiate heart1 the lvords and asl<ed quickly: 
"Say, pards, docs yer iuean harm ter Bill?" 
"He means hariu to iiie,'and I ~vil l  but protect 
lllyself," said Captain Corduroy. 
".I11 right; that are squar' ; but as  he  don't see Yerj 
1'11 jist shout an' tell lii~li." 
Then lie raised his voice atid s l l o~~ ted  : 
"Ho, Bill! Thar are danger camped on yer trail 
heur." 
T'he warning c a ~ ~ s e d  a dead silence to follmv, and 
Captain Corduroy and his pards [lropped their hands 
L1i:O1l revolvers, as though to first turn the111 on Old 
:\'egotiate. But he lia(l his \yeapoll 0 ~ 1 ~  already, a i d  
straligcrS qcell?c(l tcj realize that he ,vas ,lot the 
Inan to ~)jcl< a cliiar-rcl \yitll ?Ilen ; 
friends 1ver-e aroulld llilll. 
M'itll B~Cfal0 Hi11 it ~y,, diee 
''a(' gilr?n out a declal-;~~ioll of , 
c a ~ t a  
he cri e-- - 
~ -.. . 
roy was I 
and tlieri 
rent. N 
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"Yes, pards, I have come on Buffalo Bill's trail. 
He killed niy two brothers, and right here I intend 
to  avenge thenl." 
This caused a gencral scattering of the crowd iron1 
the piazza. Thcy were not too clru~llc to forget that 
self-preservation is nature's first law, and they dasiied 
into the barroo111 with an alacrity that was amusing. 
Old Yegotiate went, too, though not fro111 fear. 
EIe thought that from a ~vinclon- he could the better 
aid BufIalo Dill, anti he touk up his stand just inside, 
and stood ready for what  night lollow. The strangers 
hacl held their grouncl. 
The)- had proven themselves gel~erous f e l l o ~ ~ ~ s  in 
facing the bar, ancl they ~ ~ l o u l d  not flinch now ~vhetl 
:+ --bras a case ~vhere there were five against one nlan. 
tilatter what the reputation of that man might be. 
Give out ther hymn, cap'n, an' we'll shout ther 
uuxology," criecl one of them. 
- "I 
will meet hi111 first," sternly said the captain. 
"Thet bein' ther case, we'll fall back a leetle," and . 
the first speaker gave a backward step or two, tvhich 
was follon~ecl by his inlniediate comrades. 
"You lose your gold if you desert me," savagely 
cried Captain Corduroy. 
(( Ain't desertin', only takin' up a more safer posish, 
cap'n." 
In the ineatitillle Buffalo Bill was conling toward 
the hotel, his horse in a slow walk. I-Ie had answered 
the hail of Old Negotiate with a ware of tlie hand, 
and shown no other sign thHt he ru~derstood it. 
H e  saw the sudden decamping of the crowd and 
smilecl. Then his eyes fell upon the for111 of Captain 
Cur ' nd he el light start. Ruffal as o Bill w 
-
3s Buffalo I 
d upon his lnatchle5s 1,lacl;. ?r l i t lnig~~i .  easily 
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the .. ere scattering by the dozen. Within a minute 
I.;. barroom was empty, though one of Kent Icing's mis- 
; creants lay dead on the floor. 
- Old Negotiate, racing at Midnight's heels, entered 
e barroom at this juncture, and bawled: 
"Bill, he he\. lit out!" 
"Who ?" Buff a10 Bill demanded. 
"The 1)oss of 'em all." 
"The leader ?" 
"Yes, Captain Corduroy." 
"I shot to kill him." 
"Waal, you missed him." ' .  
"I did not, for I saw him fall." 
"Then the bullet glanced on his hard skull, anc 
- 
ayed possum to get away." 
'That may be; but let him go." 
Going out upon tile piazza, Buffalo Bill saw tllat 
ent Icing was indeed gone, though t\vo of his allies 
y dead where they had fallen, and a third he ' ' 
1st left lifeless, lying on the floor of the barroon 
who 
up01 
note 
.f?.?fJ Eill 
here v a :  
: killing 
'hen But ,is desperate charge for 
piazza, t ICcnt Icing's followers ' 
felt that I I ~  had ~natle a mistake in \.olunteeril1g 
I a ser: Irtlige~ous as  tht 
(1 scout. 
He was a g o i ~  1 -11, i. ! ct 110th tllc shots he had 
fired at long range v c r e  fruitless, ancl lie ~ioticed that 
those of Kent 1;i11: :11c1 1,;s coinratles also failed to 
bring down the 11~1111 they hat1 flushed. 
At once, \\hen thc I<cnt Icing was riot upon 
him, lie rusned ::ntl into :h- hall. -111 open 
door attracted his attcrit:oi~, ant1 hc glitled into a large 
room, rudely f u r n i ~  11 ~ i i ,  :\ et  con^ Fcrtal~le. 
I t  v73s \v17~t was ~-~i!e,l the parlor of tlie Cody 
Hotel, and was devotecl ~\~liolly to distinguisll:d guests 
and ladies. 
I t  was 110 place ior the deserting stranger, but it 
was, he obser~rerl.. ap;~:irently t i~~occu~iecl ,  and it af-  
forded a deligl?!f~:l h ~ v c n  of  refuge for  h i n ~  just then. 
He halted in nn ~inccc.+~in T:?ntlllcr Tor an instant, while 
the rattle of r e~ ro l~  ers -\yithorlt proTred tn him that 
he had been .cvise iu dccampinl ~ ~ r l ~ ~ n  <lid. 
The tremendous racket of idnight's iron-shod 
tipon the piazza colnilig to his ears, a sudden 
seelllecl to seize him. ITe <larted to the win- 
l W 9  which \{'as open. and lnolred out up011 tile piazza. 
There was ilis galme, Illounteil still and ljoldly forc- 
'g his ma*cll!c$s horse upon the piana. Kent King, - 
A Villain .Surprised. 4 I 
sheltering hinlsclf bchintl the furniture and creeping 
toward the opposite door by ~ ~ h i c l ~  he managed to 
make his escape, also caught the eye of the desperado. 
"Ha! Sow is niy chance, Buffalo Bill. I never 
n~ i s s  at  close quarters!" hoarsely hissed the villain; 
and, wit11 the side of th: xvi~idonr for a rest, he ran 
: his eye along t!le barrel of his revolver. 
Buffalo Cill \\.as not six feet from him, and the 
I 
1 curtain concealing his ioc, he did not see him, and 
it looked as though death must certainly follow the 
I shot. 
B ~ i t  before the finger drew on the trigger a form 
glided from the shelter of the curtain at the other 
I 
~.vindow, and a revolver muzzle was pressed hard 
1 against the head of the desperado, ~vhose startled 
I ears were greetctl wit11 the ~vorcls :
I "Drop that weapon, sir, or clie!" 
I The alacrity ~l-ith which the villain cl~ose the former 
1 alternative pror.ec1 his appreciation of life. The 
1 weapon fell upon the piazza, ant1 then came the ~vords :
(I 
I Drop down on your face, sir, and lie there!" 
Never in his life before had the villain lain down 
I i in such haste. 
1 "Put your hands behind you, sir." 
1 The order u z s  obeyed. ' 
"Who in thunder are yer?" 1:e gro~vled. 
"Blarst yer petticoats, what in thunder is yer playin' 
this on me for ?" 
"Mr. Cody is tny friend, and you sought t o  kill 
him." 
Va 7 * ;s clo beat all !" 
! 
"Hold J iour nanus closer tocrether-there, now I 1 
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full o' lcacl ail' not slio~v it." 
"I wish you ~ ~ o u l d  1ii11tlIy go and see if JIr .  Coo" 
is wounded, a~xl- 
"Lorcly ! IS-hai Ilev ycr thar ?' 
Old Negotiate's eyes Ilncl tliscovered the prostra 
and bound prisoner. 
"A present for Mr. Cotly." 
"Waal, lie are a healthy one, and one o' ther Calam- 
but allus dril~ked when t'others treated. I gtless he 
are a snealiin' cuss, miss." 
"Yes, for I captured hitn in some deadly ~~~or l i ; "  
"I'll fetch Bill, miss, an' he will be more th: 
I t  was certainly a surprise to  Buffalo Bin, upon 
standing guard over a man lying prostrate upon h;* 
face ancl hourid securely with the girl's scarf. 
"Mr. Cocly, I a111 so glad to see that you have n 
been ~vounded," ancl she sfretchcd forth her hand. 
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"Yes, and you are fort~matc to escape death at 
my hands, for I \<,as sorely teinpted to shoot you," 
said Panther Kate incligl~antly. 
"Lordy ! I'd 'a' sot heavy 011 your coilscience, 
miss: but yer do looli as tliough yer'd hcv clipped my 
sp111-s fer me, ef yer didn't let daylight inter my head." 
I1 Wow, sir," said Buffalo Bill, "I suppose you know 
where to find Iient J<ing ?" 
"I might be able to strike his trail." 
"IYell, see that you do, and also see that the sunset 
finds you out of Border City." 
"It will, fcr a fact." 
"Tell Kent I < i n ~  that now that I know him to be 
on the path of revenge against tne, that I, too, will 
strike the saliie trail against him, and kill him nihen 
and ~vherever I find him. Go !" 
H e  unfastcnetl the scarf as he spoke, and, glad to 
escape, the \villain clartecl out of the door, his haste 
causing Old Negotiate to laugh l~eartil~i. 
"I'm glad that you let hirn go," said Panther Kate 
as she left the room. 
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bler; but not finding him, and hearing that 
gone to Denver, the ' captain determined to 
go on to his home, being compelled for solne reasons 
to clo so, and offered me liberal terms to take half a 
dozen of our riders and come and seek you, he prorn- 
ising to join us in Coloratlo as soon as possible." 
"But urhy should he take so much trouble to 
nrorcl to me?" 
. t "Because he says you, believing the Gatnbler Gujcle 
: ; dead, would be taken unawares, and he felt that he 
. - 
~vould atteinpt your life; but, wariletl, you could be 
on the lookout for  him; and he sent you this little 
package, and you will find instructiolls writtell inside." 
As the Tesarl spoke, he handed the scout n small 
' 
package, irhich the latter placed in his pocket un 
should get home. 
:G , 
I "I thank you, Mr. Tabor, for your kindnes~ hl*t 
when do you start west?" 
11 
1: As soon as our horses have had a few days' 
"Good! I shall set out myself in a few days 
I will accompany you." 
1 4  
! C, I am glad to hear that, fo r  \ve had a dangerov 
I of jt coming east by oourselves, as \\re waked up se*-41 
bands of reds; but listen! There is  trouble t l ~  
l ~ a r k  !"
A shot was seen to flash out ahead, near a tl 
of cottonwoods, and a cry of pail1 followed. 
"Conic!" cried the scout, and d r i v i n ~  their ~ I J L L I J  
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the ground and tv;o men strr~g:Iing with a third 
p%rsoa. 
Hearing horses' hocfs, orre 13i :Ile s e n  turned 
quickly and fired. -It  tile ibsh \,:I ZuEnlo Bill alld 
the Tzsan rep!ied with a shot. ?I!c :;;an dropped in 
. - 
- his tracks; while, nith a curse. ! n r >  c ~ n z r a d e  t ~ r  
t~ rurl into the thicket, g-iih the o m  he had been 
~zn;%<!i~>g ~ i i t h  in his arms. 
3:: (;.rick as nas his  noh hi on. quicker was tfie act 
o f  r5e Tesa2. who sent a lasso n-l~irling over lais head. 
-7 i 1 -;fa% .--. 2 cradl!en jerk the fugitive \\-as brought to tfle 
3 -  Throwing hirmlseli irom his horse, Buffalo 
EE11 bar, over hinlm, and placed his revolver to  his 
+?~"3?, ~<-I?ile he cried : 
"'1~"i Tanther Piate tae's got l" 
'"TA-=- 
-ci.. JIr. Clod!-: they lassoed nne and jerked me 
fmrn~ r y  >crsr, and thoa~gh I mmanaged to dram my p-? 7 *,m 3 ! - 8  
Ll (32 &.- 2 - k 2  one of them. they caught me at last, 
~ { d  e e  CrL rising iron1 the gound  as the scoot re-- 
?-+lzp3 - - * - -  - -  - ! ~ t  f~$?i. ;r j  tire lariat 0s' the Texan, n-bjch had 
~ ~ 5 r t d 3 3  p ~  ?3t213 ansit7. 
"%;c~'T ~ ' % 1  '!3p~. iron at me, pard. fer I is 
%XTF%!??~?.'- clc r\nffazn pIca~intS~l;. 
'*r3"'e 2 ~jlik 3 Kr:+ let iit, 50 09. save tlrotnble: &a11 
4.. T~'':vD-~? ar'kwf :h,z smut 2. tile Texan npproadledv 
m 4  nX@b ~ G s  3:?rr*>rero politely to Panther rCate, who 
*7t'.~dI by? v?& ffi;.Idpd m n ~ s .  after ]her 
a ~ v ~ ~ I ~ ~ J T I ? "  - 
LL. I\ 
- -" p r n  ~7 asr,, f 13+T ; 
" .,bm 1"' . I guess nobody'll mourn for 
The Ainbush. 
"Tell rne iyhy you attacked Panther Kate?" the scout 
demanded, co\.eri~lg tlle nlan tvit11 a revolver. L'\lri iat 
were you and your viilainous conrpanions up to?" 
"Don't shoot!" thc fellow \vhined. 
"Well, yer see, it n a r  this way: W e  k n o ~ ~ e d  thzt 
"Your captain?" said the scoot. 
The man scluirmed again. 
"TVho is your captain-out with it?" 
"I calc'late that you kno\v who he is, Buffalo Bill." 
'c r l ou mean Kent Icing, the man I made 111y bet 
with-though I did not know at the time he was 
Kent King-and the rnan who tried to kill me at 
"Yer got ther best of us, Pard Bill, in that row!" 
"Then you were one of the scoundrelly crowd that 
''E came in disguise to the hotel to  kill me?" 
" 'Tain't no use ter lie to you. Yer knows every- 
hing," the rascal whined. 
"I do not beliqve Kent King left the town!" said 
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CHAPTER X. I 
A MYSTERY. 
Upon arriving at the t o ~ s n ,  Ben Tabor suggested 
that Dufr'alo Eill and Panther I ia te  should wait u11til 
lie went to the gambling hall ancl called otrt his half 
Cozen Texan pards, so that there would be no  doubt 
ol  capturitlg the gaml~ler. 
\Vhcn the Texan 11ncl icit, Euflalo Ciil turiled t o  the 
~ i r l  a i d  said incluiringly : 
7011 k n o ~ s  thi? I<ent Ring,  too, T<ate?" 
I have kil~\\.ll lii~ii for ;.ears." 
lieve his real name was Iicnton ~ i i n~s l anc l ? "  
11 Yes, such \\.as his n a n ~ c  11 hen I first mct hi111 ; but 
te!i me, do yuu thil~li 11c call ha1 e escaped, bIr. Cody?" 
"Oh, no;  he harc?ly espectecl to have his disguise 
I ~ ~ o I x - i i  to any oile cscept his friends, and is doubtless 
at Daly's cabin." mP- 
l <  T 11ope so, fo r  i f  lie should escape me now I would 
give UP 1lope; hut he cannot, for  fate mill yet 
lim face to face with me, 1\1hom he has so bit- 
- . ,  .. ronged." 
had spoken the last words more to  herself than 
scout, an:! he re~i~ainecl silent, not wishiilg to 
,.; .+-Lo her s c r r o w  of the ~ a q t  ~llltil she sudde~ily 
ncl\.ecl : 
"Dic er hate : 
"01% Yes. alld I'm a g~iuu narer wnen 1 try. 
a111 I ; 1 1 love, with all my heart and 
~ n d  I no h e r e  I loved, for  once, in the 
-
'(So 
soul,, : 
hncr , 
hate as 
\i7 hate v 
my one? 
-. - -4 1. - 
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"IT-hg don't !-or a-k 'tler :T: -arr:: J-cn, old ma?' 
1 I - - *  11~li her to 111arr:; n;e: 2 ci <zA: : j ~ e  5;S-ionx nation 
fcst; but thw's t h r r  C T D L X ~  c!. TJ;:TZ~-:-~- CaP>-. the 
.- 
~ i ~ c r p . "  
segctiate pointed to 2 I.,? cabin s i a n d i ~ ~  alone, and 
ahnut  a hul~dre(l yar-cir; 1,ac:; irl .:n the roacI. .%fter a 
-.hart con~ersaticrn it  \*;a-. ,iprc~ci :c, a.-prqach the home 
5n foot ; and .that Old Fhc,q-71+",~~k and ten 
stranger that Da!:- ;,l-ar?ecJ to have bim 
c'.me back to the ].la]]. 
It \--as plannet1 that \.:lien he :tenperf ant of tile door 
'he?- IA-c-se to seize him, i>zt unr]cr c G  circumstances to 
3 3 
t-.;p(.- . -  
-..... l . 4 : ~  a,:,. 
-i 
- ~ ?  n'.uct not he hu r t .  fcr I clc:it:er him to . 
[:;!ptain Dash. \yho \yj]l take hiPil trl Texas to be -: 
, . y + * < 1  -. 
- ;, -.,- ~ ; l i ( i  Tallcr. - .  
I , *  
.! ~ . ~ ~ J ~ ~  gr~ to the cncl i i f  ill(: ~;,rt l i  tc3 =C:C Kent King 
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how he ~vants yer at ther hall ter chip in a leetle game," 
said Old Negotiate in an innocent tone. 
"Tell hit11 I haye gone to bed ancl an1 not well." 
"I'll tell hil~l. 1;ut he's got a prin~e chip in fer yer," 
urged the teamster. 
"All right, I will come." 
With a muttered oath ai ha! ing to dress and retrace 
his way half a mile to the ga~-nb!ir~g hall, the man 
arose and began to put 011 his c!othcs. 
Presently the heavy bar \\.as removed from the do 
the key was heard to  turn in the lock, and a head v 
thrust out carefully, the eyes narrowly searching the 
surrotmdings. 
As i f  assured of no lurking danger, the man stepped 
out, and turning. locked the door, just as two dark 
, forms bounded around the corners of the cal~in, and 
he was seized in a grasp he could not shake off. 
5 In vain did he strive to beat off his assailants and 
I to draw his weapons; he was held in the clutch of 
- Seven-foot Harry and Ben TaSor. 
: Seeing around him half a dozen more, ~l-hiie the cold 
muzzle of a pistol pressed against his temple, he ceased 
. resistance, and said, in surly tones : 
vho are you, and what do you want with 
; me 
I ' -We are Texans," saicl Ben Tabor quietly. 
"Ha !" 
I 
4 c  Yes, and Re!-olver Riders, ivl~o zckrzoivledge Cap- 
tain Dash as our chief." 
cc I know nothing of h i n ~  9r hi< cutthroat band.'" 
c< Yott are mishken: you escaped fro111 us when w e  
were on the :rail for Santa Fe;  but this time you shall 
or,  
rras 
&,;?.y. !'* 
' f 
I > $  paw- .? - - 
. , ,.,. r;~, ghr,st, 5;ry as ;:~q L:EC c-:. - 
4,;  d - . .- 
. ., ;;c:a4t3,: , gmGsc > she is, para. p5:- iz Q:? yegotiate. 
.A,<" -. . 
.p.r:-.f:. If: us t c  off, czo.~! Eer. Ta5'~r. 
d:.5**. . ' I , : .  - --., ,(,.,<, 
,-, - .. 
. . ~. <:: d ,,-,.. : d l "  2??,4-.. 
, - -  
; *T.-~:.. L:<f~:iV' ask~-1  Colil. ill F-vsTps~Ce. 
- . . . . . _ , 
. -.- . ,. . 
,I -.. 
11 I:,;, :i!li\ ?:,:pryfj :: z:T7 
. I .  
,:- ,: s lt1hk7~f,,-,?tf~\,, 
'' ~ ~ S - $ ~ : > ~ i  :a?.y,p b.;.c!,qz, , c : ~ ~ ~ : ~  
. . asker1 Tabor. .. , 
in going \vest i" 
Tabor had turned to Oitf Xegutiate, who answered 
promptly : 
"I'll bet yer tiler Cai~il~ler Guide agin' Pantllcr Kate 
I does. I hes a horse as is liglltnin', an' Billy knows 
I 
I is good on thcr shoot.'' 
"Very welI," .aid Ben Tabor. 
"Go up to ther tavern and bunk in with my pards; 
but not a vord o l  our night's \;.ark, rnillcl yott." 
Tabor called to Seccn-foot Harry to throw thc 
bound prisoner up bcllind hi111 ; 211~1, ~vitll Cuffalo Bill 
riding on one side and Failthcr Kate on the other, they 
I 
started for the ranch of tllc latter. 
It ulas a small, sroutly built, two-roorned cabin. \vltIl 
several outhouses neai- I,?. 1 I\.O huge dogs acted as 
guardians, ant1 these grtiter: i l ~ c  party with savage 
barks. A word from Fal:tiler I<,ire quieted thern. She 
dismounted and threw, oiler? her door ; and, carrying 
I 
U 
the prisoner in their arms, the Texan and Ruffalo EiII 
r 
entered. 
"Lay him there, please ; l~el-c, Sztan, watch this man, 
and i f  he attempts to f r x  himself take holcl of him." 
The huge dog seen~ecl to  nutlerstnnd fully his rnis- 
-ess' command. for he crouched down by Kent King, 
ilro lay bound hand and foot upon the floor. 
"I think we can leave hiin ~ O J V .  Mr. Cody," sai? 
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to-morrow. 3Iy 111a11, (10 yc-1~1 want to join our party 
. . .  
'&or. 
-tout. 
"I think so. too: good ninht, Kate," answered the 1 
"Good night, gentlemen," shc said: "I thank you 
' for sav ing  me Iron1 those villains to-night, brtt more 
;or bringing me face to face with that man." 
- 
- b 
h 
-4 T,r---L:-..-" 
- - 1 ? . -  
a .  ". * written in the %ex;s ,:;%I 4 :z- :_T.'. .: 
CHAPTER XI. 
t!' 
-I TI-IE IIEI\RT O F  A WO3LAN. 
I 
"While there's life there's hope, so I'll not aespair 
'vet; but I \~oult l  rather be at the stake than facing 
' 5  
; this monster, whose eyes glare into ]nine whenever 
I open them. Bound as I am, it is enough to  drive 
i j  tne ntad; and yet I dare not appeal to Kate for mercy; 
: no, no, for a woman's love turned to hate is deadlier 
'5 than the serpent's sting." 
Thus thought I<ent Iiing as he gave a glance to- 
1 the door through ~ v h i c l ~  Panther Kate had gor 
the other room. As he t u r ~ ~ e t l  his heacl, Sata 
an oolninous growl, ant1 once more he closed 11 
L' 
, wari 
i -  into 
, 
. gave 
- 
eyes. 
Yl 
lips, 
n 3 0 ~  
"I 
end 
--- -- 
A 
his 1 
: whil 
e t  with closed eyes, ICent King could see those re 
white teeth, and glaring eyes above his fac 
Je man though 11e was, the sweat stood in beads 
I his forehead, and he became strangely nervous, 
:I1 increased until human nature could bear n o  
e, and he shrieked forth : 
Kate! Iiate! For  the love of God, kill me a1 
this misery." 
y the huge dog sprang up011 the prisone 
cly to bury tlien.sel\res in the nian's throz 
..... le ne gro~vled savagely. A quick tread followe 
ther Kate e~itererl the roo111 anrl asked~clr 
Well, sir, did you call?" 
Great God ! I-I.-- -rnir 1-?rt, W O I I I ~ L I .  ,I ,yo11 not see this 111 
going mat1 ?" he grc 
"Ha! iia! ha! 
hat I a 
- L,. 1. 
I 
"T' 
I ha\ 
tn m r  
1 
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I<rsntoll I<ingslalld ? 1 be1ieve:l you c,?llo~t; t o  ever!' 
erliotion, t h o ~ ~ g h  time \\.as ~vlicn ).(XI 1)roiesqed fee'- 
~ligs such as other people possess. I n 
sir, for I gaze 011 yuu ~vritl;ing i l l  111~11 
Her  yoice \ \as  hartl, lier e! es I)ul lling, and 'ler 
bosoi11 Eeavcd cnnvylcively, as  t11~11211 t!le inl'loit 
depths of her 1)cing n c r c  stirrcrl. 
"Icate, I have ~\,rongetl you l~itterly : ;nore tha '~  
human l~cing can forgivc, yet I heq you t13 re~nove this 
devilish beast from my brcast or I 11 ill go  mad^" 17 
said plcndingly. 
Something in his tone toltl her that 1 1 ~  5polce the . 
truth, ant1 she called lo the clog. 1; at once 0 1 ~ e ~ e l ~  
her, and, \\,alkilig to tlie corner, lay (11 l1v11. 
"GO:; Llcss you, Tiate, fo r  that act," said the pris- 
oner. "If you desire my ilcath. kill me, but do  not 
torture me beyoetl hunian entlurance again." 
"T have souqht you to  kill you, I<entot~." 
hell do so; l ife has no charm fo r  :ne IIOW, all{\ 
re often sought death, 1,ut i t  ~voul(l not c ane  
t" ,142. I f  
<I You speak falsely, I(etlto11, f c ~ r  yott h a r e  ever 
clung to life ~vi th  strange tellacity." 
""*?ce I did; but, ICate, sitice- slnce- ' 
nl listening, sir." 
Lee that night t h a t - t l l a t "  
me colnplete your sentence ; since the t~lglit  !r@:l 
le raise to my l ips the fatal drug you had pre- 
for  hare 1,een haunted 1,). a p l l a n t o ~ ~ ~ . "  
's- Kate. bitterly haye 1 been puniched foi' 
ri'l'c. T ura.; mad theti. fo r  l;lle,,. ti13t y o t ~  
a11(: I loved ynu inctre than all el5e ill the 
world; but I ~ z \ e d  large gamb 
V- 
pared 
ii\T.- 
I T 
that c 
loved 
. - 
~ n d  hat 
xnd wil 
" H ~ T  
and ?" 
f [let ern- 
ed : 
I to des 
ro glass( 
;ink the 
b 
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I The Heart of a IVornan. 61 ,..- b --  r ? ~  a 1 no money to  pay them \vith. I had an oppor- . ttinity to marr)- an heiress. who mas to turn over into :nn;,, . . my keeping her vast wealth. I I .  
a:.'2' .. I "My marriage to you was a secret one, and none 
,-. 3".  p ktle~v of it, an( peration by nly debts, 
- *  . !-[ I one night pre .s ~r i t l l  poison. intellri- 
1 ing that you sl one and I the other, 
-1 and I\-e ~vould tlic togetl 
t 
-,-r7:-, L" . "Co~vasd that I 11 a: you clrink the fatal 
, .-,, ' [ draft, though I totiched nor: illy lips to  111irie ; and be- 
( fore I coultl sun~iiioii aid you nere, as I believed, 
.? :, ! dead. 011, I in t e !  S o  one k n o ~ t s  my liliscry then. 
1 
- - a 
In terrvr I llcd ancl sought 3 refuge aiiiitl wild scenes > - P  , * p 
r 
i cler nicn." 
1 &I- 
, L , ?  *-k ;e you to111 me all the truth. I I<iiigs- 
I I TI! dn *I  she asked in a Ion., stcrtl tonc. 
i \ s i  I1i:lc no atoll1 of his g~iilt ,  he 
\ continu 
''Yo. Icatc, nor ail; lor, possessing, as you icnow, a ilg)\' . 
,?,, ,,.I strange po\jrer of imitation, I \\-rote a r 
your hanrl, and saying that you were ti 
a r e  c. and had entletl your 0n.n Iifc." i I< I have that note \\-it11 me, sir." & <  That causecl people to believe you had conimittctl sujcitle; more I cannot tell yoti, TT- ' ' .  " 
II But I can, s ir ;  I was believt dressed in my 
shroud, ant1 buried, aye, placed grave, Icentun 
Kingsland, ant1 left to niy la51 deep among the dead. 
"But avaricious eyes had seen that my diamond 
rings were left on niy fingers, and that night gl1ot11~ 
of the grave came to rc.1, 111e. TT<l~en they hrolce open 
the casl<et. the cficcts P F  the c!rt~y lia(l y-orl- cfr. the 
fresh air revived me, and I arose in n ~ y  shroud and 
iote, c' 
red of 
~ S Y  ing 
living 
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put t o  wild flight the base r t~bbers u f  tll 
-., I forgive you that. Iientou I<ings!antl l 
L r No, I do not ask it-ye>, I (lo ask it 
forgive me i f  you love me as I do you: forgive, forget 
me, and I will go 11np;~~- to niy c!ca!!i." 
The.man tried to stretch forth llij bound h a ~ d s ,  
and half raised hilil<e!f iron1 the t?lmr, while his voice 
11-as full of ~ l e a r i i ~ ~ g ,  an(l his e~-e; bent on her mitk 
all the iascinatinn Ile could thron- into t!lem. 
She n-as a n-0111,-.n, ant1 she hacl loved him with all 
her soul. El.: hat1 su;ie:eil much, Ijut she believed he 
had also. I-Ter 107-e-had turned to hatred in a night; 
l ~ u t  now. in a minutc. it flew back iron; 
sionate idolatr:, an.1 she flung I~erself upc 
as he w\.as, ant1 crir ! : 
1L 7 kenton! Icenton! I do  forgive y( 
xi11 forget all; on!:; come back to me, 
a; in that oltlen tiwe \\-1ie1~ we were both so napyjr." 
A triumphant light flashed in his eyes 
sadly : 
"This is beyond all hope, Iiate; now 1 can ale con- 
tent." 
"Die! You shall not die, Iientotl, for  
You; see, I sever your bonds, and-aye, yvL rrlll fl!' 
together from here, for I have two fleet' horses in the 
stable. Come, throw off those suits that disguise your 
f o r l ;  pistols, rifles. and all I have h--- -- Come 
11 it11 me, and tt-oe be to him ~ h o  would 
path." 
. ~ o u s  dread cotybined; b i t  a felv calm words 
man soothed her. anti an 11011r af ter  they left 
tne callin, both of them disguised beyond recognition* 
and net 
of the 
. . 
I hate to 
)n him, b 
atlcl love 
1. _ . .. . 
; ; but he 
, . 
I will pt 
I ..r* .a71 
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CWAPTER XII. 
BUFFALO BILL I<ECEIVES A LETTER. 
After a substantial breakfast,V, hich both the Texan 
and Buffalo Bill ate as only plaillsmen can eat, tile 
two mounted their horses and wended their way to the 
cabin of Panther ICate, determined to  make arrange- 
ments for an early start west. 
The huge dogs greeted their arrival with ferocious 
barking, but no answer to their call carlie. The cattle 
had spread over the prairie, and the chickens stocd 
around the cabin as if waiting for their r;lornilig mes!. 
Riding up to the door, Buffalo Cill 1;nockecl I O L I ~ ! ~ ,  
but still no answer came. 
"Great heavens ! What can have happetled ?" said 
Ben Tabor. 
"I hope he has not released hirnself and harmed 
Kate," replied the scout. "I don't know what to think; 
but there is a way to find out." 
He  attempted to clismount, when the dogs rushed 
to  attack him. Regaining his saddle, the scout drew 
a revolver, and two sliots ended the career of Satan 
and Beelzebub, as Panther ICate had named the canine 
, . 11' I 
-, monsters. 
rr s f  With a rail, Buffalo Bill and Tabor then burst in 
-. . . 
I the door. They found the cabin vacant; and more 
still, evidences that it hacl been purposely vacated, for 
. . L  , > I  articles not conve~iient to carry were strewn about, 
_ _ I> while other things of use had evidently been rernoved. 
i c .  1 "  The thongs that hacl bound the prisoner lav upoll 
c~rc~dl:~ the floor, and the lamp still burned on a table. Goinf 
i. I By1 
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to be treacherous?" said Ecn Tabor. 
Buffalo Bill looked blank. 
strike a new trail," 
Openiiig it, the scout read : 
f?mous had llot circumstances forced rile to follow 
hlm+ r c  believing myself to he wronged hy him. 
Now the dead past is buried between us. and hope 
brckolls us on to a future of bliss, ;md \Fe fly far iron1 
here. your  friend, 
cr  
PANTHER KATE. 
.- No\?. Mrs. Kenton ~ i n ~ s l a n d . "  
Buffalo Bill Receives a Letter. 
"Kent King will never leave t!?is co,lntry," said the 
scout, "no illatter whal he !n:ly promise Iiate. Here 
colnes Seven- foot Harry. " 
I 
"Yes, I sent him to the cabin uf Dandy Daly. llTha! 
I news, Harry ?" 
j "He has taken his horse, sadclle, britlle. and artlis I from tiler cabing, and sere sccn at one o'clock making 
I were Panther Kate." 
And at once the hunt for the ,fugitives began, 
many of the citizens joining in the scsrcl~. for it was 
I 
! 
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BRISTOW HOLPs 1 l<U f l 'k-3 .  
: train to start OII its long western 
roliect arouna. and all was bustle and confusion 
called, than usual, and a quantity of beef cattle for the 
VUI IIJU VCCII dppointecl c l l~c i  ~ l c ~ ~ l s m a n ,  and*
vith his 1s very 1~usy  getting the cattle to- 
;ether. - ?ill was to accc~mpnny the men, in- 
encling, wnen tne train struck the Sotltll Platte, to 
~ ran fh  off to Julesburg, f ic11 place he v7as to  
:ontinue his journey alonc 
cneery viav 
dre aneau ot tln1 
ght, parson, fer  our 
JuuTney nes el ld~u 11g111 neur, an' ef yer were a gill- 
"linger' I'd ax yer in ter take a drink, out 0' thanks 
fer yer ~ ra ' e r s  fer me, an' ther sweet voice 0' yer 
dartv ''lough I hasn't seen her face." 
Ilord, fer 
ime, Bob 
?, 
L. 
lever to ( 
~ound W 
?,A ..:-LL 
~bleege c 
est. 'Li 
t - .  
along i 
IL:,.i I.-.-, 
:stern-bo 
,ye drive 
Parson Rristow Holds Trumps. 
long white hair, gold spectacles. a suit of clerical blac 
and high hat ~vi th  a band of deepest mourning sur- 
Eehind this pious-looking individual callle a youllg 
girl with a ~vealth of  golciell hair peeping out fro111 
beneath her nunllke heatltlrcss and heavy black veil. 
"This are Parson Uriali Erislow, lantllord, and his 
darty, whom he calls Rehecca. They is goin' West as 
missionaries ter con\-art ther red heathen from ther 
berniglitedness. So  fill 'em with ~rovcnder,  fer we 
didn't stop fer breakfast. Then hunt thcr parson 1 
a hearse o' some kind ter travel West with, fer hc 
got ther dust ter pay fer it." 
Turning to the clerical indiviclual, Bob added in 
"\Von't you hev a drink, parson, jist fer yer st01 
swered Uriall Bristow in a sepulchral tone. 
"Never rastle tanglefoot? Why, pard, J 
know what is healthy. Then liev a smoke? 
I never use tRe intoxicating arid datnnin$ 
"Ther dickens! What do yer do, pard, t e ~  
I am never cheerful." 
"You looG it. There, landlord, lead him 
hash bar. 1'11 bet he kin git away with via 
ther parsons 3s rrster 
~ o n ~ e  when I were a k 
;ter skip, ther slieeps t 
- gobble, an' pigs squeal whenever they saw ' 
fer they knbwed thar was ter be eatin' don 
.The landlord came to the rescue and led 
1 11KC 
mmy's 1 
cltens LI: 
cotzle tc 
id. Jer 
~leat ,  th 
rer does1 
% 7 
; wrcu. 
r make 
en1 colni 
e." 
the dole: 
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preacher ar~rl hi.; clcepk \,cilctl clnugl~ler illto the house; 
\vhich the! lcit  all ilour ai lcr  in an  aiili~~iallce. drawn 
by t ~ v o  largc lllulcs, tu ;,.,liu\v \~cstern-l)uund train- 
Eehilld rile amljui:!l~ct. ::cry hiic!!ed t \ \ ' U  splendid 
horses, ivhicjl !j;l-sc,n hat1 liurchr~;etl i u r  hinlseli 
and daughter, to en;thit. the:n t,.) v:.i-!. tile long ride by 
horseback exercise, and in tile vehicle {yere Inan!- little , 
t!li~lgs to add to their comfort. '1'0 the captain of the , 
train, Le;v Simpson, Parson E r i s t o ~ r  brought a letter 
' 
uf  introduction from the geileral i11 co1111nand of that ' 
tleparti~icnt. 
The letter asked that every courtes!; be s k ~ ~ ' n  
ininister zncl his tlaughtcr, \vho \\ere going as 
missionaries to teach the I l l d i a ~ l ~  at the agencies. For 
several t l a p  tl~e,train \ven(letl its \yn!. ~vest\vard, mak- 
ing slow marches on account o f  its size and tile large 
number of cat~le  along. 
night, when gathered arountl the camp fires. the 
train people trietl to tlraw the clisn~:li-i,~,oking parsou 
and his veilerl tlaughter illto tlleir e n j o y ~ ~ ~ e n t .  'The ~, 
girl pleaded illness. and the parcon s;!id he never in- 
d ~ l l ~ e d  ill Jiglit amusement, and besooz11t them to 
Prayer and psalrn ~ i i 1 ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  
This CoLlrse naturally caused the cheerful luetllbers 
o i  the oiltfit to leave the parson and his daughter 
alone, a circumstanci lritll \ ~ ~ ; ; i ~ i ~ l ~  the), seemed 
pleased. Each day the i!auSll~rr. lvllom persons 
at first ' ho~ l~ l l t  to be .harnniing, grpl\- more inr1isposd, 
L'ntll at last Tyas ~~;:!l;le to le2ir j l r r  smhL~lan~e, 
and her co11dilioll evrit,:,l syn~p2~ , lv  oi
Like a ten(ler. I:j7,*illi: mirye llcr (;liil& hllng o ~ ~ e r  
her, ricliiig in t l i v  ::!~!3/2,,1~i.,ce, s ~ ~ l j o r t i n ~  her Ilea 
'?, through the l ~ l l g  day's iilaich, and attentive to her 
Parsoti Rristow T-Tolds 7':-1:rnps. 
every \\.ant. l'oriched I]!. the suffering of the girl, 
several o i  the e~nigrnnt>' ~ v i \  L'S and dauqhters offered 
their serviccs; but tile f;ither salt1 he alo~le m0~11d 
care ior her, arld sllc scenled un1iapl)y i f  lie was out 
' of her sight i(~:- an 111sta1:t. 
At last, one beautiiul moonli_~Iit night, when a hush 
had fallen 011 the train encanll)incnt, the spirit of the 
young girl took its flight. 
The jvails o i  the stricken old tnan wcre pitiful to 
hear. Two of the \vonien of the train dressed her for 
her grave, a shroucl of blankets encircletl the iair form, 
and in a snowy bank, by the edge of a crystal creek, 
her grave was clug and the body was placed in it just 
as the sun arose above the prairie horizon. 
"Do not hidc her from my sight; I ~vill till the grave 
myself; leave me, niy Itind friends, leave me, and ere 
lofig I will follow you," said the parqon. 
One by.one the people departetl, the train pulled out 
of cams, the last wagon tlisappeared over a rise in the 
prairie, ancl tlte voices of the cattle drivers grew fainter 
and fainter in the distance. Still the old man stood, 
His dead daughter lay in the shallow grave, envel- 
oped it1 the blanket shroutl, and her face veiled as she 
- had worn it in life. LZ short ciista~ice away stoocl his 
' horse, and no souncl !,rake the silcnce after the shouts 
of the cattle drivers had died away. 
At length he ,vent to ~ ~ o r l t  and shovelecl the earth 
upon t' 
hair xv 
ivell. 
' 1 7  
-.1t 
"Ye 
Ga~nbl 
m ,- 
of the trailz, thi?nr.Il;s E t ~ . ? ? ~ r ?  jar a72:a;-. his brad 
\,(as bent. he 5cerj!cci !.in;-ni:;!!ul ill !]is rr iei  ~ ~ i ~ i c h  
way his ll(,rsc \;.a \ king lii;l-!. or :h:!i !I?c had 
. . . . . .  yarned of i ~ l t j i a ~ ~ s  IurIitng In t!!c ;.!s!iii;!-. 
Hardly h3.d he gclne irc:tn sigh: t.ttiiore n horseynan 
appearecl thruugh the tin1I)er ircrln3 li?e opposite side. 
,4t a glance he was rrcognizeti as Pjufirrlo Eill. mounted 
up011 his faithful horse llitlnight. 
As though with a set object in view, he dismounted, 
and his eye falling upon the spade. he began t o  throw 
out the loose earth from the ne~vly made gra1.e. Dili- 
gently he ~ o r k e d ,  using great care as he dug nearer 
and nearer to the body, and so intent t?y:.n his work 
as to  be oblivious to all else. 
At length the spade touched the blanket, and his 
hands werk then used to scrape off the dirt until the 
veil was visible. Tenderly he dre\\, it asitle and gazed 
he face of the dead. The  eyes IV\-I bd, 
as blond. not black, but it \vas a I< 
Fro111 his lips broke the cry: 
is Panther Kate." 
s, it is Panther Kate, and I aln Jj kg, the 
ler Guide!" . 
~ ~ l l ~ a l o  Eil  started, and glanced up, to  realize that 
he was trapped. His belt of arnis lay sonle feet d i r  
t a n t t  and he gazed into the face of  Parson Bristow, 
but tl lcles, shoved up on the j.. 
playa 10U"?es of  I<ent I<illg. 
ie spccts 
1 the vici 
ere close 
face he 
foreheac 
, tne 
mew 
dis- 
. 
CHAPTER XIV. 
[t looks 
1, . ,  
C L O S E  Q U A R T E R S .  
as though I uas  going to win my bt 
y, sala Kent King, 11 ith a s1:eel-. 
You have got the stakes, anyhow, by murdering 
poor girl, and, of  course, I need expect no mercy," 
was the cool reply. 
"Murderecl Kate! \?'hat do you mean?" and t 
. -
man's face turned white. 
I had a suspicion that you were not what you 
-esented yourself, and when Mrs. Dooley, who had 
;sed poor Iiate for the grave, told me that her 
, hair had been dyed yellow, I determined to ferret 0'-' 
the mystery, and I have done so." r: - 
"You have run yourself into a death trap, a 
2ther I killed Kate or not, you will never be call 
a witness in the case." 
'I'm not dead yet, old man." 
'No, but you will be within the minute; fc nd 
411 you," was the deliberate reply. 
Then Kent King's revolver covered Bul ta~o ~111's 
rt, while he continued : 
'I want you to die with the pleasant th ta t 
m going West to  marry Mary Hale-" 
C 
,.. "I doubt 
1- "Well, a: 11 not live to see , you must 
f take my wora ror ~ t .  After  I have got possession of 
1. her fortune for she has on dge knows nothing 
'- about, she, too, will die of I a disease that killed 
Kate Colvin-namely, p o i s ~ ~ ,  . 
it." 
; you wi 
* , -  
e the jut 
ought tf. 
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11 Devil! If vou don't kill nie. and I ever have you 
Then, with a cry more like an enraged beast than a 
human being. and reckless cl i  consecluences, Buffalo 
Bill sprang froni thc grnvc ton.ard hi.; foe. The flash 
atld report of I<ent I<ingms follo\ved: but, 
taken so t l ~ o r o u g h i ~  by surprise, he iilissed his aim. 
A second shot, as he ran bnck~vartl, struck Buffalo 
' 
Bill in the arm and turned him half around. Ifad- 
dened now, it (lid not clieck the scout. The third, 
fourth, and fifth chaml~ers of the weapon missed fire. I 
A yell of triun-iph broke i ro~l l  Euffalo Bill as  he still 
pressed his enemy, \vho stea<lily retreated before him. 
But the yell was ansn-erecl by a score of war \vl~oops, 
and through the timber came dashing a number of 
painted savages. Buffalo Bill salv that it ~vould be 
madness to press his attack on King, unarmed as 
he was. Turning cluicicIy. he sprang across the open 
grave, and, seizing his \I7eapons, startetl in flight, at 
'the same time calling for MidnigIlt, \ ~ h o m  he had left 
in a thicket near hv+ I 
* 
.- - - 
in my power I will carry you to old ~ain-in-the-face j ,- 
and have his warriors torture you to death." r 
. 
- 
- 
, L'",,y""b .. , 
L - f  st.- CdrleL-;nc 
I 
~.,,,n;n~ nrilrllv. callle at a rUn, the reins a11cl stirrup. 
Kent Icing, ~ b < !  had not fled at sight u i l..s rLuJ....a-, 
called out: 
11 
There's your game, men! _4 thousand dollars for 
his scalp." 
With wild yells they started in pursuit ; but the scout 
had already reached his horse, was in the saddle, and 
had unslung his rifle from the horll and brought it to 
his shoulder. I 
A shot, and clown went a pursuer. tl volley I V ~ J  
., sent after him, but flew harmlessly by, and like the 
wind Midnight sped away, for he knew well that his 
- master depended wholly on him for his life. 
"They are bandits of the trail, disgllised as Indians, 
and Kent King is their chief !" 
I 
I ' I I 
'I 
- -. 
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him wa 
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They had thrown the earth o ~ i t  of the grave. es- 
pecting to find the hotly of Cufialo Eill, but with glad 
hearts they san that it \ \as not the face of the scout. 
What they saw \\as a paintctl face and a fnnn clad in 
Indian costume. Eut the paint was a disguise-be- 
neath it was the iair skin of a white Inan. 
Farther upon the prairie, as they followed the trail 
over a score of horses, they found a dead mustang, 
bullet in his head. 
"Ther gerloot in ther hole had a wound in his head, 
an' this mustang diet1 st~ddint like o' ther same disease, 
an' I'm thinking thet Euffler Bill mere the one as did 
ther shootin'." 
Such had been the comment of Seven-foot H a  
and so had all agreed. They follon~ed on the t ! ~  
to the hiIIs, where they lost it, and, with their small 
mounted, and niet her upon the piazza. 
"Why, Captain Dash. \vho \\lould have expected to 
can assume in deceiving a lover, \\-hile she well knew 
- she had expected and hoped for his coming for  months. 
"You said I might come, Alary," ans\vel 
tain of the Revolver Riclers, in his sincere 
"Did I?" she asked archly. 
"Yes; have you forgotten the time wh 
your train \\.it11 nly Qevolver Riders, ar 
ambler I 
red the ( 
: way. 
en I str 
id captu 
. -- - 
up, 
"Oh, no, Rfr. Cody let1 you t h c ~ ,  and 110th (lid 
1e a noble service." 
"Yes, noble Cody, kyhorn some of nl!. men report 
dead. 1 intend to start on his trail to-morroJv 
"I fear it \~lill be useless, f rom all nly father tells 
ne," she said sadly. 
"It may be useless, as fa r  as fintlinq hi* is con- 
:erned; but not to avenge h in~,"  and his voice becarlle 
derers, Captain Dash." 
"I do know; the man who pretentlecl to be Parson 
qristo~v-" 
"Pretended to he, captain? \Vhy. he certainly 
seemed a sincere Christian. I-Ie came to supper with 
iather last night, and was very entertaining, I assure 
As he knows how to J>e, fo r  he is none other - 
''Kent Killg! That wretch ! Impossible. for 
and Mary's face turned white as she pa~lsecl. 
Nos I did not kill him, for  he esc&ed from rile 
before we reached Saota Fe. I+ was captured ill 
City ill disguise by  Buffalo Bill and some of - 
my and again escaped, througll the love of a 
girl had sought him to kill llim, but her 
and fled with bill1 In the disguise of a 
he joined the ~ e s t ~ ~ ~ a r d - b o t l I l d  raill, though 
and some of 111~ ine. were along; and 
he passed the girl, %llthel- Rate, also disguised, off , 
as his dauphtet 
I 
L 
' i  suspecting it, ancl she n-as buried on the side of the 
trail. t\t her grave Bufialo Bill found him, and recog- 
, nized him ljy some means. Then Cody \\'as forced to 
. fly for his life, purstled by the Trail Bandits, ~ v h o  
just then came up, painted as Indians." 
"Can this be true?" gasped ;\Jar!- Hale, trembling 
"I got it from one of itis o n n  ~ n e n .  whom I recoq- 
riized, and hanged an hour ago, kilo\\-ing him to be a 
3 .  
I renegade ant1 mur(1erer. 
"ilnd 11-here is Kent Iiing n,n\ ?" she asked, in 31- 
i most a \thisper. 
"He has flefl. It seems he sa\y us hanging the tnan. 
I )  
t!?ough 11 e <lit1 not then see him, and he took to the 
9 prairie, with his band." 
T "His band ?" 
I 
q "Yes, Ile is chief of the Trail Bandits now." 
"This is fearful, jmleed." 
"But I shall soon be 011 their trail. >I? Re:.oh-er 
?iclers now n~1n311er half a hundred, and we ~ ~ i l !  hrirlg 
. , back Eill Cocly. or avenge him fearfull).. 
"And you start to-rnorro~v?'ksked hlary, her voice 
am not altogether ~ v h a t  you believe me, Miss Hale." 
" F h a t !  Do you \\7ear disguises, too, C2ptairz 
Only when necessary to track villainy to the foun- 
tle ranch, and not a poor man, as being in command 
of a band of  herders would lead you, to believe. 1 
have a sccre to settle with Kent Icing. To find him, 
t 
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nl!cc%sargr to my happiness, anlr4 I ;12~e C S T ~  to YoU 
to I)? my v;ife." 
t rnk  her hands in his oi\-n, and gazed down 
her b ~ w e d  head; but she remained silent, ando 
rai.iing the  beautiful face until he *red d o ~ n  into ' 
he a~kerl: 
''Have I come in vain, Mary?" 
"KO," 
T - I hf: answer was very low, but he heard it. and drew 
her ~ 'nt ly k>\\lard him, lvhile he asked : 
"When am to call you \vholly my oljrn, Mary?" 
l i  YJhr* Y m  
have found Mr. Cody, or n I< 
'0 p:irfh," rbe raid, almost sternly. 
''E'i'W$. I ask no more ; hut here comes your f: 
and will :ilk hi13 for your (lail - hat you 
gjvpfl f?I(: your heart." 
fr''f' yutlng Texan turned and greeted Mary's father '' 
upon the piazza, evidently greatly excited. 
d, now t 
In Kent 

CIImlPTEI< S1-1. 
BETIYEEN T\\ 0 FIRES. 
TT'hen Buffalo Gill fled fru111 the horsen.len, whotn , 
he IIOIY k11elv to be outla~vs in the cliqguise of Indians# 
as they hailed hill1 in perfect 1Z11glisI1, he felt that he 
was in almost as mt1c11 tlanger as ivhen he stood' in 
Panther Kate's grave, lvith his worst foe stallding 
tould, fastening the knot ~vith the aid of his teeth. 
rhough Midnight was running \yell, he had see11 hard 
service of late. There were Iialf a clozen h o r ~ e s  in Pur- , 
114th him, and one was steadily gaining. 
To the hills, visible ilefore the scout, it was half a 
dozen miles. If Midnight could keep up his rapid 
Pace until they were reached, and Buffalo Bill did not 
faint from loss of blood, he felt he \\rould have a 
chance to stand off his foes. 
need! Or if he should fall in weaktless froln his saddle, 
he kl'ew his hour bad come to die, for he 137as certain - 
"O would be shown hiin. ) l r j t j ~  his lasso he se- 
.. . . T:r: S-JI~? 2 ztT::~-~l seernetj ail that was ex- 
p e e  : - X 2  rrxifle a j:!ll ;rearst e5crt. t1?71ng!1 
. . 
no spy- :-': 1 I::] :i..-la:r~p] 3;s L q n . s 1 5 ~ y  hf le. arrd ap- in 
held hi; rv:n -:;Itjm 1% pr.i.uets. 
'"7:z''c it. 7.y qrirI n3i :ae mllainj. 31" "09: foes, 
mf4 5 2 ~  mcj n,;v;, a; ~ i ' t e n  J-OU h2~~-e b f lore l" 
Still more encr~uraged by 11% rm-rasterSs voice. the fleet 
stee.1 sped on, indeed Pike a bird, until the lril/s were 
not i z r  aT,T:a:;, and his pursuers ~ e t  tx7:0 hunclred yarck 
distant. 
iIt 
-%nother e f f~ r t .  Jlidnight : t ry  again !" cried Bmi- 
falo EilI. 
The next instatrt the horse dashed into a  lo^ thicket. 
while, around a base of jutting hill, sn~ddedy appeared 
half a hundred mounted warriors. 
&L Sioux, as I live! Now. Kent Icing. look oat,'kriecI 
the scout, tl;hi?e a glance sho.lrL.ecf 11i;aa tEnt the Indians 
had not seen hint, and were taken by surprise at the 
sight of the pursuing party. 
That Kent King and his band were n I w  snrrprised. 
there ~ v a s  not the shadolx- of a dotabt. it-r tli~cy qnrickly 
dren :-in, a bugle call rang out over 231: nraisie, and 
--. 
r el e: 
groi 
F - 
Mi( 
anc 
cat! 
mi- 
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those in advance began to  fall back and form for 
tection with those who were in the rear. 
steaclily gained upon hiin. 
IYorse still, the scout 1)ecnme weaker and weaker 
from loss of blood f r o n ~  his wounded a m ,  his head 
reeled, and presently, as he penetrated into a (tense 
cafion, he fell forward on the nec1.r o f  his horse, con- 
sciousness having left him. >\ f t=\ \~  ino~ilents after the 
31s came in sight anrl san, the faithful horse stand- 
till, and his rider hanging over upon his neck, his 
alone holding him in the saddle. 
'cc~gnizing them as foes, Midnight, in spite 
"eight upon hiin, and his fatigue, e~icleavo 
---?e ; but the cafion soon ended alIruptly, an0 IJlC 
~ ~ ~ s h i l ~ g  im hard, he was soon in their grasp* 
' first they seemed inclined to scalp the scout with- 
but, seeing that he war 
froln the sacldie and lai 
I 
wit 
- 
- - 
'\ str 
ased him 
and. 
T . 
were prc 
s 'were 
; not de: 
d him u 
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1 arerr his party toward the hills, content 11rith scalpin 
a renegade in Intlian toggery, who had fallen undt 
their fire. 
Eut, as they retreated toward tlle hills, with the out- 
laws sullenly retiring, they saw the man tliey hacl 
scalped spring une..;pcctcdl!- to his feet, and run for 
his comrades. who at once started to his rescue, expect- 
ing the Inciians \vould atternpt to capture him. 
But the savages llad his scalp, and cared little for 
him, and Ije rcaclletl the band in safety, a piteous sight 
to look at, and told ho\v he had heard of the capture 
- and death of Buffalo Eill. 
"Haddock, for those cheering \ ~ ~ o r d s  I would g i ~  
a year of my life to  save you ; but you are bad1 
wounded, besides being scalped, and-hold him u 
nen, for he's falling!" 
Eeiore any one could catch the man he fel 
the prairie ; and, rernernbering only himself, Kent ICir 
muttered : 
"Now I can return to  the train and conti 
Denver. Then, Iny sweet hlary Hale, we meet agar.., 
-and you will have no champion knight to protect you, 
for the coyotes will feast upon him, and the vultures 
will flap their ivings in his handsome face. By Heaven ! 
Sioux, I could almost love you for the service you 
have done me, and grasp your hands in fellowship." 
Giving his instructions to the band of outlaws, he r- 
turned to the people wliorn he was deceiving under h 
disguise of a parson-a veritable wolf in the clothi1 
ol a lamb. 
I 
I1 dead c 
nue on 1 
2, for 
)f re- 
p - 
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The chief saw Ilis loolc. r<ecognizing that a raid had 
)eel1 inacle upot~ the scout's pkrsonnl efYects, he orde 
CHAPTER SJTII. :\cry article to I J ~  restored :.I. unce, \~111c11 order 
A F O E ' S  G R A T I T U D E .  ~nly  partially obe! ed. 
"The very things I can get a lu i~g \\-itho~it hey gii c IVhen tlte chief of the Sioux band entered the hills, 
ck; ivl~at I \\-ant they keep, chief," said Cuffalo Gill 
an(! came to the spot \\here Euffalo Gill still lay insen- Idly. 
sii~le, he glanced into the upturnetl face and then at the Rain-in-the-face tur~ied boldly Llpo!i the otie~~cling 1~11g hair, and said, q~licli!~, in his native tongue: 
sires. One put down the kniie of the scout, another 1 
"I1 is Pa-e-has-ka, the \\-liite brahe; illy ~varriors 
. revolver. At an angry motion fro111 their chief, tilt: have dolie well iiot to touch Iiis scalp or kill hill 
,tlier weapons were producecl, I\-hilc one young 11ucli he sen ctl me Inng ]noon.; ago." ' \  
arought fortvard a dilapidated army saclclle, and still 1:cntliii:; over the scout, 11110 slin~\.etl signs ( 
allother a United States cavalry bridle the worse for turning ctrnsciousliess, hc cjuicltly strippe(l the sleeve 
:ar. /' j' ' from his arni and ~ l i : l l f ~ l l l ~  ci:rclicd tiic I~leetling of the 
"Do niy ~varriors wish iuy heart to fill with anger \>nun:l. Thcn he tiaslieti \\-ntc.1- in the scout's face. and 
zgainst them?" sternly asked the old chief. tllc ej9es of EuTfa!o Gill, opening. niet the savage coun- 
The delinclueilts then brought forward the bridle, trnnficc abn17c 11i11i. C L I ~  he sI~o\ve(l no sign of fear, I 
saddle, and trappings, while another came innocently I 
ant1 Aiml~ly sr ir: i l l  the Sioux tongue : 
(( to the .front leading a horse that was a fair nicture o f  r\,:in ii.-the-face, is i t  you?" byhat Midnight might becollle after  a inon1 iilg 
"T t  is f l ip  f;:io~ix chief, whose son's life you ni7ce 
:nd hard tiding. 
~?.vetl nenr Fort T araniie; the chief has not forxotten 
"That is not iny horse, chief." T-nn? I-I:lir." 
"Yes," said the red pretender; "this ,-ka 
"no you intend to Itill 111e ?" aqiiecl the scout. 1 
rse." 
"T.; the heart of Rain-in-the-face so bad that he 
"You are a rcd liar. If Midnight looked lllce that ! 1 
\ ~ I l l ~ l r l  liill onc v.lin saved 11;s son f r ~ m  tleath ?" 
I e buzzards would follow him, and his backbone ' !  I "The chicF 113s a yc~ntI licnrl to rcmcinl~er ; but T ail1 luld cut through the saddle a i d  split me up the back," 
sidi and ~vealt, for  T c;li,l~r)i r i l ; c a , "  "11 ' 
4 L ;aid Buffalo Bill. I RTv nynrriors sl1:11I ai,l !.rill." Seeing that hc could not fool the 1 as he was. 
"They ollcrllt to, for I secs tliry Ii:,ve stolet~ cvery- I he buck aiis~vcrcd :
t l i i n ~  I' ll:\tl," muitrrr.rl the scout, ancl lie gl;~nced at 
"It gooder horse than your hor: 
the rlignifietl tliic\~c.: a5 they str,orl Ior,liing :it hiln, evi- 
"\Tau arc a howling liar. Chief t my horse, 
delltly regretting that thsy ha,l nr~t ltilictl jliin. t that slccleton." 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 
PARSON MILLER \-ISITS TI-IE JUDGE 
While a number of miners and settlers, under thc 
name of Vigilantes, were following Captain Dash an( 
his Revolver Riders in the pursuit of Iient Icing an( 
his outlaw band, an individual of peculiar appearance 
\\-as riding slowly along a trail that led through the 
valley settlement, where Judge Hale and his train had 
found homes. 
He was mounted on a mule, \vho~n he had christened 
Goliath of Gzth, and was dressed in a suit combining 
buckskin leggings, a miner's red shirt, a black clerical- 
looking coat, and a coonskin cap. This individual 
was Parson Miller, the chaplain of the I-Iale train on 
its route ~vest\varcI, the one 1~11on1 Buffalo Bill ha( 
gotten lost with, to prevent his marrying Mary Hal 
to Kent ICing. 
Settling near tlle sutler establishment in Deep Creel 
City, as the dozen log cabins comprising the place wer 
called, Parson Afiller had looked after his own bodil 
comfort. and the spiritual welfare of the flock whic 
he clainled as his special charge. H e  was nonr on hi 
~ v d y  to the hospitable 110111e of Juclge Hale. The judgc, 
hc.ile~ ing him harmle~s, always extended to  him a mel- 
coille, though Mary was never glad to  see him darken 
the doors of their cabin. 
"My dear brother Hale, I have come over to  see 
you upon iluportant duty : the ~volves are abroad amonpi 
flock, and bloodshed is stalking forth in our \.alley." 
This \\-as his speech, as he dismounted from ~ o l i a t ~  
and picketed the mule. 
"Con~e in, parson," said Hale, "and we'll have a 
:hat in my room, for Mary is busy, as you hear, with 
her guitar, on the back porch." 
"It is of Rlary I have c a n e  to speak, and moreover 
of one other, brother Hale; will $1-e be \\-holly alone?" 
he parson inquired. 
"\Vholly so;  is there any news?" asked the judge, 
feeling a dread of coming evil. 
"None, other than that I have told you. Now let 
us talk to the point. Do you not know me?" 
The parson's manner surltlenly changed. He 
droppecl the singsong way in which he always spoke. 
Jutlge I-Iale looked hinl fairly in the face, and an- 
swered slowly : 
"No, though you recall one to  me long since dead." 
"Who is that one?" 
"A clergyman who fell from grace, killed a friend 
ind was sentenced to  prison for life." 
"IIIis nanle?" 
"I care not to  speak of it," said the judge, with 
I shudder. 
( I  It matters not; I an1 that man." 
"You! impossible, anrl I-et-" and Judge Hale 
urned the hue of a corpse. 
"It is not impossible, Antlrew Hale. We-were boys 
together, and devoted friends; we ~llarried sisters, and 
became brothers-in-law; you became a famous lawyer, 
and I a minister, until I at last, as you expressed it, 
fell from grace, and, taking the life of a fellow being, 
was sent to prison for  life. My wife having died, I 
left ynu in full control of my large property, and the 
guartliali (:i !?lv <on, and for some years all went on 
well. 
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"Alan, tell me what you have come here for, and 
at once." 
"I need fifty tl~ousand dollars that I may live on t11c 
interest it will bring. I am getting along in years, and 
I wish to provide again for lny ~011, ~i , l~ose  forttlne 
you squandered. Therefore, I wish him to'nlarry an 
heiress." 
"And I tell you that I am little moee than a beg- 
yar." 
"Oh, no; a nian died in the upper mines some days 
ago, and he 111ade his confession to me, and left a will 
bequeathing a 111illion dollars he had dug out of the 
ground to you and your daughter-" 
"What?" 
"True. I ask for only fifty thousand, and you will 
still have two hundred thousand, as he left you a qtlar- 
ter of a million, and Mary the balance." 
"Do you mean this, Mat Kingsland?" and Judge 
but at  la 
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mar- fifty thousand, ant1 to see tlear Tienton and Mary 
ried before I turn the papers over to you." 
"If this fortune has been left  me,'^ can get it 7 
out your aid." 
"Oh, no, for I have the papers, and the lawyers and 
the witnesses are all in my pay. Do you agree to the 
icr~ns, 12nclren- ?" 
"I will give you one huntlrecl thousancl, if you will 
not holtl Mary in the bargain."' 
"She ~vill have vast wealth and a devilish handsome 
husbancl." 
"She shall not marry him, and i f  you and your ac- 
. 
cursed son ever enter iny house again, I will shoot you 
do~vn :IS I T Y O L I I ~  a mad (log. Now, begone, sir." 
I "Jutlge Hale, be reasonable. You are macl to throw 
i away this fortune," urged 34atheu~ Icingsland. 
"You are acting only for self-interest, simply to get 
wur re~varcl out of it,  and I ~ilill be happy in keeping if 
'rom you.'' 
Hale was very much excited. 
"But dear Mary ~vill be tnacle unhappy by-" 
"I do." 
"Dear Alnry is happy as she is with my father, Mat 
"why was a inan worth that sum working in th (ingslancl. I order you from this house, for I have 
mines ?" learcl all that ~ v a s  aicl, and know your baseness," and 
"He was not; he had dug his gold out of Californr 142ry swept into the room as proud as a queen and 
and gone East to find his relatives. Learning that the lefiant. 
had come l;Vest, he sought tllein here in the ~tlines, w: 
"-Ah! you, then, know that your father stole-" 
taken ill and died as I told you. That man was Nf "Silence, sir! H e  invested funds in his keeping in 
Hale, your oldest brother." [)cculations and lost therel>y. I t  \vas, perhaps, a crim- 
Judge Hale could not speak for a while, 1 act, but he -is more tha~ l  sorry for it. H e  has just 
he said fervently : efusecl a fortune rather than do wrong again, and I re- 
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CHAPTgR X S I .  
AN UNEXI'ECTED HALT. 
Swiftly flying along in their flight, neither Kent 
King nor his tlegener~te father looked for danger 
ahead, and were broug!lt to a suclden and uncspected 
halt by blinding Rashes in their eyes and two sharp 
reports from a revel! cr. 
1 2 ~ ~ ~ 1 1  beneaL11 thcill \veil: their horses. As Mathew . 
I<ingsland struck the groiii~tl, a form darted out fro111 
belmincl a b o ~ l d e r ,  antl, st close range, sent a btlllet 
crashing through the brain of the man whose life had 
been a lie and iull of criiile. 
As i f  confident of his aim, the assailant (lid not 
wait to see the effects of his shot, lli~t turncd upol? 
Kent Kiog. ~ v h o  bad sprung to 11:s ieet and atteml~ter' 
to dr2nr his I-evolver. The fall I~r!d broker1 the out- 
law's arm. With a curse, he seized the weapon in his 
left hand and faced his foe, uvho was advancing 
quicltly upon hin~,  while h1ary Hale, spellbound, sat 
on her horse like a statue, rvatching, waiting, and pray- 
1ng. 
The weapon of Iccnt Icing fl-ishecl first. The aim 
with his left h2nd was untrue, for the one hc iired 
upon still advanced unon l~iln, and said, in clear tones: 
"Kent King, J shall win my bet !" 
"Great God! Are you nian dr spirit?" cried the 
- - 
~ l e r  Guide. 
either; I am Buffalo Bill," was the rejoinder. 
th the last word. trvo r e s o l ~ r r s  flashed together, 
F Kent Icing rvas untruc.. But lgain thc and : 
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I 
not so with Buffalo Bill, for he sent his bullet straight I 
to tile center of the forehead of the nlan he meant I 
to kill. a 
\ij7ith a cry of joy, Mary Ilale threw herself from , I  
11:s horse. and once more fainted, but Buffalo Bill ( 1  
c;i~gi;t her in his arms. In a ~ C V :  nlonlents Mary re- I / 
vived. Then B~iflalo Bill told her of his adventures 
in the Intlian canlp, and suggested that they strike the 
back trail at once, in which she g l ~ d l y  acquiesced. I 
, Tying the dcatl bodies of Kent Icing and his father 
, . 
valley they came in sight of the holne of Judge Hale, 
around nlhich was gathered a large crowd of horse- 
* I 
d 
nien. 
:'is they drew nearer they weie recognized, and such 
a shout o f  rr?elcome \vent up as was never heard before l f  ' 
in the Hale settlement. Then Captain Dash rode to- I 
ward theni and slloutecl : I 
"Bravo ! bravo ! Eufialo Bill, you're a man of men, 
and have saved us trouble, for we just' returned vie- ,- i ' ," 
torious from the bandits' camp, and the judge told us ' 1  1 '  
of Mary's capture !" a I ' I  
"The judge! Is  my father living?" gasped Mary. 
"IIe is, indeed; the bullet grazed his head, and 
siun~ied him only; see, here he co~nes to greet YOU." 
The next lnon~ent he girl was ill hcr father's arms. 
Then the girl tolrl her story, ancl Rtiffalo Bill told his, 
ancl, as the Revolver Riclers had wiped out the band, 
of outlaws, there was wild rejoicing in the valley. 
* * Q * -4. J. * * 
The Daoers taken from Mathew Kingsland gave 
b";F/ltyl I 1 
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T H ~  RED R I G H ~  I 
~gular-loo!iing man, dressecl as a \ v  c..__ I :I 
hunter, stood alone in a gorge in :he depths of the 1 ' 
Black Hills. On the hat that covcred his handsome, 
well-shaped head mas a larre  in of red coral, shaped 
Iike a human hand. 1- 
The right hand of t 1 
on his rifle, n-as blood-reu ~n c-.- - ,  L I ~  I C ~ C ; I L I U ~ ~ I ~ S  I 
the coral hand pinned to the side o f  hl These ( 1  
two things gave him the name by which zrlo\vn : 1 
4 
-Red Hand.  the scout. 
' \  + 
thus, a deer Ieaped into 
man. The  111an's rifle I 
tne aeer Tell. rhen the hunter's rifle sounded, LL...v-- / ,I1 
as if it were an echo, a ' ,  I 
deer fell dead on the g~ I ,  I 
- -- .  . 
rapid strides the man n T  ir ie Iru i l r l l L  L J ~ ~ J L L  
,er the of the 1 I ad and ! t l d  , 
had slaj I his facc at was I ,  I 
hard to I ,  f o r  rt helcl hatrea, sorrow, r r i ~ m n h -  ,, I . 
11 commingled. and rer L 1 ' ,(; 
 tho^ and stiffening 1' 
.the man who had been as of  splendld propor- 4 1 ,  ! 1  h " '  ' ' [ I  ' '  
tions, and clad in a fu f buckskin. The head 
was sheltered by a sof ~ t .  beneath which were 1 1 clt~stcrs of dark curls clinging around the neck. while t - I  
the face, pale and lifeless, was moqt striking in ap- I, ( I  . I 
pcarance, and had doubtless once been exceeclingly : j  
handsome. before the stamp of reckless dissipation ' 1 '  
had bcen set upon it. 4 I :  
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The Red Right Hallc?. 
By the side o i  the slniu lay a Spcaccr rifle, and in 
his belt were rs and knife, none of ~vhich had 
served hi111 i e to face with 'the man who had 
taken his liie 
At length 01 Retl I-Iand quivered slightly 
parted, and 1 liali aloud : 
I <  At last we nave met, Ben Talboi, J OLI and I!  Yes, 
met here, in the very heart of the ~\iltlerness-how 
different from 011s last meeting, seven years ago. 
Yes, met! you to fall deacl at my feet, ant1 your soul 
znrleci into the bottomless pit by my 11311d. Dead, Sen 
Talbot, aye, dead you arc, for my aim could not fail 
when the muzzle oE nly rifle covered your heart. 
I <  A strange fate brought your foot st el,^ to this spot! 
A strange destiny lecl me alone into these wilds where 
I believed a white man never came. Your fate Jed 
you to death; my destiny led n1e to avenge. But for 
the sake of the olden time I \-ill not leave you here 
to be torn limb from limb by wild beasts. ?To; I will 
bury you beneath that tree, arid a grave in the wilder- 
ness will be your tomb." 
A moment longer the scout stood, sile~ltly and pain- 
fully musing, and theti the night shadows creeping on, 
warned him to begin his work. Unslinging, from a 
loop behind his belt, a small but serviceable hatchet, 
he began to dig a grave in the soft earth beneath a 
sheltering tree. 
An hour's work, and he had descended to  a suffi- 
cient depth, and seekiag the thicket, he cut a number 
of poles just the length of the grave. The11 the 
stiffened for111 was tenderly r?is?(-I and laid in its 
revolve 
\ ih t .~~ iac 
the lips 
le said, 
kl' I , (I i t  
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Hand knew that wild beasts would attempt to rob the 
grave of its human occupant. I 
Carefully bnd compactly the grave was filled, and 
then, in the smooth bark o i  the tree at its head, Red 
Hand cut with his knife the ilanle of the lnan he had I 
slain and the date of liis death. It read: "Ben Tal- 
bot, born in Portsmollth, New Hampshire, January I, 
a 
1838. Slain in tlie Black Hills, July 10, 1866." 
As Red Hantl cut the last figure ill the inscription, 
the darkness oi night callle upon the valley. Far 
al~ove, on the eastward slope of the hills, was visible 
I 
the rosy tinge of the departed s~ ins l~ i i~e .  and upon the 
rurnn~it of ihc western mountains \ras the niellow ligh'. , .  
I 
of tlie rising moon, tingeing with silvery radiance ths 
I I 
forest-clad scenery, grand in its gloom, desolation a n  
deathlike silence. 
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that appeared u ~clcy she1 lnging the tree 
beneath w\.lzicll \vua L,lL ,lew-made grave of Ben TaIbot. 
I t  was a woman's form, clad in a garb of white, and 
clown her back hung heavy masses of golden hair. 
The moon had risen above the eastern hills and 
poured a full flood of light directly upon her. 
tinctly Red Hand beheld the beautiful. sad fa  
large eyes glancing down into the eloom o i  the gorge 
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dashed away at mad speed do~vn the gloomy gorge. 
With the speed of a deer he sped along, his teeth 
chut close, his hands fiercely - ? his rifle, and 
his ~vhole being wrought up tc 
citclnent by what he had seen 
So wrought up was through the long hours 
of the night he press until the morning stltln 
found him fa r  from tne scene where, -as i f - in  prm- 
ishment for  his deed d ,  had appeared before 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 
A N  UNEXPECTED SIGHT. 
Five years afterward the murderer of Ben Talbot 
returned to that grave. The inscription yet remained, 
though worn by time. Though five years had passed 
they had left no trace of their footsteps upon the face 
of the murderer, excepting to make the features harder 
and sterner. 
H e  was dressed pretty nearly as upon his former 
visit to the gorge, his black felt hat still looped u ~ :  
with the red coral hand, though his knife and revolver 
were of a newer pattern, and his rifle was one of 
bvans' improved repeaters, capable of firing thirty- 
five times without reloading. 
When, five years before, Red Hand fled from the 
Black Hills, he believed he would never again pro- 
fane its unknown fastnesses with his footsteps. But 
as time passed and the eyes of adventurers and 
hunters were turned toward the country now called 
the "Miner's New Eldorado," a small band of hardy 
men determined to penetrate into its unexplored 
depths, and seek there the golden fortunes said to be 
buried beneath the rocky hills. 
The guide of that party was Euffalo Bill, the fa- 
mous scout. -4s the party neared the almost unknown 
depths of the Black Hills, he had decided to employ 
another as a guide, for army duty was soon t o  call him 
in another direction. 
-1 
ssen was Red H , 
1e frontier as c 
I . .  
I I 
well 
le guide 
known 
thus chc 
along tl 
:and, foi 
me of t 
- he wan 
he most 
daring men on the bortlel-, and his skill in wood and i ' 
prairie craft, and abil~ty to out~vit Indian cunning, 
had gained hi l i~  a widespread reputation among the I 
bold bordermen ant1 the soldiers of the outposts. 
Of Red Hand little, i f  an!.thiilg, tvas known re- I :  I , 
garcling his real name, whence he came, or why he, a 
man of superior educatioil and ability, had banished i ~ t 
himself iroin civilization and bccome an Indian fighter 1 '  ; 
and htinter upon the IVestern border. I b , :  
Five years before his solitary pilgriillage into the , I +  
?lack I-Iills he had appeared upon the frontier, well I j ' , '  y 1r111ed and mounted, and possessed of considerable 
i t  
I noney, and his polite manner and ready generosity , 1; 8 soon won for hi111 many admirers, though no inan 1 ,I ' atl~ong his companions could boast of being his in- I ,  tilllate friend, or of any knowledge regarding him. I (i I), , , ; , ;  - , ,  
His blood-red right hand attracted attention. But , ,  
only one man had dared to make jest regarding it, and ) I  
\ 
I he never repeated the offense, for he found the 1 '  . stranger not the one to trifle with. , .me rl At first, the life on the plains seemed strange to Red 1 ,  !l 1. : ! i ,  Hand, for by that name he now became known, and, !I, , ' . I .  ,)I J as if t o  encourage it, or to  hide his real name, he ,'!I $ 1  $ 1  adorned his hat with the red coral hznd. I>:; , 
However, he quickly learned the crafty ways I 
Indian, could soon st$ike a trail and follow it 
,i; 
the prairies, became a dead shot with rifle ar [[i:l 
volver, and a desperate figRter with the fmife. Hence. I/ , , I  / 
before two years' stay on the Border. he was noted - , , t  ! 
as a scout and hunter of superior abilitv, and a man i 
of undaunted courage. 
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painter1 S i o l ~ v  nar r io ts  n.110 \\-ere rapiclly boutlding up  
the stccp hillside to the leilge \\here she stood. 
Two more Intlians lay farther do\\-n the slop 
motio~iiess i l l  death, the other \vritiiing ill agon 
a strcnm of blood poured fro111 a u~ountl in his side. 
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pill, and the Sioux sank dead at tile feet of  the girl best course to  pursue. I n  silence Red Hand gazed he would have slain. 
Cefore the startled cotnraclcs of  tllc faller1 brave UP011 her. At length she spoke, and her voice fir111 : 
could fly, tllere folld1yed t\\.c :uo;.e quick reports fru:u 
"1 all1 thankiul to JOU for my life, sir, and there is Red Hanc\'s rifle, and the two dropped dead in their I , 
tracks. Ill utter surp~ise, and with astonishn1ent U P 0  one other that \\fill bless you i u r  i t ;  but it couldn't be that you Should mee~--110, 110, 1  nus st l e a v e 1 '  
eiery feature of llcr face, the rescued girl rapidly (1' 
scellded the slope, picliing up  her belt as she came, "EIold, I beg YOU! YOU live here i l l  this ~jrild \vil- (lerness. YOU a mcre child, ant1 yet o:le \ylluse language stood belore Reel Idand, her manl1eS that of  cOn1- 
atl(lress 21-c not of the border, and you woulcl tilillglcd i 1  and fcaricsslless, while in a voice 
lea\e me I\ i ~ l l ~ ~ l t  one worcl o f  csplanation ?" said Red 
strangely me!o:lious she snit1 : Hand, with surprise. 
"1 t1loug;il ~I ie  paleface hunters did not dare toll I\ 
sir ;  tllough I 1vis11 1 could invite you to seek " .  into this unknon~n land of the Indian." , 
< < y e t  1 find hcl-c a J.ouiig girl, and olle \\rho it seen [he shelter o f  mJ ~lollle after ~\rhat you haye done for  1 .  !I 
can take care of  herself," and Red I-Iantl pointed me. But I cannot, for  there is one other xvho~ll I l n u ~ t  )I\ 8 
the deacl and nloundcd Sious that hat1 falle1-i by t1 :ollj~llt. One (lay, perhaps, ~ v e  may meet again; no\\:, 1 
girl's rifle. Re lll~lst part, and I beg you, as a true Inan, not to , 1 
;trike my trail ant1 follow me." 
"But I should not no\jr be alive hat1 it not been f <<\r 
oL1 hcrease 111y interest in you," Red Hand. your true aim, sir; and froill my heart I thank You 
1 
I .  
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 zed, alnlost to t i  f the red~kiii,  ant1 
part of his face \ , c ~ >  ,,,icealetl bencaril 2'' 
As for Ked Hand, he had not the corr n-gray beard, that fell ill belo\v his ~vaist. I i man he did not recognize had ly attem 
-Iis eyes were dark, fier antly restless, ai o shoot him down. If, in retuill, llc ~ o u l d  avtl~ttc A IT. t11~,11~11 age coultI hn 
 ini is elf, he intcntled to do so, though ~ h p  the o l 
and left the lor 
ought his life he could not understand, 
For an instant thus stood the two men, their ktllves 
Over six feet in height, strsight as an arronr, \ \ i  
~eld firmly togeth !n the glitter of Red H a  
broad shoulders and massive breast, and clad in a 51 I yes proved that I .atecl action. But beforc 
of buckskin, he was a majestic specimen of manhoc ould malie the sligt~resr motion there came a loud I 
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Upon his face re exultant smile, as if  he 1 now my ~ried the 
ced in his ~vork, and he advanced toward the scoul "NO, farner; lower your ~ n l r e ,  lor  not nalt an hour 
th a loolc hard to read. But the bullet sent in go this man saved my life-see?" 1 
~ r c h  of life l~arl n~issed its aim. Only momentaril~ The girl addressed as Pearl pointed 1 lead I 
stunned, Red I-Iand ~udc len l~  sprang to his feet, a ' dies of her Indian enemies. 
c i th  drawn kniie rr~shed upon his would-be slayer. "Ha! You were in danger, I: ~d he sa 
7.7  
~:lexpected as was the mo\-ement, the strang 
leaped bac!.; cloickly, 211C1, ( his knife, lilet 1 t in earnest tones, and turned his 
I;l:l.lle of liis 1:.;:ai:z;lt i;? m V'it!~ a loud cl.' aze agail Red Hand, who had stepped back 
the I-;C;.;?I::IS r;1;1$ tr,qct?l:' 11 c:ch man st0 t the apl )f the girl, yet still held his knife 
hav, cyes glaring, 111-c?tl: h?rd r nd m u x  lady for defense. 
rvecl to iron firmness "Yes, father; this brave lose 
ioux would have taken n 30th men ;yere tall ?17" n P  . - x ~ e r i u l  build, a 
~ a t r v e r  their sins might r were as brave True. T did assist the girl, after she had already 
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a brave man \\,ho al\;ayq tramped alonc, and never "What? Blazes! Did yer riz the hqar of some (,I 
meddled \vi flairs of other people. 'en' to-clay ;" asked Lone L)ick, and ljufialo  ill al?d 
"No, I s iround then, anrl struck your trail the lllembers of the party gazed upon Red Halld , 
ag'in, and 1e oll, alld llerc 1 is, ' '  ~.eplied Lone in  rise, m'hiie he quietly replied: 
Eick, Jj~ho \v?..as a real irontiers~iian in appearance and "I had a little skirmish to-&?; not of my own seek- 
ing, however. " dress. 
"-And \jrliy did yo11 f(>!ln\\. 115, T one nick?" Turning an'ay he rolled Ilinlself in his blanket 
"1'11 tole you: Ter  $ee, Btlffler, 1 linc hear11 1 1 0 ~  'On appeare~l to be fast asleep, leaving his con,- 
tliere \vaq gcl!n\i- l l lc~?l  111) ill ' l~eie iiifigj~l'., alld urhen rades "lrprised at his ~1n~rilliIIgness to malie knolqql 
I seed !-ei trail I klloIjed as how sailicihi~i~ was Up, Ihe particulars of his aclvent~lre s.ith the Indians, and 
alld I de[2nllilled to llnrr i t  out 1's been \vorkin7 a t -  , +li1lg that, as blood had already been she& 
*raps niq11 ollto tv,.clliy j.enr;, and I ai17.t got no  fortin' - lt t o  make every preparation against 
Surprise and attack. yet, alld 1 felt as 1 n\\. cf j.er \?as n good ret of fellers 
you \~:gtildll't ~iiinll li?vin' anolher tnie rifle an([ a 
with yourn, for  this is an all-tired dirty Illjirl coullt 
\ 
, :I 
"Yes, and I have no objection to the aid of your 
good arm, Lone Dick, znd mill tell you frankly this , I 
party of ours did come here to prospect for  gold. 
I 
I I 
But, Lol1e Dick, I (lo not z~nclerstantl : lbo~~t  the trail1 
you speak of ,  and think it strange that settlers shotlld 
come into these hills, bringing their wives and cl'il- 
dren with them." 
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vinced, Cody, and I believe \ye ca:? get a hold here 
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The man addressed as Captain rtrunsey t~lrlled to womeh and children." 
a young Illan, who rode by his side, ant1 a fair  young "That is true, Buffalo Bill," was thc 
-; "but 
girl, who had reinecl her horse slightly I~ack. we will have to teach the Indialis to 1 me, or 
Euffaio Bill glanced first into the face of Captain pacify them with presents." 
Ranlsey, and 11eheld a nian of fifty years of  age, n'itll "That Quaker idea of dealing wit11 is 10s- 
a noble face and stal\vart for111; but tho~lgll he ap- ing ground, captain," said the scout, ' :he In- 
peared like a borderman, his manlier indicated thnt dia~ls know they can get all the present, , ,, grand , 
his earlier life had beet1 passed anlid far  differ fight, and a number of scalps to boot, why, it is their 
scenes. nature to do so." 
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iiration before he turned to Totm Sun, and said: "You are right, Cody! I have reason to know that there are large quantiiies of gold here," replied Cap- 
"Tom, what brings you into this wild land?" 
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Then the party rode rapidly after the tram. It 
was several miles ahead, and Captain Iiamsey had 
imprudently allo\ved it to proceccl while he stopped 
to esamine some traces of golc ~nlv bv 
his guide, son, and daughter. 
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THE TWO STRONGHOLD! 
Somewhat alarmed, in spite of himself, by the 
words of Buffalo Bill, Captain Ramsey began to feel 
that hechad allo~ved his enthusiasnl to go  perhaps too 
far in l&ling an espcdition into the Elack Hills when 
the lives of the whole party might be the forfeit for 
their foolh- ~r d' mess. 
Eut, having at length entered the pron~iscd land, it 
was not in the nature of the old soldier to turn back, 
and he contented himself with a deter~nination to so 
fortify his canlp as ~regnable to the 
attacks of the rctlskin 
His energetic esample, as suull as  he train reached 
the designate( 31- encampme~~t, soon set all the 
men to work og fort. I-Iavii~g conducted the 
train to this s ~ ~ e ,  wnich was advantageous both for 
gold hunting and defense from the Indians, Buffalo 
Eill left for his own camp, accv~llpanied by Lone Dick 
and Tom Sun, the latter going ~vi th  his brother scouti 
to learn the locality of the miners' camp. 
As the three illen rode along they conversed over 
the future prospects of the c c ~ ~ n t i y  ~vhich they had 
so boldly invatled. Thcy did not douht but that their 
example would be follo~ved by others as soon as i t  he- 
came known that white Illen were lilling in the Blacli 
Hills, which had always before bee11 considered the 
rightful land of the redsltin. 
riving at his own camp, Buffalo Bill found, thad 
:omsxles had -made rapid progress with theie 
Tile TIYO Strongholds. 
C 'I33 I work, and that ihe walls of the stockade fort were already assuming shape. The site selected by the 
scout was cer~ai~l ly  a rllost advantageous position, 
being under the shclter of a huge hill of rock, inacces- 
sible to the foot of man, and fronting on the bank of 
a mountain stream. 
The stockade fence encircled a portion of rich, 
grassy land, ~vhere the horses could luxuriate and 
where a garden plot for vegetables was laid out. The 
only approaches were across the stream, and around 
the base of the cliff by a narrow pathurray that half 
a dozen men could defend against a hundred. 
The miners were delighted with the natural de- 
fense of their stronghold, while Tom Sun returned to 
his, own encampment deternlined to take pattern after 
the example of Euffalo Bill and prepare for trouble 
ahead. Thus several weeks passed away and the two 
settlements in the Black Hill ready 
against every emergency. 
At length the miners began tu L U L I I  LIICII dLLention 
toward gold seeking, the real object th& had caused 
then1 to risk life in journeying thus far beyond the 
confines of civilization. As for Buffalo Bill and Tom 
Sun, they cared little for gold, and were thorough 
plainsmen, spending their time in scouting and hunt- 
ing for their respective camps. 
But Lone Dick had caught the fever of avaricious- 
ness and was preparing to dig his mray to fortune, i f  
he had to go clear through to China. Separated only 
by a score of miles from each other, the different 
members of the gold seekers' camps became most 
friendly, and many were the young lltiners who loxred 
to ride over to the Ramsey stronghold and sun them- 
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The IVhite and Red Chiefs 
erned by him, she made no reply. After a little the both defense and corn 
-" a a n  walked .up to the bodies of the dead Indians put togetker, and the two windows L U I I I I I J ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  the 
:xamined them : ly. Then he said: only visible approach to the ledge, the one by which 
earl, these reds1 Ing to the LrLiid cf the the old Inan and the girl had come. 
g chief, White ,Slayer. Can he i~ave ordered this The cabin had one door in front. This was open, 
< on you and in it sat an old Indian woman, poul~ding coffee in 
am sure know," she a::;~vc~ed ; "but I do a stone jar. Within, the cabin was divided into two 
know they rushed upon me to i i ~ l i l - :  l ~ e  a prisoner. 1 rooms, the first containing a rude table in the center, 
fled to that ledge for safety, an.! +!lot two of their a cupboard with dishes and pans, a rack filled with 
number. Had not the brave v.ho llas just left books ; another upon which hung; ready for use, rifles, 
, I should hal-c i ed, T am shotguns, pistols, and knives of various descriptions. 
In the corner was a cot of bear and beaver skins. 
ange," lie decl:; Did you A small door opened into the second room, which 
have any words with White Slayer when he was last n7as a t  once noticeable for its air of neatness and com- 
at  the retreat ?" fort. The bed Ivas tempting in its cleatlliness, and 
I told him I would never become his wile." around the chamber was every indication that Pearl 
The man loolcccl startled. n ingenious and tidy housekeeper 
"Then he it was who order attack upon you. :urtain, hung against the back o4 
was raised, This disclosed the opening or a large 
irtccl off up the cave which extended far back into thc 
'ace had hecome mountain. 
strangely moc fter travcrsmg CL distance of sev- Entering the cabin, Pearl at once laid aside her rifle 
era1 miles the inan led the may up the steep liillsicle. and accouterments, and set about aiding the Indian 
For half an hour tlie two climbed up the mountain, woman to prepare supper, while her father continued 
until they came to a ledge, or shelf, half an acre in  on through the rooms into the cave bevond. 
size, and abo- I tlie mo to a vast As if fanliliar ~ i t h  the dar I, lie walked on 
~ i i i l l  quick step for sot~ie 11 yards, the cave 
From this ledge a grancl and extens~ve view was gradually descending, until lie came out into a small 
had of miles , as helow lay val- valley on the other side of the hill. -4 well-worn path 
leys traverse! and deep rocky led across the valley. Follo~ving this, the old man 
cafions, where I I L ~ I I  \, uusslule for 111an to go. skirted the base of the hill, and after a further walk' 
Against t 11~  1 ?.Y nf the c1i.f rontiiig +I:,: i-:ag- of a mile s~~dden ly  came upon a rocicy shelf. 
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'l'he White and Red Chiefs. The White arid Re-d Chiefs. 
"Could the White Slayer use 111, arms toward the 
D,,,I Of  the ~ : I I -  3" --ldignantly  said tile Itldian. "The Gray Chief hates his people," quietly said the 
chief. )f your ' ~y Pearl 
"Hate! I abhor, I curse t l  1, White Slayer, 
\vhcn the scalp. of the last man 01 these bands hangs 
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Sundry other ejaculations of consent to the treacE 
erous plan were given by the traitor crew, the Iris1 
man being particularly loud in his glee at  the pro: 
pects ahead. 
Excepting the Irishman, however, the other ruf- 
fians were sincere in their desire to betray their chief, 
and Bad Burke had selected the very Inen lie knew 
had no love for Kansas King. 
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follow Kansas Icing, watch his meeting with the 01 
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the outlaw leader left him, and place before him 
plan for surprising the band.. 
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Bad Burke then departed, following the trail of 
his chief. From a place of concealtnent on the side 
of the hill he beheld the meeting of Kansas King and 
Pearl, the coming of the herinit chief and White 
Slayer, and then the departux of his leader back to 
the gorge. 
;till lying quiet, he saw Gray Chief and White 
yer return up the gorge and leave Pearl standing 
where the meeting had taken place. 
"Now, Burke, you need just such a gal fer your 
wife, and now's your time to get her. Yes, I'll carry 
the gal with me, and after I have given King up $0 
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fellows, and- then give them the slip &d take the 1 
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was Euf who thus addressed Red I-Iand, 
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Still Retl Hand rctui 3uffalo 
Bill's kindly tones atlclr 
"Have you forgrntteri, comi-acle, t ' i n ~  m:my lives are 
depend there is in the 
wind ?' 
The scout st111 trusiccl I,cU L L a ~ ~ d ,  thoueh there were 
Inany things he cou:tl not yet ~u~derstan 
"I3~1ffalo Cill, tlcar old fel!o;\., I r 
Let us first bury poor Grace-ycs, bury ner iorever 
from sight; but I forgave her ere she died, and she 
believed me \\hen I said my hand was not stained 
uitli her faiher's blootl. There is a stain upon it, 
Cufialo Eill. but not of his life. Co~iie, let us dig 
a grave," ant1 Rcd 1In11d arose to his feet. 
"The grave is dtig," said t- . "See, all is 
in reatlincss over there." 
"Thank you, my friend, for d not have her 
rest si side with Ben Here is my 
blanltef e shall have it  fc )ud ; poor, poor 
Grace ! 
Tenderly the kraceful form was enveloped in the 
blanket of Retl Hand, ~ v h o  then raised it in his arms 
and bore it to the newly made grave which Buffalo Bill 
hacl thoughtfully filled in with poles cut from a thicket 
near by, which served as a rude coffin. Into her last 
resting place the poor wonlan was lolvered, and the 
blanket drawn over the beantiful, sad f ;  )n which 
Retl Ilantl gazctl 11 iih a stern, hart1 lo t proved 
how deeply he suffered. 
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Ticltlish W o r k .  - 
p~red ,  it promised to make extremely dificult and 
ticltlish the task to ~ \ h i c h  he was now setting his en- 
ergies. \\'hen the scout had ridden as f a r  as he 
CHAPTER S X S I I I  thought it sale  to gu, he tlismc?unted, and after tying 
11is horse to the s ~ i n g i n g  11~ilgh of a tree, he went 
TTCKLISII \VORT<. rornrard softly on foot. /Is he approached the Indian 
Illstead of hastening in~inccliatcly ion-ard Ramsejr's village he heard droning sounds and the thump of 
camp after leaving Re:l I-Tand, EliCialn Cill rode bu: % 
;hart distance in that directinn. Then lie l~rotlght llis "A bad sign," he said to  himself. "It is queer that 
lor-e to a stop, and sat for  some iime in his sarltlle. whenever Indians meditate war they IIIUS~ work them- 
istening ant1 cogitating. selves up to a fighting pitch by a lot of dancing and 
IIis syml~ntliies hacl Leen arouwd ior  Red Hantl, 
311d 1 1 ~  1~c:ic;-cd in the man. Xot often did Buffalo The  1li::ian village was all astir, as he discovered 
Bill go a11ii+ in his judgment n i  men : yet in a few when he c-lne in sight of  it. There were lights in 
instzinces hc hncl made mist:l!;cs in 11;s o?inion5 of  rnany of the lodges, and in the council house, which 
certain individuals. The liie of Rctl 1-Inntl ~ v a s  hid- was the largest lodge, and pitched in the center of 
den in mystery. No  one seemed to know his past or  
anything much about him. 
"I think he is all right," thought the scout, "but it 
is never safe to be ton sure. I think that girl is all 
right, too; but even there I may be mistaken. The  great distinctness. 
only way to be a l ~ s o l ~ ~ t e l ~  sure is to make sure! I Becaiise of  the brightness of the moonligl~t, Buf- 
can't make sure of Red Hand just n o ~ v ,  but perhaps falo Bill assumed a stooping posture as  he crept for- 
I can find out something certain ahout the intentions \\lard, and a little later he got flat clo~vn on the grour~d 
of those Indians." and crept on with the litheness and softness of the 
Having thus come to a conclusion, he turned the panther stealing on its prey. 
horse softly from the trail, zncl in a little while was Not a leaf rustled under him as he thus stole for- 
shaping his course towartl the 1ncl;an village. The nlnrcl, not a t v i g  snapped; his advance was like the 
moon still shone brilliantly, a i ~ d  in that clear atmos- forward movement of a sh3tlo1v, so silent was it. 
phere moonlight sometimes is marvelo~~sly bright. Buffalo Bill was 110 ordinary scout, no  orditlary trailer, 
The  scout could see fo r  a considerable distance in no  ordinary Jndian fighter. I-Te could out-1nrlia11 an 
every direction. Tndian hiinself in all the tricks of Indian warfare. 
iV11ile this br of the night had been favor- Now an:l then, when an Indian iignre appeared 
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time v 
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the ieaihcretl 11eaddi.e~~ on his head. H e  had slain many white men, 
His hat ILC ~ t l d  in one llaild under tlie collceali~lg Cfilrlc uoulil slay many more. The \\.lllic me11 ncre 
arcls, they were serpents, they hat1 hearts like wo 
a11tl they ~vould run \?-hen he, this great brave, sl 
"I'm all right, if she doesn't start up a fire, or ger lir't the knife to 
the blanket and the Rufialo Cill 5 ;hen hc 
scout's thought as he 
heard the India croonlng to the bal~y. "2 llat's all right, old bragger 
Then he aros to his feet, and with the l~eatl- you'll ii~lcl out, ~vlien you go a# 
chess in place, 1 the blanket drawn up to cun- white men don't run n-orth a be; 
ceal his face, and so draped al- Anxious to see nhat  \\as going 011 within the 1 
clothing was pretty well hidden ked bold cil house, for \vllat he heart1 was unsatisfactorq 
scout softly lifted the lower edge of the skin 
As he did so an Incli 
motio~l right past his i l l  about, \vithil. -.- 
lorlge, dancers I ,ping, jumping, and gyrating. 
molestation or to the The clrunl be :re seated not far away in a 
door of the council lod group, po~tncling away with such e n e r n  that the sweat 
ad of tl t, however, he moved stood on their painted f 
ithin its shadow; and The Indian who mras 
LIICLC, after ~ O O K ~ I I ~  aoour to ~e sure he was not ob- to tell what great things ne wou~u aLcuIlllJllsi1 
served, he lay down quietly on ~ n d  and placed he lifted his kni 1st the xhites. 
an ear to the skin lodge coveril Just at  this j~ \\&en the scout 7 
The din within the lodge, now that ne was sr\ r l n c ~  to think that. Dr;l~ray~, he might now acquamt him- 
to it, was well-nigh deafening. The warriors self wit hing definite concerning the plans of 
ho.\jrling and jumping it1 frenzied Indian fashio the Indl ough the fact that they were dallcillg 
the be-+:- nf the Indian drums was som and in war p a n t  showed that they meditated an at- 
tack on the calnps of the white men-one of the 
dogs, whose presence Buffalo Bill had feared, came 
beaters, I I C  ~ l c u u  110 n o r r ~ s  rc~r a \*;rille. Then ant. sniffing around the lodge, and discovered hilv lying 
of tIlc Indian clancers bcgan i l l  a !,ragging way, and in there :1 the sltado~v. 
a high monotone, to boast of his many bloody deeds. 
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"The dog has g[>i;e c . T ~  t1i;it ~i.::!.." 11e said. "I think 
he is aiter a r;lh::i~; I u.il! scc !" 
Then ihc scout .brolic into a run, as i f  he \Irere 
hasteni:?g 2Ttcr t11e (!os. FIe 1<11c\; that now he ~ ~ o u l d  
ha\:e to "cut sticrts," as he woultl hare  expressed it; 
and ~vl-hen he had another lodge 11etv:een him ancl the 
Indian he hat1 spolcen to, hc ran ~v i th  all his nlight, 
yet as softly as he could. 
I t  was well for Cufialo Bill that he had nloved thus 
promptly. For, as hc ran, lie hcartl a wild yell be- 
hind hipi, v:I:ich told hini that the body of the dog 
lmrl bccn discovered. 
The yell stopped the (lancing anrl the drumbeating 
as sudrlenly as i f  a rifle shot hat1 been fired. The  In- 
dians poured pell-mell out c)E the cou~lcil house. The 
yells that now sountletl sccniec! to arotlsc all the village 
curs at o1;ce; and S C V ~ I C  of I11ci11 disco\-ering the hurry- 
ing figure of tlie scout, they rushetl a t  him like a pack 
of wolves chasing a deer. 
But the scout v a s  n o ~ v  on the edge of the village, 
and before hill7 ~ v a s  the ~vilcl-tirilberctl hills. Turning 
suddenly as the ioreniost of the dogs pressed him 
and began to snap at his liecls, he cast aside the blanl<et 
and the headdress and lifted liis re\:ol\-cr. 
They mere plainly to 1,e seen in the moonligl~t. 
T ~ v o  shots s ~ n t  the leaders rolling in their death 
a ~ o n i e s ,  ,. ;~.n(l 5 9  st~.rt!ctl the ot1ii.r~ that they drew 
Lac!<:, thus gi?.ing EuEalo Rill a clear path again before 
hi11i. 
Then ;:isrows Aegan to sing ant1 rifles to bark as 
the I~:rlir;ns, guirlerl by the y e l ~ i n g  of the dogs, and 
kno-iving nfiii! that an enemy hat1 invaded the village, 
began -ic; 51:c i : ~  the direction of the scout's flight-. 
Fi1: the missiles wild. Their singing and 
llurtling in the trees seemed, ho~vever, to  increase 
.lie scout's speed, so that lie riln~ost iiew, selecting 
\ \  ilJest and roc1,iest course for the line of his retr 
.Is soon as he \\as c l x r  of tlic illage lie sha 
11:s course tolvard the point ~:l::.;e lie had left 
!iclr.se. - 
Fortunately Eufialo Dill \\-a< a good runner. R9olc- 
over, he tlid not wish to  11e capiureil by the Sic 
I-Ie had a due regard for his o\;n personal saf 
and hesides he ha(l iniportant inf'orni-hation which 11 
was necessary to carry to the camps of the ~vhite  men. 
H e  had not heart1 111uch in the Indian village, not- 
~~~i ths tant l ing  the great risks he had run to gain in- 
formation ; hilt 11 hat he had hcastl, together \\*it11 the 
dancing ant1 the <Isu~nl~eating and the sight of the 
~varriorc, in war  paint, was enough to assure him 
that the S ious  meclitated an  early, if not an  imme- 
diate, attack on the ~vhites. 
The clogs still him, and kept up with him, 
though he began to drop the Indians. Turning at  
bay, the scout killed t\vo more of the leading dogs, 
and again ran on. 
The other dogs seemed to lose heart of 
this and droppet1 back, though they fr; l lo~\~eu alvllg his 
trail and continuetl tlicir thus aiding the In- 
dians in their pursuit. 
The  rapidity of  the scout's flight I~rought him, after 
time, to his horse. 
"All safe and sound. old fcllo\ir, are you?" he 
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terrible force, f ;ou:ltl of hon f ! apirlly the advantages l:cs~n~vetl upon y his loving 
aching througl~ 1 e startlet1 hiill. mother, and became a ulild and I 3utcast? Oh, 
uldwing his r e ~ ~ o l v c ~ ,  1 1 1 l I S  sat q~iieily awaiting the Ruth, you cannot k n o r  '.---- sufiered. and 
cclning strang ever it niig11t be. i l l1 exclama- what a curse, a misery 'e has b 
tion of surpri: from his lips as a steed dasher1 knew you would pity n- pity beg 
around the bencl, uearing upon his back-a 11-oman! said. You did love rile once, 11~1tll." 
i, a woman, or, rather a young girl, for she was The outla\v chief lai and sof I the 
other than Ruth Ranisey, JY~IO, quicl<ly disco~.er- gloved hand of thc gir quietly wing 
~ n g  an .unlookprl-fnr obstncle in her path, attenlrted the hand: replied kindly 
to draw rein. c was too late; her steed was a "I thought I loved y , Leo; but I did not 
nillful anima ,asily checl-ed, and before she know my heart; and yet ur life been different, 
could come to a halt ille outlnw leader spurred along- and not a blot upon the earth, we might have been 
sidc of Ilcr. 2 .1~1  11:s !e,fi 1i-~:?,1 gnc!>ed her bridle rein. more to each other than lovers; but you 11al.e not for- 
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your 101 e is de- "No, Iiuth, I have not forgotten. I loved you, and 
lightcri to hehol(1 you oilcc n:orc," said the chief, with that must.be my excuse. I longed to have you with 
irony in hi? voice. me, to have you my bride, and--forgive me, Rt~th- 
4 I I t  was prove11 you were an outlnw," she said, "the I was mad enough to tlii~lk that I 111ight persuade you 
leader of a wild ai?d rlccperatc haii:l: tnen called you to  become my wife." 
Tcansas King hccau~e you rulcrl the border and none . "My consent never could ha17 
dare face you. Yes, all these things were proven, and Leo Randolph; but, this is idle, to tllus stand and - 
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mother nlio irloli7e{l Iier boy, y i i  up011 whose life a kept his hand firnlly upon her rein while he asked: 
stain rested, ;l~irl  hencc the curse fell upon the son. 
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-/\I I , "You bring bad news, miss," said the officer. "and 
"Aly i!lstructions were to come into rllese hills and I 
protect all white settlers. I expected io find here a 
band of rude miners-certainly not any ladies.'' 
I f  I, sir, am the daughter of Captain Ramsey," said 
Ruth. "He is the leader of a small party of settlers 
n-!lo came here to establish homes and also dig for 
gold; this girl I never met until ten minutes ago, v:hen 
she saved me from a terrible fate-a fate to  which 
death was preferable." 
Ruth Ramsey spoke with exceeding earnestness. 
"Indeed !" exclaimed the young officer. "This 
young lady, then, does not belong to your settlement. 
Can there be another band of settlers in these hills?" 
He asked the cluestion with surprhe, gazing \vith ad- 
~niration upon Pearl's lovely face. Pearl flushed 
slightly, to find herself the object of sucll ardent no- . 
tice, and replied: 
6 c I was on my way to warn the palefaces of danger, 
when I came suddenly upon this lady and Icansas 
Icing, the outlaw, who was forcing her to accompany 
him." 
( 6  Warn the palefaces of danger? Are you not a 
paleface?" asked the astonished soldier. 
I (  I an1 a paleface, yes. But I cannot say more than 
that I was going to tell the settlers that IYhite Slayer 
- 
and his band are to move to-morrow night upon their 
forts, and that there is no hope for them unless they 
at once leave these hills." 
"And you! Are you not in danger?" saic 
Ramsey earnestly. 
r< No, I am not in danger; but you must escape from 
the red devils, who will soon be on thq \vnrpg.tl~ zq~ ias t  
, yet I fear true tidings, as T k i l o ~  the bitterness of the 
Indians to those u.110 ~vould settle here. To-morrow 
night, you say, tlicy will coniincnce the attack?" 
6; Yes, sir.!' 
"And Major n7ells will not be up before day after 
to-morrow, hasten as he may, and I have but four- 
teen men with me," was the thougl~tful statement. 
"You hare other troops col;ling, then, sir?" asked 
Ruth anxiously. 
"I' es, over a hundred troopers; I was merely an ad- 
vance guard; here, Went~vorth, hasten back with all 
dispatch and ask Major Wells to ride his horses dorvn 
but that he reac!les here to-morroirr night " 
The captain turned to a horseman 11 half 
scout, half soldier, and a bold-looliiog who 
promptly replied . 
"I'll fetch him, Captain Archer, if  hoc make 
it !" 
( L  Do so, 14'entn~orth, and bring lii~n to this point, do 
you hear ?" 
"Aye, aye, sir!" and away (lashed the cqurier at  
full speed. 
ci Now, young ladies," said the officer, "there is but 
one thing for me to do, and that is to go secretly into 
camp near hcre and await the attack upon the fort, and 
then endeavor to mate the redsliills believe a large 
'force of cavalry has come to the assistance of the set- 
tlers. Were the Indians to know that I had but my 
present force they ~vould not fear me, so I beg that 
you keep my presence in the hills a secret, and in the 
. . me of need I will be on h y orders am- 
:y, are to protect the live settlers, 
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The Fairy Glen. I97 
l&l his precious charge by the nearest route to the val- 
ley where Red Hand awaited them. 
CHAPTER XXXVII.. After an hour's tramp, they entered a narrow gorge, 
TIIE FAIRY GLEN the western inlet to the valley. Ahead of them Buf- 
falo Bill suddenly descried a tall, upright form coming 
When Ruth Ra~nsey returned to the stockade she 
, toward them. ' found the whole settlenle~lt about to turn out in search It was Red Hand. I-Ie bo~ved pleasantly to the 
of her. Her friends were delighted at  her return, for p?rty, pressed lightly the hand Ruth extended to him, they had believed her lost, or captured by the Indians, b and said simply: 
as her father and brother had returned some time be- 
( "Come." 
fore, and reporied that she had started home. 
Ruth made E:nown her startling adventure with I b n -  Leading the way through the beautiful yet strangely 
sas King, h ~ r  rescue by a strange vihite girl; but the wild glen, Red Hand turned, after a walk of a third 
coming of the cnl-alry she kept to herself, as the officer of a mile, into a thick piece of timber, through which 
lad recluested her to  do. The  settlers were all in a ran an indistinct trail. A still farther walk through 
tate of fermentation aL the hostile position assunlcd the woods of two hundred yards, and before thein 
)y the Sioux, and the coming into the hills of Kansas arose the precipitous and lofty sides of the mountain, 
i ing and his band. pierced by several narrow gorges, that appeared like 
Buffalo Eill had tnade known the enmity of the In- lanes through the massive hills. 
lians and advised that the settlers should n~ove  over Into one of these chasms, for they were hardly any- 
to the miners' fort until .after the battle they knew J thing more, Red Hand walked, and s ~ o n  it widened 
must come with the Indians. into a perfect bowl, with towering walls upon every 
There were some who declared against the move, side. It was a fairy spot, where one would love to 
~nwilling to lekve off their gold digging, and thus a dwell and dream away a lifetime, far away from the 
var of words was progressing, when suddenly Buf- cares of the world. 
-a10 Bill again appeared in their midst, and at once And there, sheltered against the base of the lofty 
his report settled the matter. hills, was a neat little cabin home-a hermitage in the 
Two 1.zours after, the stockade was deserted by one hills. It was-a huinble abode, built of stout -logs, 
2nd all, and the men at  once set off for the miners' and yet around it was an air of comfort, while the 
amp, excepting those designated t o  go with the interior, consisting of two rooms, certainly looked 
vomen and chiiclre~~ inio the I-Iaunted Valley. A mile cozy and most comfortable, for the furniture, though 
rom the stockade the party divided, with many tears, of rude manufacture, was useful, and around the walls 
.ind wisl~es, and tender farewells, and Buffalo Bill were many articles of use and enjoyment, from r.ifles, 
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lrties and at  once attack the two paleface encamp- Kansas King suddenly confronit 
~ents, and, with coolness, said : 
AS soon 2s he learned the plans of the Inc'ianx, nlld 
"Well, old man, you procrastinated toc so I 
so heard frolll Pearl about the arrival o i  lhe ca ,airy '1 ' have begun the fight !" 
! the Black Hills, Buffalo Bill a t  once set out On llis Both men felt that the other was playing some deep 
:turn to the stronghold. game; yet they were anxious to receive aid, the one 
Whether Kansas King suspected Ae 11er;nit chief of from the other. The o u t l a ~ ~ s  had already suffered 
ad faith, or determined to s l r k  a 1110~~ hiinself severely, and a t  a glance the hermit chief and White 
gainst the settlements, is not knmvn; but certain it is, Slayer felt that the stronghold \vould not be easily 
lat, as soon as darkness set in, lie 111ovet1 his men at taken. 
"rice toward the Ramsey stockade, and after a gallant So the outlaws and the Sioux concluded t o  fight to- 
charge up to the walls, discovered that the occ~1pants gether against the miners. The Indians were thrown 
had deserted the place. into position, and the battle at once raged in all its 
Chagrined at  this discovery, the o:ltl,lal cllicf rode fierceness. In vain the ~outla~vs,  under their reckless 
with all dispatch toward the strot~gholtl of the miners, young leader, l~urlecl tl~enlselves against kade 
and arrived there ahout the tilne that Gray Chicf and walls; in vain the warriors resorted to el ning 
%is red warriors reached the camping grouncl o' '"" artifice known to thern. 
obbers, to find that they had fled. The brave little garrison pou 'Y a .  
With rage at  the move of Kansas King, the In1 galling fire upon their enemies, ; tlaw 
at once set out for the Ramsey settletl~ent, gloating and Indian bit the dust. 
over their anticipated revel in blood. Again were they "Come, this will never do. 7Ve I I ~ L I S ~  charg 
. doorned to disappointn~ent, and in fear that their column with our whole force and throw ourst 
menlies had escaped them they rode rapidly for the over the walls. I will lead," cried Iiansas Icing, al- 
;tronghold of the miners. most wild with fury a t  the stubborn resistance of the 
gallant defenders. Belore tliey arrived, however, they heard the ra i fk  
of firearms. Then it flashed across the hermit ckie6 "It is the only chance, I see. Here, White S1: 
that Icansas Icing had outwitted him and ~ v a s  deter- form ymlr men for a bold rush." replied hermit chief. 
mined to  alone take the plunder from the miners and 
' 
Then, with delnoniacal yells, - 1 column ot  
reduce their stronghold to  ashes. 
outlaws and redskins started upc harge. .Like 
The firing grew louder, and then the fort came in hail the leaden bullets fell in thei and terrible 
sight, the flashes of the rifles lighting up the darG 
~las the havoc; but on they pressed-Icansas King, 
mountainside. j s  the band of warriors pressed 0 4  he hermit chief, and White Slayer a t  their head. 
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' CHAPTER XXSTX. 
T H E  M Y S T E R Y  S O L V E D .  
Upon the rocky ledge, in front of the cabin, the 
moonliglit streatned with altiio~t noonday brilliarlcy, 
and lighted up a strange scene. Lying upon the rock 
was the hermit chief, his long gray beard and hair shin- 
ing like silver in tlie moonlight, ant1 his broad chest 
heaving with every hard-drawn breath-for the hermit 
had received his death xvound. 
Standing near was Kansas Icing, a blc~odstain upon 
%:s forehead, from a wound made by the butt of the 
out's pistol. 
The face of the hermit was pallid with pain and 
,me inward emotion of bitterness. The face of the 
an whose deeds had \van hi111 the nanie of Kansas 
ing was still unmoved and reckless. 
In front of these nlen stoorl Euffalo Bill and Red 
Hand. Red Hand was slightly in advance, and he 
was speaking, while his deep voice was stern and al- 
ost cruel in tone. H e  was saying: 
"Carter Bainbridge, you have but a short tim 
ve. Before your soul takes its flight, I would 1 
you speak, if the story I an1 now about to relat 
not true in every word." 
After a moment, the hermit replied: 
"Hell has certainly aided you. Vincent Vernon, in 
letting your hand take my life: tell all you wish to, for 
I' care not now-no, not now-ha! here comes Pearl." 
At  that from the cabin, and, 
holding 3 the hermit lying 
' ,  
moment 
the st] 
- .. 
: the girl 
range sc 
rushed 
:ene anc 
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wounded upon tlie rock, cried: "Father, 
Are you dying?" 
Quickly Retl I-Iand stepped for 
my father ! 
.ld, restrain- 
ing 6 ( her, said : 
Illy dear girl, this lnanris nor your ta+h~r-~~7aste 
not your pity on Ilim." 
"Not 11q~ father! Oh, surely you are- 
"He tells tlle truth,* Pearl; I am not jvui iaLher. 
Listen and he \\-ill tell you all." 
The hernlit spoke with difficulty. 
"Yes, I tell the truth, as you shall all 1 1 ~ 1 ,  said 
Red Hand. "AIany years ago, in a New Englatld 
State, I \\.as li\.ing wit11 nly widowed mother; n ~ y  
father, a na\,al oficer, having died ~vllen I was a mere 
lad. Rly mother had ~veal t i~ ,  and, being 1 and , 
handsome, had Inany adnjirers. 
"IVhen I \\-as fifteen years of age I first saw this 
man-carter. ~ainbrid~&-known to you all as the 
Hermit of tlie Blaclc Hills. This nlan became, as 1 
believed, the liusl~and of 11iy mctlier. She loved him 
dearly, and so (lid I ;  but his \\-as a black heart, for  
already he hat1 a wife lil-ing in a Soutller~l State-the 
mother of a son 1vho111 this tnan brought ' 3use 
after his marriage with 11iy mother, and I ZE as 
his nephew. 
"From the day of that son's arrival, there begall a 
plot for my mother's and lily \vealtb, for the pretended 
nephew was as llatl as his professed uncle. At length 
I entered the navy as a n~idshipman, and after an ab- 
sence of three years returned to find niy mother dead. 
"Even then I suspectetl no evil, but long afterward 
an investigation prosed that this inan hacl cruelly talcen 
my mother's life. Again I went to sea, and I left tllil 
T h e  i\iljrstery Solved. 
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208 The Mystery Solved. 
"Is your right nanle Leo Raodolph?" faintly asked 
the hermit. - 
"So men call me; 1,ut i f  my parentage nras dishonor- 
able I hold no claiil~ to ally name." 
"YOU are, tllen, my son." 
"Good Gocl! \Veil, i f  I all1 hung by Captain Archer 
here, my fate w;ll be the proper thing. I suppose, and 
yet I prefer hanging to achmo~vledging you as my 
father." 
The outlaw spoke with terrible bitterness. ~ i ~ e n  
i carved 
we." 
' IT 4 
ht 
ill 
Red Hand contitlued, in the same deep tones: 
"At length, I tracked this man to his home, and I 
believed I killed him, for I drove my knife deep into - 
his side. I t  was the first time my 11ancl was stained 
with blood, though from my Ijirth I have borne this 
mark which has given me my nalne upon the frontier." 
Red Hand held up his hand so that the rnoonligl 
revealed its crimson hue. Again he went on: 
"Eut I was only half avenged, for Ben Talbot st 
lived. What destiny ever led my footsteps into these 
hills, God only knows; but here, five years ago, I met 
Ben Talbot-and killed hitn." 
"Tell me, Vincent Vernon, tell me-is the grave in 
the Haunted Valley that of my son?" said the old 
hermit eagerly. - 
"It is; I killed him, and, for  the sake of the happy 
days we had passed together in boyhood, I buried him, 
an( his name upon a tree at the head of his 
G - 
'-1 anew of the grave, but never saw it-never knew 
that my son lay buried there, for I thought he har1 
gohe East," muttered the old hermit. 
. The Mystery Solved. 
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"Tell me, Carter 13ainbridge,'' continued Red Hand, 
"did Be11 Tall~ot conle here with you?" - 
"Yes; I fled here in fear of Iny life, for I have been 
a great sinner, and Cen ancl Grace came with me; but 
Ire had a cltiarrcl, aiiil they left, as I believed, to go 
East arltl-" 
"iI-\nd they settled in the Haunted Valley, and there 
they lived, until I liilled Ben Talbot. Then poor Grace 
still remained, alone, to ~vatch his grave, until last 
night she fell by her own hand, as this scbut knows. 
Ayc, fell by her own hand, and nre two buried her 
there in the valley. 
"Then I sot~gllt the cabin where they lived, and the 
papers I found there told me all; yes, that Ben Talbot 
had slain the father of my wile, and then placed the 
crillle a t  my door to hare me hung, andothat, believing 
the story told her, Grace had fled, a guilty thing, from 
my love. But I have forgiven her all. Aye, more did 
I learn, and that is that this girl here, who has heard 
every word of my story, is my own daughter. Pearl, 
will.you come to your father's heart?" 
Words cannot portray the tenderness with which 
Red Hand spoke, and, comprehending the whole plot 
of crime against lliln, and feeling that he was indeed 
her father, the girl sprang forward and nestled close 
in the arms of the man whose life had known so much 
of misery. 
Not a word, not a motion, marred the silent joy 
of that moment for thbse tko,  father and daughter. 
SO cruelly divided through life. Finally Red Hand 
turned once more to the old hennit, and saicl: 
"Carter Bainbridge, I can now, in my joy, even 
forgive you." 
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halted a t  the grave of poor Grace, and, guilty tholigh 
she ltri.ss, they sorro\\red for her most deeply. 
ing the clay the whole party of miners : 
rere gathered together at the stronghold. 
warmly was Pearl \velcorned by Ruth Rarnsey and 
all. when they heard the strange story of her event- 
ful  life, and hearty congratulations were bestowed 
'IPon Red I-Tand in honor of his new-found happiness. 
Towarcl evening Major Wells arrived with his 
xnd set- 
. . Most 
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~ted 
the boundary of civilization. 
During the march, Edwin Archer and Pearl TTernon 
\\.ere often together, and so also were Red Hand, now 
known as T'incent Vernon, and Rut11 Ramsey. 
The result of this intirllacy was that. shortly al 
their arrival at North Platte, there was an engagen' 
entered into between each couple, to be consumms - 
' 
one year from that date. 
Then were the two bancls scattered to  the four 7 . . 
~f heaven, some remaining up011 the frontier, a 
whom was Lone Diclr, ~ s h o  rctttrnetl to trapping 
Tom Sun, who entered the army under l l a j o r  l\lells. 
1 
As for Captain Ramsey, he went East with his - .  lam- 
...--- 
:, and 
- - *. 
ily, and purchased a home in l"Iaryland, while Captain 
Ectwin Archer started for N e ~ v  lrork to  take posses- 
-. , f 
sion of a fortune left hi131 by a maiden aunt. llreu 01 
a wild life on the border, and rejoiced to have fot~nd-- 
a beautiful dwghter, Red Hand also left for New 1 . .  
York, where he placed Pearl at  school for one year. 
She became the bride of Edivin Archer the same 1 
day that beheld Ruth Ramsey married to Vincent Vef- ' 
non, and \\re11 I know that every reader of these lines 
will ~vish them happiness as they journey throoglh life 
together. i 
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buckskin, tro~lsers elaborately worked with bead 
. The persons imnlerl iate~~ surrounding the chief con- 
s'stecl Of 
negro cook, a cUllning-faced, ,iq fellow, 
and fringed down the outer as a who never, sleeping 
Instead of moccasins, his ieet Were incased in or lvakjng, went 
top cavalry boots, ar111ed ni th  huge spurs; a'1d a 
"'ithout his and knife, 
he kept in a large leather belt around his lVaist. 
silk shirt and Mexican jacket, pr0fuse1~ 
rim 
completed his costume, a gray It was said the 'legro, 11~r.hom his lnaster called But- 
Ilat, with 
broad brim, which Ivas termi'k-as a contrast to his color-kneiv more of. the 
"lief" life than did any one else: but, if so, he was 
turned up on one side. kno'3'n to betray that knomlerlge. The hands and face of the outlaw were burned as Q'as an Indian scoot, a powerful and bro,yn as the sun and exposure could make them; a 
heavy 
beard, of  a like shade, wit'' his long' curt- 
evil-lOoking Sio~lx, alho had betrayed his orvn people 
ing hair, conlpletely hid the lo\rrer features Of his face; 
""'I 
sollght refuge in the outlarv band, and, thor- 
llispose Stmjgl~t and fir117, his forehead 
broad oL1ghlJ' kno 'v in~ the whole country, captain Ricardo 
and intellectLlal, l,is eves strangely fiery and 
\yllile \x,ithi,, their inl;lust depths "" an eexression M'ere 'lso tivo others, both ,\?hite men; one a 
sqL1are-fralnecl, brutal-faced man of forty-five, 
His men knew hiln onlJv as "the chief." 
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frontier he 
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and the prairie looked free of 'langer. 
THE RESCUE. 
But preselltly another sharp crack of a rifle IVhen the horseman a-110 had so boldly approached 
out, a light flashed oat upon the prairie, and the bandits' bivouac, and laid two of their 
tarily a horseman was seen by its glare. Then a 'lead his aim, spec1 across the prairie with a 
voices cried out : "Ore Of horsemen .It his heels, he had his horse 
"Buffalo Eill !" to a 'peed which ca~lsed him to  soon draw out of 
Beneath llis aim another bandit had bitten the dust' range their for he was mounted upon his fa- 
In angry tones, the rollher chief criEd: lnuLis horse hxidnight, a steed that had never found 
c~h40Llnt, alld after him, men! A thOusalld equal 011 the plains. 
for his scalp !" Having kept up swift flight for a few miles, and 
There mas lllounting in hot haste, and 'la'' a bun- that his pursuers had given up the 
dred horsemen swept out froill the dark 'Overt 
a 
''iffalo Bill halted and dismounted to give his horse 
timber and spread over the starlit prairie in pursuit a short rest. His eye now caught a rosy light upon 
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the moonlit prairie, after whicb lie made a rapid cir- l"lnocr at oilcc a. .ilrcrl ~ l j l l l ,  nc 
euit of timber, eyes giaocillg far  and "le t n ~ '  face to ince, a;;,l.A,, ,, itil  ih 
Having satisfied even his cautio~ls Self that Ivaa 
"le Llldiall ~~~zlr r ior .  a ln;lll ~j jlCrCLlleall frame and 
quiet alld safe, the Illdian allproaclled camp fire Strengih* might lla\e gi\rjl , 
a desperate once more, colniog in a lille that would lead jllat as their iaiil e-, 
,-lashed, there came 
,,tiy the hidden scout. "'"pic' clattering of iiooi~;, a11rl from dark timber- 
slowly he approacI~ed, "holly of 
danger within a few feet 
his foel then his eyes 
fell upon dark object in his path. Before a llort of  horsemell \irere upon hirn, th 
draw back or utier a cry of alarm, the scout was S1oL1x uttered a i \ r l l ~ ~ o ~  of terror, and, before th 
him, his iron graspLlpOl1 his CO'llcl Prevent, had darted away and disappearel One, two rapid knife thrusts, a d  the Illdian sen- iinel was 'go* duty forever," But the allnost 'oiseless )Id comrade. you have frightenell t h t  redskin 
had caught the quick ears of the yet 'ide- 
't to death,'9 laudled the s c o ~ ~ t ,  as ~ i d ~ i ~ l ~ ~  halted 
lwake sioux around the CanlP fire. 
. In alarln they sprang to their feet, one to dead 
across the burnillg logs, a bullet in his brain, another 
Ilim go* Poor devil, bur sooner or later his time 
colne- No1v to release the prisoners,,j 
Obl  you are very, very brave alld noble, and 
saved us." cried the girl, his hands, as 
as 'Ier oUrn were refeased from their bonds. 
A'1d I offer "11. tf1anks, sir, 
- .  
7- - 
-- _ -  
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CH.1PTER 
111, no, sir;'-sl-le 1 eagerly, "and it cannot A T I t A I T O R  
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Ve were Lvwal ~, le  heacIwarers o1 L1lc 'lC trail1 \\.a$ cnca~nped during the nlc,,, vll \Yhich fll( 
ram Fort I-Iays." scene< relatetl in the forego can River, on th spired. 
'hen your train i t~venty miles of here and There were fully half a hl heir cov- 
encawed upon tr~r river fo r  the night. If once snol\--white, now std11lt-u u1uM-n 0:; esi)osure 
aid me, we will tak( little lot of catfl travel; ~\!lile, slaked out upoci the prail 
erjskin~ have willed us a ; of  horqes and  cattle. enjoying the rich 
- to the man. .I f e ~  momenf - Ivagonq ryere encaniped in a crescent form, lmth 
and his nenl-found ~ o m ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~  each end of the crescent red 1 the river bank. 
apiClly learing the matte, carryin \\';thin tllc space thus inclose e of bright camp 
ld been ridden bv the fivb w r e  shedding their ruddy llzh .h 
scene a 
1)lrl)aration of the e ng the principal 
ut 
hade of sadness, in' 
missing, and arormd an' 
their camp firer their absence was sorely felt. A ferr 
before, they had started forth for a gallop olrer ~ d e  
the prairies. and a scout coming in reported that they 
had been captured by a band of Sioux Indians. 
Bllt what could be done ? Night rvas corning rapidly 
On; it was camping time, and until the next day no 
nlove for  their recovery could he made, for it was itn- ~ e .  
PossiI~le to folIow the trail of the Indians in the dark- the 
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their teamsters and guides, moving from the boun- 
daries of civilization to  the prairies of the Fa r  West, 
there-to build new homes. 
With one family particularly, among these daring 
pioneers, we will have to become friends, for they 
will occupy no inferior place in this romance of life 
on the far frontier. I 
I11 that family were five persons, consisting of I 
Major Austin Conrad, 116 wife, a sad-faced matron ; 
of forty-five, a son o f  tjvcnty-;\YO, Gerald Conrad, and 
a daughter of seventeen, the joyous and beautiful 
Sibyl. 
Then there was a niece of the major, and his ward, 
Ruth Whitfield, a dashing, brilliant-looltiilg brunette 
of twenty, who had been a belle in her native city, 
parents to  want, and cast her upon the bounty of her 
I i until financial reverses hat1 recIucetI Iier once proild 
,, 
uncle. e 
Major Conrad was an ex-army officer, ~11110 ill 
early life had seen much service on the frontier, bu 
at length married his cousin and settled do\vn to  pri 
*rq+n life and the enjoyment of his riches. i 
~t reverses had at last befallen hi111 and he v7as al- 
: crushed beneath his sorrows and misfortunes, 1 '  
U I I L I I  his brave wife begged that' he ~vould leave the C 
e of his troubles and find a new home far in th 
;tern country. 
~uew life seenled instilled into the major at the " 
thought, and two months after found hirn en route 
for  a home on the horder, accompanied by his wife, 
'-:- children, and his niece. 
'I 
sining a v:est:.-ard movi ecicled to ti; 
mpany the emigrants, : upon ac- 
1 
l l l b  I 
e J( 
accc 
train 
ind ;he 
, they d 
major, 
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count of his military esperience and former knowl- 
edge of the country, was made the captain of the ex- 
pedition. 
Without serious niishap the train had proceeded on 
its way for many miles, ant1 then it cane into a coun- 
try where the pioneers felt that danger was upon every 
hand. 
- But, undaunted, they pressed on, well knowing that 
if they could once get a foothold and establish a settle- 
ment, they would bc able to l id defiance to all trou- 
blesome bands of Indians as well as to the desperate 
band of the Branded Brotherhood, who, rumor said, 
warred upon all settlers on t h ~  frontier. 
They had met with their first serious mishap in the 
capture of Sibyl Conrad and Ho~varcl Lawrence, the 
latter a young man who had joined the train before 
it departed from ICansas City, and IV~IO, by his genial 
manners and undisputed courage, had won the esteem 
of every one in the pioneer band. 
Sibyl and Howard Lawrence had ridden forth to 
look up a good camping ground for the night. 
A' returning hunter had reported that they had been 
suddenly surrounded and captured by a band of Sioux 
warriors, 
, 
After witnessing their capture, the hunter had con- 
' cealed himself in a lnotte until the Indians had dis- 
appeared with their prisoners, and then had brougllt to 
- the train the startli~lg news. i Slowly the night passed away in the :he stream. With the first glimmer of day in the east r e r e  up and busy, for a hand of tv'cnfl' horsemen' led t by Major conrad and p i d e d  by- the hunter# who '* 
_. _- - -- 
.- - 
- - ---- - -- ---  
-. 
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seen the capture of Sibyl ant1 FIowartl Lawrence. were 
prepzring to start fort11 to the rewue. 
Suddenly a cry of alarm \.;as llcr?rcl. The  guards 
reported a body of horsenien approaching, and 
through the dim morning light a small cavalcade was 
inc:istinctly visible. 
Kearer and nearer they came. Then the cr3. of  
alarm turnetl to one of joy, for the fonns of Sibyl 
Conrad and Howard Lawrence were recocgnized. ac- 
companied by one other, a tall, splendid-lookir 
man, folloxved by a number of led animals. 
~ u i c k l ~  the cry of the guards was taken up. 1 her 
through the entire encsnpment resounded the notec 
of joy. When the party rode up, a ringing welcomc 
' t d  them, and their friends around ir 
ht at their return. 
stantly Sil~yl was folded in the arins of 
cnts, and warm grasps met the hand of R o ~ ~ a r d   am? 
rence, who, in a fexv ~vords, told of their bra 
at the hands of the army scout. 
L'OU are, then, Buffalo Bill?" said Major Conrad 
ncing quickly and gazing intently into the fac 
ot the man before 11in1, and upon whom every eye wa 
turned with admiration, for his 
known far and wide. 
am called Buffalo Eill, sir," nras unc ~ U K L  rrpij 
I I 'am glad to have caved your daughter, Major 
rad;  bu;, can I ask, as I learn you are destined 
.-- the headwaters of the Republican, why I find you 
luch out of your way to t ward ?" 
spoke nlccleqtly, and as us to tur 
,ing so n- 
'he scout 
wonderi 
- A7.- 
he south 
if ansioi 
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her par 
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ful caree 
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1 
are ~ t d e t  ?he y?:da~c.2 an cxp~ricncrr[ 
7 -  @aimman, sir. L OT~T 5% mrne3, flrj~~~,'' tejjli~d 
Major hn." 
Tbe moat rl:-m.-;l a*..grzr.r' 2t  +I?? 7 ? ' r i ~ l z  of the 06cer 
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=dl wi;A 2 fxe  ~ Z ~ C I ' P ~  ?- =inch 2 ~ a n l p l ~ r  by a ]<tlife I I 
cat amcm tbr- TI-.? ;$_a"1~ee!: ac to i).~ it a most for- 
bidding eXpr5s??lm- 
One g l m c i -  at 1:nf.-. C-LI'IX?~T. 2 ~ 4  Euflalo Bill ex- 
dahed :  
TTaaaii l -mt main TYJT F L T ~ ~ U ?  Red Dick' (lo yo11 
- 
h a w  me? 1 
- 
1 W5& a Ihr~md the =nt mas ia I~rmf,  of the hunter, 
I wbdw b n m  ,Tine! mmd mb;te9 anrl whose yrrj I 
. " &$ntedi q mrii& .a nmiEcimz..f; ~~ies2'i~m, as he .;dd sav- 
; agely: 1 
i mm mhn h?~s 3cft a a943r cqv me each ar f l,c:~r 1 I 
: ifi m a  S U I ~  f , ~ y n -  IT &IT<P q- E172~ oath." 
I I[mbflF f i I l n c ~  @imtt ? o r d , z ~  r d r v  a long knife an(l 
s r t i d  at iipay- ai ifh~wqh e-iywL%y am zmnrlk, ~ v l ~ i l e  Il~c 
- .  
, smmt cpiw d r n ~  hi+ mmm 5;e~ bbde aard ~ P ~ ~ R I ' c ~ I  
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. ass; if zdmm m p m  bEm- 
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- 
& k., 6ir,rt ~$GT ma Ih3q b b e 3  a mord faith fn1 gtri{le 
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R step nearer the scuut adlancetl, his c:--; ?.blaze 
a;lJ fastened upon i:e,l i,',;;, \\ht) st. lic\\lhai nervously 
a~vaited the expected nttncli, c liiih now appeared most 
i t~~~ninent ,  for none prccenr seemed called upon to  
interfere. 
But, suddenly, a zltqht ant1 form glided in 
between the two men, and the hand of Sibyl Conrad 
was hiil ulwn the oi  duflalo Bill. 
  sure!^, one su 1 ~ 1  ; ~ i  e, sv nolde, \vould not stain his 
hand unnecessarily \!i:li blootl in the presence of 
v;omen and children." 
The face of the scout tl~1~11ccl, his knife was lowered 
* 
Imlnediately, and he replictl in deep, earnest tones: 
''L:i[ly, I am glad you recalled me to niyself. But , 
you do not k11o\v the acccrsed life of this-man, or  
you \iroultl hardly plead fcr him; but it shall be as 
you request." 
Then, turlijiig to his burly enemy, the scout con- , 
tinued sternly : I . . I  
"Red Dick, this lady has prevented an encounter :i 
that should have endeil in your dcatli or mine. Now ', 
I bid you leave this camp." q 
The giant hunter turned an earliest look into his ; 
foe's fate, and, reading there only daarlly deiermina- 
tion, said : 
"1'11 go now, scout, 'cause you hold the winning 
card; hut lied Dick will be on your trail hot in the .' 
.. 
f,uture." 4 
S o  saying, he wheeled a\rray, \valked to one of the - 
wagons, and, taking his rifle and accoutern~ents, 
mounted his tall, raw-honed horse and departctl, leav 
ing Buffalo Bill master of the situation. 
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CHAPTER SLIV. 
RUNNING T H E  GANTLET. 
Conrad, " said th !e scout; 
"Every man to his post." 
I t  was the clear and commanding voic iuffalo 
!ill that gave the order. The effect upon tne ploneers 
,ras electrical. for they felt that in hirn they had 
leader \\rho fully understood the cunning of the In- 
d \\,hose bravery \\-as upon every tongue on 
ler. 
lo Bill, you are well accusto~ned to scenes like 
this one about to be forced upon us, atid I would 1 
you to take command," cried Alajor Conrad, adva 
ing quickly to the side of the scout. 
Euffalo Bill glanced out upon the prairie toward the 
:oming Intiinns, as he replied: 
"Fortunately the trzin is in corral, sir, and the Inen 
ire ready for a fig11t. I ~vould advise that the ~voilien 
~ n d  childrela be placed under cover of the river bank 
ronder. The ravine v-ill protect the horses and cattle. 
v!iile, with the \\.agons for the breastwork, the men 
:an h d d  out splenclid!p." 
This advice was acted upon, and in a few monietits 
:he camp \?-as ready for action. Stationing liiniself 
~ p o n  die outer edge of the line of wagons, B~iffalo Bill 
nFas seen to suddenly raise his repeating rifle; a quick 
aim, a shot. and a painted varrior fell from his horse. 
The yell of exultation from the emiqrants \vaT all- 
SIT-ered by a series of v,ild war \\-hoops from the  in- 
furiated Indians. 
"Now, Major ( L  you see 1 
- 
CI- 
ike 
nc- 
Running the Gantlet. 
I kno~v yonder renegade guide well, for he is doubtless 
the Ieader of the approaclling band of redskins, alid 
\\.as guiding you into a trap." 
"IVe have ~nuch to thank you for, sir," was the ear- 
rest answer; "but the Indians have halted.'' 
"Yes, they are too wary to charge these lines in the 
c!a!.time, and-" 
"And ~vhat, sir?" aslced .Major Conrad, as the scout 
paused thoughtf t~l l~ .  
"And by nightfall I can bring relief, for not many 
injles from here is a band of Atvnees hunting buf- 
. falo." 
"BLI~, sir, you can never escape from here, for see, 
the Indians are beginning to  surround us, and two 
separate parties are swirnn~ing the river." 
The scout took in the scene at  once, and then said 
cjuietly : 
"You must h o l i  the red devils at  bay. 114ind, act 
only on the defensive, and I nil1 run the &antlet of 
their fire, and bring what relief r can." 
-4 shrill wl~istle f o l f o ~ ~ ~ e d ,  and Midniglzt trotted LIP 
to his master, and stood ready for his conlmand. 
Remonstrance \,,it11 the scout was useless; ant1 after 
- another niarning to all, he sprang illto the sacrdle and 
rc~ile clo~vn to the river. 
A word of encouragement to. Midnight, and the 
' 
~1oble aninla1 bou~lded into the clear waters, and \17as 
Ecforc half the river \$,as crossetl Tiltlians 'lis- 
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parties, one up and the other tlo\vn the strea~n,  rushed 
to cut him ofi. 
The scout observed their intentiorl. but kept bravely 
on, urging his horse to su irn still iasier. Leading one 
ol' these parties \ ~ h o  \\-ere rubl~ii~g tujvard the point 
where the scout \\-as tu la~lcl, KAS ~ i i e  traitor guide, Red 
Dick, \vho 11o\~ scemetl to feel assured that his re- 
venge would be satiated. for he urged his large roan 
forwarcl at  a trementlous pace, quickly shooting ahead 
o i  the inferior horses ricitlen by the redskins. 
Soon the scout reached the other shore and dis- 
mounted, 11 liile the horse shook himself like a huge 
Ne~vloundlantI dog. Then the girths \\-ere tightened, 
and the holster pistols returned to their places; after 
which the scout mounted as coolly as though almost 
certain death did not stare him in the face. 
The deadly rifle was raised, and with a quick aim 
was fired in the direction of the band farthest off. A 
red brave' threw up his arms and fell from his horse, 
to  be tranlpled upon by those behind. 
Again the rifle rang out, and the large roan ridden 
by Red Dick was seen to stagger, stumble, and then go 
heavilp,.do~\-11, hurling his giant rider with terrible 
force upon the ground. 
From the lips of Buffalo Bill there came then a 
war whoop of defiance, and away bourlded Midnight, 
keeping at1 equal distance bet\.ieen the two lines rush- 
ing furiottsly upon him and hardly more than two 
hundred yards distant. 
"On. llidnight. for you have a brave duty to per- 
form.'' cried Eufialo Rill, as he turned in 11% saddle 
and glanced back to\vartl the camp. 
Seeing the action, the pioneers gave him three I~earty % 
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cheers, which the Indians answered with their dis- 
cordant yells. 
"Eut, \vhat is the daring rider going to do? Has  
his courage failed him? Is he mad?" 
Such \\,ere the hurried questions that burst fro111 
tile lips of the astonished emigrants, as they saw Buf- 
falo Bill suddenly come t o  a halt, and coolly gaze first 
upon one side and then upon the other. 
The Indians also saw him halt, and their supersti- 
tious minds were impressed with the idea that he was 
laughing a t  their efforts to  take him, and intended to 
escape by some supernatural means unknown to them, 
for, often before had they known him to elude them 
\\-hen in their very grasp. 
With their leatler dismounted, and apparently hurt, 
for  Red Dick was seated beside his dead horse, the 
Indians hardly knew what to do, and, as they drew 
nearer and nearer to  the nlysterious scout, they gradu- 
ally checked the speed of their horses, until the stnaller 
ljarty, consisting of a dozen braves, came to a halt, 
and with wondering eyes and wild gestures, seemed to 
be holding a council of war. 
This was what Buffalo Bill had expected. As soon. 
as the scluadron halted, he wheeled h,lidnight, and,- 
with the air ringing and ec1:oing ~vi th  his terrible war 
cries, and a revolver in each hand, he charged directly 
up011 the astonished savages. 
Then he added to  their consternation by opening a 
brisk and telling fire upon thein. I t  pro~.ecl .fatal in 
several instances. The frightened braves turtletl ar~tl  
fled, and, with tile speed of an arrow, ihc scotit rt~sl~ctl 
on ton.artl the ope11 prairie, having safely run the tcr- 1 riblc gantiet. 
I 
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CHAPTER SLV. 
A WARNING AND A FAD. 
Far from the home of his kindred, far from the 
home of any of his race, and in the ~vilds where In- 
d without restraint, was the cabin of Al- 
rs before the opening scenes of this story, 
fred Carter had squatted upon the banks of the 
iver, and with the aid of o11ly his brave 
tty daughter Rose. and his young son 
d built a stout and comfortable cabin, 
d him furnished food for his 
cattle roamed near at hand. A! 
, ever generous and peaceable, 
to him, although thc 
were at war with the whites, for the settler had oft( 
hen their great chief 
have died for want 
d him back to life, 
won his friendship. 
1 the cabin door, upon the day that the 
1e gantlet of the band of Sioux warriors, 
vms a girl of eighteen, with large, velvety eyes, a dark 
complexion, and long, waving black hair. 
This girl was Rose Carter. She was engaged in 
knitting a pair of cotton soclts for her father, for she 
was a true frontier girl, ever industrious and brave. 
Presently a shadow fell upon her, and glancing uR 
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she saw an Indian girl of sisteen, a beautiful child of 
the forest, wit11 a graceful, s:andcr iorm, clothed in a 
handsome suit of bead-~~rougilt bucksl;in, and with a 
crown of richly colored feathers upon her head. 
"IVlio are you, girl, and \\-hat can I do for you?" 
said Rise, struck by the great beauty and grace of the 
Indian girl. 
"I an1 the Red Bud of the Forest, the child of tile 
mighty Pawnee chief, and I have come from my vil- 
lage beyond the prairie to tell the paleface maiden 
to  beware of the false tongue of the paleface brave 
with eyes like the skies, for he would lead her frotnl 
her happy home." 
"Of whom do you speak, Red Bud of the Forest?" 
said the mystified Rose. 
"Of the white brave whom theForest Rose loves as 
she does the sunshine, the trees, the birds, the rivers. 
H e  has a false tongue, so let the White Rose beware. 
Red Bud of the Forest has spoken." 
Without another ~vord the Indian girl turned and 
glided away, turning no ear to the call of Rose Carter, 
who urged her to return. 
After the departure of the Indian girl, Rose Carter 
sat for a long time, pondering over what she had 
heard, and ~\ronclering if the warning given could refer 
to one whom she loved most dearly, and \vho was then 
absent, and had been for months, gone to the Eastern 
settlements for a ~vhile before he returned to  make 
her his wife. 
Then over her face stole a iook of distrust of him 
who hat1 won her young heart, for the nrords of Red 
Rud had left a cteep impression. 
Presently her n~nther retlrrnecl froill nl i i i i i~~g the 
I 
- 
-- 
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co~v:;, and Alfred Cartes from a day's hunt, loaded 
down with game, while her brother,.t.r\ro years younger 
' fhzn Rose, came LIP from the river ~vitli a long string 
the cheerful fire, cornfortable room, ant1 pleasant facc 
Yet a feeling of dread, of corning evil, clutched i 
the heart of Rose Carter, and the smile upon her fac 
a 
was forced. A little later there v$as a loud bark fro1 
the watchful dog without, a shot followed, a yelp, an 
then heavy blo~vs upoll the door. 
Springing to their feet, the father and son seize 
their rifles, while the mother and daughter, in con 
siderable alarm, awaited the result. 
"Who is it that thus comes to my cabin?" cried Al^ - 
- fred Carter, in a stern voice. 
I 
I 
! 
4, 
tc 
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brought the butt of  his pistol down upon the head of 
Edgar. 
4 ,  H a ,  spare the women !" the chief cried. 
But the order was too late to save poor Mrs. Car- 
ter, J Y ~ O ,  with a shriek of terror and agony, met her 
c!cntl~ at the hands of one of the band. while another 
seized the fainting Rose around the waist, crying: 
i i T've got the richest prize ; the gaI's mine !" 
One dance in the beautifui face. and the bandit 
chief staggered back, his hand upon his head, while 
Ile criecl aloud : 
"Gocl in heaven ! IVho is that girl 'r" 
"21 rlon't nlalie no difference, ctliei, n-ito she mout 
be. btit she's n ~ y  prize,'' insolcntIy replied the nlffian, 
who still held her in his arms. 
"Rclcnse that girl instantly!" cried the bandit chief, 
his face strnngcIy pale and stern. 
"\-OH bct I \\-nn't d o  it!" replied the man. 
A shot followed, a cry of agony, and a stre- 
tlf hot blood burst from a bt~ilet x~ound in the head of 
the rencpde. as he fell dead, still da~tching in his 
strong anns .:the F ~ , i n t i n ~  fcnn of Rclse Cxrter. 
"T3ke irl~at girl Erona that h o ~ ~ n d ' s  ,grasp: and see to 
it, Red Roxrk that no harm r m e s  to her. far if there 
ilocs. there shall Ire \weping 2nd wailing in this ~ ~ C I . ~ '  
Thus saying. the rohher chief cet to ~ ~ m r k  to ex- 
amine the cc~~l tcnts  of the cahi~m. for to gain boot? had 
rllk mid heal :laade hy tI~e Fmntlet1 Raotherhod ugan 
thr qalict Ixvne P C  goer .-\Il'ter4 Cxrter. I Tt did nor takr Inn9 t l ~ o s r  ex~rn'rnceri bands t~. ,
gv throngh the mbin, m u !  thtn rhe order was givtm t~ I 
~rm~mt  Vlc h,d d s p e ~ d .  Ry his ride. m d  i 
upoa bcr onn horse. nbirlx rlrc rldcl had ordered d( 
t .:, 
died for  her, x a c  the \;.ecping Rose, ul ia  ha.: re:onictl 
t o  cotisciousness tcr fincl her mother ant1 brotller slaili. 
and bcrseli and ller iariler in tile p:j\\-er of the bancii~ 
chief. . 
Slrangcl!. soft ant1 ];inti \\.as tile chief's manncr to- 
ward thc sorron.:ng girl, ~ c t  h: Tvas, ncl-ertlleless, ,-. 
fir111 i l l  his p.irpo,e that she liar1 to acconlpany liiiil !o 
his stronghold. 
\\'hat hcr fate \voulcl .he she dared not thinlc, as shc 
rode q ~ r i e t l ~  along, n.itIl the bitter, scal~lilig tear; 
coursing d o ~ v n  her cheelis, and a tcrril~le clrcncl a t  her 
heart. 
S\\.iftly on rode thE band of  the Crancled Erother- 
hoocl. taking a course tlo\nl thc river, until the quiclc 
ear of  the chief detected distant firing, and he sutl- 
dellly drew rein. 
( C  \iTl1at call that mean ?" he asked, striving to pierce 
the darkness of the prairie in the direction of tilt 
sound. 
( I  t 111 tell you, chief: it's the train being pitchetl ir~ic) 
by some roving band of  I ~ l j ~ i n s .  E f  lire nrants any of 
the goods, we'd better ride f u r  it, kase you see thar's 
a host o f  reclskins wllar all t!iat shootin' is going on.'' 
( C  YOU are right, Long na\,e,  and the train is hen-- 
ing to the soutll\\rard, contrary to our espectntionq: 
so come on, ancl drive off the redskins, and tllcll 
wipe out the settlers." 
' A yell of joy allsnrered tlie words of the chief, for  
. the 13len ,$?ere anxious to  get a chance to malie a cap- 
[ ture of tlie train, which Lolig Dxw ha(i rc- 
ported to  an rich one in  ~ ~ ! l ~ ' " ' c  of
kinds and money. 
Al!uoi! \-ith speed of the wind ca\.alcade 
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spurred on, the leader leaving Rose and her father : 
\\-it11 a gr!arc! ruld ~11e Ierl horses bearing the booty 
t.,l.- ,,tn in thc recent foraging espcditio~ts of the band. 
,After an hour's ritle, the f l~shes  of distant' firing 
-\yere visible. The rapid tlischarges proved that the , 
battle was raging i~iost savagely. alltl that the de- 
fenders of thc waFon train \\,ere holtling out bravely 
against the overwhelming numbers that \\-ere attacking 
them. 
As h n g  Dave had a i d ,  rhe seteir:rsq train had been 
attacked by the It~cIians-th~ sal:lc llar~dJ that had be- 
. . 
skge4 them all da;:, ;L;:.aj:l;lg ;,- R I ~  come rJn 
SO tha: :hey c_clnirj a:t;,Lc!.: 7,~;E:h ,> z-r_.2.t~c to them- 
se!-~es Hesc danger r,!: fJc_.{r:at. 
Red Dick v;z= xr: t b t  jlr,tt.~r:~ crf :his ;rttack. Having 
r e c ~ ~ e i e r f  gar:iz:jy ,ir.ri:li .i]?c. f:2ytl c F f  llis sev;gre fall, 
. , *  he mas detemirrl-;rj : b ~ t  h~: ;~ : '~u~~ i  re-<en,of:d u p ~ n  all 
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. tiun xz ~j i ( je .  
j3*-istfa?rSI-; he er,-e: of :kt e :? : l r x r zE : i  3 h2rf smnned the 
prairie a71 that lcmg 43.:;. iF. f7r,1~e5 of teeing the cmirg 
of the SCOIIL~ 2nd tee? fqrpmr_'rif-j. 
Sight mme, ~ ~ n j  3,~ rvqcrjr .:;as a:ii;ibIe, and wit@ 
delimined rn3nPr-r ~5~ mpn to v,ti'~jrk to defmd 
to the  €94 of >heir Ii-;FIq their fa:njjtcs 2nd their riches- 
Inrjfznri. !the attacLr 2; sly~n a5 %--as 
&rk, ;?fid ~ : q ! ~ ~ ~ ~ n !  tJ,cj?r j?s; 6 j ~ ; ~ ~ ; y  l_t~=1 i k  irzia ; b!Jz 
during the fie the eri,irari; 'r j 5 t rap .~? r  - .  $~.ti.fid 
th&, psigirjn, anrj 2 ytCr a ;and 5?~>ofi &$t t h ~  &-
&king $dr; back. 
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I l e  was his red allies for the work, when 
~:ldd~ll ly a cry oi  alas111 an. licard in their rear, and 
i i ~  dashed the Eraorled Erut l~c~i iou~l ,  \\it11 their des- 
perate chief at their hcacl. 
-il1e Sious \varriors at first tiwugllt tlle;r \\,ere bei~lg 
:.:tacked by a troop ol  solcliers, and i~egarl to scqttcr 
i : ~  all directions. ~vhen the lord voice o i  Red Dick 
r-ecalletl thert~, for he recognized the commalldi~lg form 
ci Ricardo. 
Riding up to Ricarclo, he cried : 
"I-Iello, chief ! Ha\  e you come to aid me ir 
?ion of the spoils?" 
Ricardo ttil-ned his keen look upon the renegade, 
and, apparently recognizing hiin, ansn ered : 
"1-ou are, tl~en, leading this attack up011 my wagon 
re~lrgatle?" 
I 
our train, chief? Not so iast-for I guided this 
t r a n  from I<ansas City," replietl~Rz~1 L'ick. I 
"Yee, guided tlleln illto a trap, iur you are backed 
l y your h3nd of Dog Soldier Siotls, I see." 
"And they'll stick to n ~ c ,  too. you bet, chief. Once 
T owed allcginncc to you, but I got tired of hard 
lcnoclts and little pay, so I sitled n-ith these Injuns and 
nlacle rlle their chief, anrl they've been waiting for  
:, bring out this train for n eeks. 
'hem settlers are a leetle too strong for me, I i J I, for we'\-e tried 'em for sonle time; but there's , 
r anlong thieves, you linen-, chiel, and I'll share 
rely wit11 you and the boys if you give n x  a lift." 1 
led Dick, you ard a fool. to thil 
ize with you and your red llour ue, there. 
a truce betl~cen ?our band of re , and my 
deserter I men £ 1 
I 
; but yo from 1 
tds. T r  
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Red Dick growled the words savagely, at  the sa 
time lowering his pistol. 
"That is true, Red Dick; and, after all, 1 
ter unite our forces and wage a common 
the train," responded Ricardo. 
I t  was too dark for his foe to see the evil look 
mischief that flashed in his eyes. 
i( 7 I n~ agreed, boss, kase, you see, it's no use talki 
about us rooting out that nest of hornets unless 
jine forces," Red Dick zns\verec!. 
"Very well, Recl ~ i c k , "  said the chief. "Now, 
plan is tliat you take the greater part of your redsk 
up the ri?,er al;ave the camp, antl, inking to the watrl. 
s~v im down ant1 attack ihem from that quarter, wf 
I keep up a constant fire ~1po17 the111 in our front. 
"When you have lan~letl and given the signal, I \..-- 
charge with my men, aided by those you leave w 
me." 
"It's a good plan, Ricardo, and n-c'll set o t ~ t  at  onc,, 
replied Red Dick, and accon~panied by the greater 
number of his savage n1en, the desperado strode away, 
leaving a small guard over his horses. 
As cunning as Recl Dick ~ c ? s ,  and as wicked, he 
\??as ,no match for Ricardo, for he had not anticipated 
that  the chief would betray him. 
But harclly hat1 ihe renegade anc 
grne fifteen n;i!lulcs, 1v11en the rem: 
quietly surrountlerl by the Branded Isrottlernoou, atla, 
~vholly unsuspecting treachery, were sudclenly terrified 
by being unexpectedly sct upon by those whom they I 
believed their friends. 
MTithout warning, the Rrotlterhood instantly rushed 
Lipon the Indim warriors, and before the slightest re- 
\ 1 1 
allies bc 
idians w 
. , 
ing 
we 
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ith 
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sistance could be offered, a score of them lay dead upon 
the prairie. I I And still the work of slaughter went on. until the I 
tenr remalnlng sa\ages crouclletl together In dismay, 
1 
not kno~ving \vhicli ivav to turn; for, althouch it was 
"1l;ill every cursed red heathen; leave not one to 
through the huinan barrier illat surrounded them, but :I 
everywhere they \\-ere mct by steel aild bullet. 3 
said : 
6 1 h a r k ,  yonder comes the girl and her father and 
the let1 horses. I wish you to collect these Indian 11- 
ponies, and with a guard of ten men, move down the :s 
river t o  the nes t  motte and wait there until you hear le 
from me.' le 
(6 That  xvill leave you only forty men, chief, with 
which to tackle the camp and the Injfns, too," Roark in 
responded. as 
"True, but I intend Red Dick and his crew shall play se 
Kilkenny cats jvith the settlers. IVhen they ha\ e about 
used each other up, I will be on hand to reap tiic spoils. 3 11 
Now, be off a t  once; and mind you, Roark, treat that :r- 
girl with every respect." he 
I 
"I hear you, chief." ,as- 
6 1  And see that you heed: nonr 1 will move to the 
k river bank, and aid the settlers in driving off Red lat  
Dick and his devils." 
I 1 .  
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"You wouldn't fire upon the redskins, chie 
"Certainly; each one I slay is one out of m 3 
eventual success." 
So saying, Ricardo called to his band t o  fol i t  
nloutlted his horse, and rode slowly in the I 
of the camp. 
Approaching within a hundred yards, und r 
of a few straggling trees, he sent Long Dave and his 
Indian scout on abreast, to creep up the river bank, and 
give warning when Red Dick and his followers should - 
attempt a landing. 
He had not long to wait before the two s 
t~irnecl and reported the river black with the neaas ot 
the attacking party. 
Thet~,  lest the settlers should really be surprised, and 
the Indians take the camp without his aid, Ricardo 
gave a l o ~ v  order, and under cover of the bank, the 
Brotherhood approachecl until they could indistinctly 
see the dark mass upon the water, which they knew to 
e swimming warriors. 
the encampment all was quiet a ave, and 
, glimmer of light had disan~earcu, vur, whether'- 
I vas from negligence in 1 guard, I 
1 chfulness, none knew. 
-1omrever. the chief felt thar ne nad t o  be wary, Tor 
Captail1 la Clyde was known expert and dar- 
ing fighter, and might be set ~e trap in which 
to catch his enemies. 
nvly and steadily the n ~ o i i n g  )f heads 
ved shore~vard, the waters undis )y a sin- 
KIe ripple, so quietly did the Indians S W ~ L L ~ ,  atid at last 
several tall f o m s  reached the ~d stood upright. 
Others followed, and the b~ :re .preparing €42 
*- I 
to be an 
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shore at 
raves we 
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%- 
, the deadly rush. their hezris beating with joy at the 
a terrible volley rar.: forth iro-;J the river bank, and a 
Then rang the stentorian yoice o i  Red Dick. 
"At them, you red devils? Cut them into pieces." 
. Rallying around their brave but wicked chief, the 
.Dog Soldier Sioux, in spite of their deadly greeting, 
and f~dly  relying upon the support of the Branded 
Brotherhood, rushed up the embankment, to be again 
.driven back by the terrible fire poured upon them by 
does he know me!" 
For some moments the fight continued ; the redskins, 
encouraged by Rect Dick and his conspicuous co*rage-e, 
fighting as seldom men fight in a bad cause. Then even 
Indian human nature could stand no more, for half of 
their number hacl fallen. 
" t t e ,  re  e ils? G. 
. y 
 
. . 
: causing. 
"Ha, ha, ha'!" he laughed. "Did Red Dick think I, 
iicardo 1 
. .  * 
le had 
Dick, 
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and said a few \vords in a hasty and excited tone, and 
the renegade's voice rang out loud and clear: 
"Back, warriors! to the water all of you, for the 
Cranded Erotherhoocl have betrayed us, and are laugh 
i~lg at  us not%.." 
Red Dick spoke in the Sioux tongue, and well dic 
his dusky b r a ~ e s  unclersta~ld him. Seized with a panic 
of fear, they ruslied headlong into 'the water, .utterin{ 
yells of terror. Then again was heard the ringins 
.order from Ricardo's trumpetlilie yoice: 
"Fire upon thel;i, men! Iiill every red hound." 
Again the rifles of the Brotherhood flashed forth i r  
livid flame, and between tiyo fires the Sioux warriors 
melted away, ant1 the rixrer was stained dark with their 1 
blood. 
Only a few succeeded in reaching the other shore, 
and niost of that numher were bleeding from wounds , -  
I 
received. Among those few was Red Dick. 
The rising moon sho~ved upon his face a look of I ' 
fiendish hatred and a thirst for revenge, a revenge I I I 
which he intended to devote his lifc to accomplish, 
, 
for  at last he fully understood the deep treachery of ' I "  
1 1  his evil ally. 'I 
"Come, braves; we are outcasts nonr, and must go I 
hack to our village; but the day of retribution shall 1 
come for Ricardo and his band of robbers. They have 
- 
- slain our young men, robbed us of the spoils of bat- 4 '  
tle, betrayed us to ruin and death, and brought wailing 
.j 
and sorrow into our ~ ~ r i g ~ v a t i ~ s .  Come, warriors of the .:? 
Sioux nation; we will go to  our village." 
N n reply was uttered, but silently, like grim 
spec1 remnant of Red Dick's band of Dog Sol- I 
aiers JLvlc; away across the  noonl lit prairie. U 
r. -- P 
o word i 
ters, the 
. ,&,I, , 
! Let us go back a little to see how the settlers had 
' fared. k When night had settled down uoon the e m i ~ r a n t  
:h the I n  
r work, 
,, 
men and women, were sorry that they had ever left 
their old homes in the Eastern country to seek new 
ones on the frontier. 
Yet, though gloomy, and dreading evil, they were 
none the less determined to defend their lives and 
fanlilies unto the bitter end, and Major Conrad was 
gTad to see that he could depend tipon his command as 
brave men 
ldians began the attack; and, warm- 
the emigrants grew less and less de-- 
& spondent, especially after they had several times driven 
back their red foes with considerable loss, and with no 
serious result to themselves. 
By and by one of the teamsters, who had once been 
an old hunter and trapper, crept out of the camp to 
reconnoiter, and returned with the evil tidings that 
the Indians had been reinforced by a large band that 
liad just come up. 
'Then follo\~~ed a long season of quiet, and the emi- 
grants felt assured that their ene~nies were plotting 
some scheme of devilment against them. 
. . 
Then, 11ol:r thc~rl longer1 for the return of Buffalo 
Bill. Sutldenly there was a scene of commotion ' 
the enemy's lines, and rapid firing followed. , 
lea 
YO 
The emigrznts bclievetl that nt last Euffalo Bill h 
returr~ed ancl \\-as attacking Retl Dicl; and his villain- 
ous crew \vith the bancl of Paivnce 11ra1-es 1111 
he hacl gone in search. 
But  they almost instantly kne\v that loud and ringing 
hello was not iroin In(liat1 throats, hut  that it was the 
hearty cheer of trained soldiers; ant1 thc nest inoment 
a clark and rapidly moving 111ass \\-as seen a1 1g. 
and the stern order was heard : 
"We are frientls ; opcn the barrier !" 
"La Clytle! I-Iurra11, hurrah!" went up from the 
eliglited emigrants. 
Then illto the encampment clashed a score of troop- 
, \vit11 Captain Percy la Clyde at their head. 
Warmly were ~ h c  young oficer and his rnen w 
ned. Having listened to the plan of defense adop~ 
by Major Conracl, and stationecl his troopers at ad- 
vantageous positions, the dragoon commander said: 
L I  I t  is a mere accident I reached vou. for after my 
.ving your train, day hefore yest :ed 
ttr course to the south~vard." 
"Yes; that traitor guide, Dick--or, rarner, 
Y Y  I Dick, as he is known in these parts- 
"What!  as your v i d e  the notorious Red Dick? 
",IV I Inom why he always seeinecl to avoid me," said 
iptaitl la Clydc, with surprise. 
"Yes, he rvas Red Dick, the sen 
3g. Soldier Sioux. I believe." 
"Yes, they made him chief of 
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and farther down were closely packed the horses an 
cattle belonging to the train. 
"Why, they are all as snug n~ hugs in a rug. major, 
laughed Captain la Clyde; and, as the fireligllt fell f u  
upon him, it displayed his l~andsome, graceiul for11 
a little under six feet in height, and compactly buil 
His face was esceedingly youthful, beardless, tl 
features good, the mouth and dark-blue eyes inclica 
ing courage and determination. 
Clad in the uniform of a captain of cavalry, and with 
his bro~\w curling hair wrorn lot~g, ancl a slouch hat 
shading his face, Captain Percy la Clyde looked jast 
what he was, a dashing, hanclsotue, claring solclier, gen- 
erous to a fault, and ever true in both lovc and hatred. 
The only cllild of wealthy parents, he had preferra 
to lead a military life to one of idleness and dissip; 
tion; ancl, after a successfuI career at  \\Test Point, ha 
been ordered to the frontier, where he rapidly ascend€ 
the ladder of promotion on account of his courag 
and sltill as an officer. 
Four d G s  before the caravan reached their encamp- 
ment on the river, Captain la Clyde had joined thent. 
by order of the colrlnlandant at Fort Hays, to serve as 
:scort to the emigrants, and a guartl until they ~vcre 
rely settled in their' frontier homes. 
r most pleasant duty had the yomng oCficer fotlllcl 
that he was detailed upon, for he had fallen desperately 
in love wit!l Sibyl Conrad, ancl felt that she was thc 
bright star that was to guard his future clcstiny. 
i s  he now entered the ravine, hc \\.as gi\*en a cordial 
cotfie:-but a sharlc cvycpt over his face, as he beheld 
warci Lawrence by the side o i  tlie- giri he loved. 
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Percy la Clyde had \vatched nrith jczlous eye the 
regard of  his rival for Sibjl. I n  ~ p i t e  o i  tlle many 
seeming noble~qualities possessed by La\vretlce, and 
his almost universal popuiarity, La Clycle could not like 
him, and felt f c r  him a distrust he could not overcome. 
But then, this might have been on account of jeal- 
ousy, for jealousy always e ~ e r t s  an evil influence upon 
the person of ? ~ h o t n  it take; possession. Yet Sibyl 
greeted the officer now in a friendly may, and so did 
Ruth ll'hitfield, who had always eshibited warm re- 
gard for the young solclier. 
After a few words of cotllfort and hope to those 
$round him, Percy la Clyde said: 
4 I  l17ell. ladies, we tnttst 11o1r- leave you, for every 
man must Ile at 11% post." 
He looked t o ~ ~ a r d  Howarc1 La~vretlce as he spoke; 
but that young man stnilcd sxveetly, and replied: 
"So I think, captain; and should the enemy seek to 
enter this ravine, I will defend it wit11 tuy life. fcr 1 
am stationed here to watch the river approach."' 
< I  You cannot even see the n.ater. sir. from ?@::I. 
present position; so I c-ould ad?-i;e that yon do a Fez?- 
-. tinel's duty, as long as ~ O L I  represent one. 
So saying, Captain Ia CIyle turned a7;r12p. w!iliCe 
Howard-LanrenceTs face f l~s :~e-  I \~irT> 3ETg?'T. S?7ih:".l! 
I 'felt that a storm was bre~x~-i:r,~. an2 fiat 
1 innocently the cause; byt 5 6 %  2 sl'rh. 3!p? L~~~Tw?F; 
? .,< herself mifi the ?hqr;g?~t hat she m~?l? t?? ~QF? PEET- 
5 4 
, body that loved her. 
I ."k. Returning t~ IHge of f&?k~ci"l-.;.% ?,r3$0? c@B- 
+: and Captain 12 Clyde FTW s ? ? ~ ~ ~ &  3 m t l  j l T @ &  
' by the poi::g (~$2 u~W??~~F*S %&%, 
. i l  
., 
- 4 4  
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and for which they could not account, unless the scout 
had returned. 
After a n~oment's attention to the sound. th 
officer remarked : 
"As I live, they are fighting among themsel 
pretending to, to put us off' o u i  guard!" 
Then all was silent once more. 
Slowly the moments dragged away, until Major 
Conrad began to nod with sleep. Then, feeling a m -  
ious about the river front, Percy la Clyde cautiously 
crept there and reconnoitered. 
At  first he believed all quiet and safe, but h 
eye soon caught sight of a dark mass up011 the water. 
Closely he watchecl it, and he saw it slo~vly. n~oving 
down upon the point near 11711ich he stood. 
D--inding into the ravine, he startled Howard Law- 
who still remained by the side yl, with 
ords : 
' good enough to-request Major Conrad 
irty men tb this point; and ask him to cl 
I,  
P 
ward Lawrence was off at  once to  obey the order, 
gh he did not like the tone in which the order 
iven; still, he felt he had been negligent of his 
duty, and wished to repair it all in his 
Before five minutes had passed, ti. 
headed by Major Conrad. 
they came up, captain la lmarked quietly: 
e are to be attacked by t seems; but we 
have greatly the advantage; $0 I will only keep my 
troopers with me, major, and you can return with 
the remainder of the men, as the attack will doubtless 
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at more than this point. And, major, as there 
IS no need of a sentinel here now, perhaps you can firld 
some other duty for Mr. Lawrence." 
Major Conrad ancl his lnrn returned to their post, 
and Captain la Clyde was about to give the order to 
fire, when all were startlccl by the discharge of the 
weapons of the Branded Brotherhood, xvhich leveled 
so many of the Dog Soldiers to the ground. 
"By Heaven, we have friends near, when we little 
dreamed of it!'' L a  Clyde exclaimed, when he heard 
the firing. Ha, it must be the scout, who has kept his 
word. Ready, men; fire!" 
At  the order of the young officer the troopers poured 
in a rapid 'fire with their repeating rifles. Thus Red 
Dick and his men found then~selves under two fires, 
and inldistnay they broke and rushed for safety into 
:he river, as soon as the Indian warrior arrived 
the news of the massacre of-their cotnpznions. 
Unable to account for the turn in their favo~ 
' why, i f  friends had come, they did not make thernselves 
I known, Captain la Clyde was about to go outside the 
fortifications for  the purpose of discovery, when he 
observed a dark form crawling toward the water. 
Springing down the embankment, he seized this 
in his powerful arms, and dragged him hack. It 
in Indian warrior, with a broken leg and other 
xounded. 
Speaking the Sioux tongue fluently, the captain 
learned of him that Ricardo and his Eranded Brother- 
hood were surrouncling his encatnpment, and the 
treachery of the outlalir chief toward his red allies was- 
aled. 
it is dog eat dog, that's certain 
I 
, 
tlso reve 
"Well, . Now 
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we have Ricardo niid his hand to fight, we in~tst  indeed , 
defend more that] our lives." 
-.\nd Percy la Clydc.'s brow gren7 tlark with dread, 
for  he knew tile desperate courage of the Branded ' 
Erotherhood, and the a x f u l  fate that would fall upon 
Sibyl and the others, if taken. 
b e ~ n g  no\\- IaulRy acquainted \nth the  plan 01 P. 
cardo, Captain la-C!yde went rapidly around the lil 
and quietly told the men whom they were to 6sht 
their foe. and begged them to steel their hearts agair? 
'any thought of mercy, and to never ~ i d d  one inch 
ground, for the motto. of the Branded Btotlirerhoc 
- - . - 
was that men must - 
sidered lawfar1 prizf 
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men, I 
een untrue, ant1 the outlnws pressed fiercely on, 
filling the air with their rliscortlant cries, every man 
yelling in his native tongue, until it secmecl as i f  the 
very fiends from belo~v had burst forth for a gala 
night. 
"Men, be cooI; there are devils upon you now, and 
your aim must be true: you must kill, or all is lost," 
rang out in the clear tones of Captain la Clyde and 
Major Conrad. 
Howard Lawrence, who had thrown off his air of 
indifference and nobly come to the front, also encour- 
aged the men by voice and gesture. 
Then rolled forth a ceaseless roar of firearms, the 
heavy rush of iron hoofs was heard, and the confused 
shouts of many voices filled the air, until it seemed the 
srnlip was filled with a band of devils holding high 
ral. 
, unchecked, and with desperate daring and de- 
termination, the Erotherl~ood came on unt:' 'LA.* 
d their horses against t 
- 
:n their weapons began to re11 upon rile emlgranrs, 
xoke from the fierce fire and fell back, to the 
r of Percy la Clyde, who called forth, in trum- 
11rr voice: 
-oopers, rally around yot 
charge !" 
lantly the soldiers rallied around thelr of-hcer, anct " 
rcl with hi111 to md lost .* 
Lnts. . . 
already had Ricardo bounded 011 horseback ovep ' .. 
xrier. Followed by a dozen of his daring horse- " '  
lr comm 
line of 
.l . ..-. 
ander ! 
d forwa 
2 emigr: 
. . 
recover the groi 
L 1 1  LI IGY 
breast- 
Steady, 
he dashed upon the dismounted troopers, v,;:o, in 'n , 
- -- 
. -tl 
ste 
L-. 
rain attempt t o  check his mad career, fell 1 
n hoofs of the outlaurs' horses. 
"bly God, it cannot be that all is lost!" cried Per 
Clyde, in dread. 
Then, drawing his sword, he shouted : 
"Troopers, come on! Men, they are hut a hand1 
murdering thieves; follow me, and drive tht 
* !" 
In vain were his gallant example and clear col 
mands. In  vain sounded the orders of Aiajnr Cc 
rad, who, in a ire-, strove to stay the torrent of c 
feat. 
In  vain was the conspicuous courage of Howard 
Lawrence. Useless, too, was the discipline and brav- 
ery of the troopers; all was useless, for from some 
unaccountable reason a panic had seized upon the set- 
tlers, brave men though they were, and fighting for all 
they held dear on earth. 
They gave ground rapidly, until tmoscore of the out- 
laws Had secured a footing within the indosure, and 
by the light of the waning moan, which made aIZ 
around risible, Ricardo x-as foming his men for a 
- -%perate and final charge 
Then his clear voice was again heard, giving his 
rn orders. Before ihey could be obeyed, there was 
n a r d  a T,-ild and prolonged war whoop that made tho 
bid of all who heard it turn cold with dread. 
Then upon the rnm~lit scene dashed a single hor! 
man. bounding orer the bzrrier and m?bdr!ing sudderLll 
into the TT midst of t;?? hand of orrtlan;~. 
'%uE;EIo Bill!" m-a< rhonte?. 
'*The scout, and aIcli7e !"- 
Su& were _thg cries that were heard, as @th light- 
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ning rapidity the daring horseman, with a revolver in 
each hand, made his shots ring forth 114th telling eflect. 
"No, he isn't alone!" cried a voice. 
A rolling sound, like muffled thunder, was 11;ard 
upon the prairie. Again the ~vi ld  \Tar whoop of the 
scout broke forth and was answered from t~voscore 
of throats by three hearty cl~cers. 
"The troopers, the troopers !" 51: .uted the outlaws, 
and hastily they turned to fly, Hi:ardo, with a bitter 
curse, first spurring toward Bulff-.!o Cill, ~ v h o  mlleeled 
to  meet him. 
But, as i f  thinking Ixtter of his ii~tc~ltion, the out- 
law suddenly cl~ecketl his pace, ancl heading his splen- 
did horse for the barrier, took it wit11 a flying leap, 
and disappeared in pursuit of his men. 
Instantly Buffalo Eill follo~~ecl him, and the two ' 
were soon lost to sight upon the prairie in the oppo- 
site direction to that from which the cavalry squadron 
was approaching. A moment Inore and the cavalry- 
men dashed up, headed by Rlajor Eelden, one of tl?e 
senior officers of the fort. 
I t  Major, I greet you; hut though too late to  join in 
the fun, you have scared off the enemy!" I I 
Percy la Clyde stepped forward and addressed 
Ernest Belden, a soldierly looking rnan of forty, with . 
a handsome, but dark, sinister face. 
"Who were your foes, La Clyde?" asked the officer. ! 
"We have hacl tn7o sets, major;  first the Dog Soldier . 
Sioux, under that desperado, Red Dick, and then none 
other than Ricardo and his desperate band." 
"A hard 101, indeed, and you have been lttost forttl- , - 
nate to esl::ll.l I i ..in. ; L ~ ? ~ ~  [ an1 glad to see that the 
scout told I- - -  n~ Inore than the truth; but wl~ere had i 
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to the northward; so ~vill I
breaks, which will be soon." 
When Captain la Clyde presenreu nis superior 11 
Major Conrad, and also to the ladies 
at that moment, he could but inark 
prised admiration that the nlajor gave when he be 
held the beauty of Sibyl Conrad. 
The nlelailcholy duty of caring for the 
and burying the dead was begun. 1TThen the sun arose 
it lighted up a sad scene, rendered more mournful by 
the sound of the living wailing for those dear t o  them, 
who had fallen.: 
After a hasty b 
troopers departed, le 
foam and showing e 
did also his rider, f 
look of fatigue. 
Yet his voice was calm and pleapnt, as he replied 
in a c k n o ~ l e d ~ l ~ e n t  to the cheers gi&n him : 
"I thank you, coilirades; but I mas almost too late 
as I had far to ride befcre I could find aid for you 
as the Pawnees had left their hunting grounds; fortu 
nately I met Major Eelden, and he was able to hell 
me, and come to your succor, 
)f a harc 
pale an1 
woundec 
and hi 
3s beforc- 
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Dismounting, Buffalo Bill devoted himself to 
care of his horse, and then, after partaking of a hebrLr 
breakfast, which Sibyl prepared for him, he threw him- 
self down to rest, and at once was lost in deep and re- 
freshing slumber, while Major Conrad and Captain la 
Clyde set about their arrangements for continuing their 
way on the following morning, for they were anxious 
t o  get settled on the spot that was to  be the new home 
of the emigrants. 
With the first glimmer o i  light in the eastern skies. 
the settlers were astir, a d  the bugl: call to the troopers 
pierced through the morte. 
Euffalo Bill and Midnight appeared to have fully 
recovered from their hard work of the past fen. days. 
Between Captain la Clyde and Buffalo Bill a warm 
friendship had sprung up. 
Sibyl exhibited a most kindly interest in the noted 
scout, whose praise was on every tongue. 
Howard Lawrence, being deeply in love with Sibyl, 
uarded d ~ e  n~an  and noticing that she rnos,t kindly re, 
who had so bravely helped the settlers, felt that he had 
a dangerous rival, and was determined not to yield one 
atom of any claim he held upon the affection of Sibyl 
Conrad. 
Ruth Whitfield also exhibited a marked interest in 
the famous scout, and seemed most anxious to be ever 
near him. 
A shadow would cross her bro~v whenever BuffaIo 
Bill would turn, with one of his fascinating smiles, 
and address her lively cousin, for Ruth had a fierce 
and jealous nature, and could look o111y unkindly upon 
one ~ v h o  crossed her path in any manner. 
s, unobserved by the scout, mattcrs were taking 
ny turn and threatening squally \\*eather. 
:y la Clyde was jealous of Ho~vard Lawrence, 
who in turn hated the young officer, and was IIlrewise 
jealous of the scout, in whom both Sibyl and Ruth 
appeared to  be so deeply interested. 
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If these jealous hearts c , ~ u l , l  I:;t\.(. realized it, the 
situation held a very 1;ir~c elcnlcnt o i  ct>tnetlg. At 
length the sun arose I)c!.,,~i(i tlic ~ ~ r n t r i e .  and S ~ O W ~ Y  
the long train o i  wagon.; tiled out ir0111 tile ~notte, with 
here and there a party oil ht,racljack. ancl took up its 
march farther 011 towarc1 the settii~g sun, leaving be- 
hind, \vithin their narrow bctls of clay. tliose who had 
fallen in the batlle the night beiurc. 
At the head of the train rode a %mall cavalcade, con- 
sisting of Euffalo Bill, Percy la Clyde. Major Conrad, 
and the troopers. 
The scout was acting as a guide ior the emigrants 
toward one of the most fertile districts on the plains, 
. which was well wateretl, ancl where a settlement would 
have every advantage that co~~lcl  be found on the fron- 
tier. I 
When Howard Lawrence heard Buffalo Bill speak 
, 
of the point he considered most favorable as a settle- 
. )  
ment, he instantly remarked that he intended-riding on 
ahead for  half a mile. 
Arming himself thoroughly, and declining Gerald 
Conrad's offer to accompany him, the young pioneer 
set off, at  first keeping only a short distance ahead, but 
gradually drawing away from the train, until, when. 
the noonday halt was made, he was nowhere visible 
upon the prairie. 
As if fully acquainted with the country, he put his 
horse at  a rapid gallop, and continued on for miles, 
until a higher roll in the prairie gave him a view of the 
river through the green trees of a prairie island. 
Toward this point he directed his course until, he 
found himself upon a e by the river 
making a grand curve. 
, 
-- 
peninsu la, mad( 
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O n  this point of lancl, entirely surrounded by water, 
excepting where it touchetl the open prairie, had been 1 .  the home of Alfred Carter. 
A more delightful place could not have been chosen 
for a settlement; for the point. or the peninsula, con- 
tained fully five thousand acres of land, of the richest 
kind of soil. 
Scattered over it were large timber mottes, the river 
bounded it upon three sides, while to the eastward 
stretched the unbrokn prairie for miles, to serve as a 
luxuriant pasture for stock. 
As Howard Lawrence rude along the trail leading 
toward the humble cabin horne upon the river bank, 
his brow wore a troublerl look, and he glanced nerv- 
ously around hill?. 
Nearer and nearer he drew toward the cabin ; but no 
lazy wreath of blue smoke curled up above the treetops, 
and all seemed strangely desolate around him. 
Presently a dark for111 glided from the foliage bor- 
dering the trail, and stood directly in his  path. 
- Lawrence reinecl his horse back with iron grasp as 
his eyes fell upon .this person. 
"Red Bud of the Forest, what do you here near 
the lonely home of the  alef face hunter ?" he demanded, 
speaking in the language of the Pawnees. 
"The Red Bud is a free child of the woods; she 
asks not the false paleface brave whither she can go," / haughtily replied the Indian girI. 
"Red Bud turns her eyes with anger up011 me; have 
I offended her?" he asked, changing his tone. 
"Yes; the Many Faces has spoken wit11 false tongLle 
to the Red Bud of the Forest. Before Many Faces 
came to the 'wigwarn of the Red Bud, she like 
~ t r d  ol. tl ;, and her heart was like the silvery 
.er ; her were light, only falling upon her 
softly as tne autumn leaves kiss the ground. 
anfay the joy of the Red 
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b 
aroused man, and he attempted to draw a pistol from 
r; . his belt. 
= 
2: Before he could do so, Red Bud unslung a 
rifle from her back, and co~rered him with deadly 
"Let not Many Faces seek to slay the Pawnee girl," 
she said, "for she would not die by his hand. Her  
heart is broken, but she will not harm the paIeface 
- chief who broke it. Let him go, and never cross the 
' path of the Red Bud again. Go; the Red Bud bids 
himgo!" 
- .  
Still holding her aim upon his heart, the look of the 
- Indian girl proved that she would kill him if he hesi- 
- tated, and with a bitter curse Howard Lawrence drove 
the spurs into the flanks of his horse and dashed a 
leaving Red Bud watching him until he was 01 
sight. 
A rapid ride of five minutes brought Lawrence t o  
the cabin door. Then what a scene met his gaze! 
- 
Here and there were scattered 'numerous pieces o f '  
furniture and household effects; the strong door 
\ broken from its hinges, desolation was over all, t 
bloodstains were upon the floor and ground. 
body of the faithful watchdog, 
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brought 1 
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light 
aim. 
was 
vhile 
dead 
-..- "ccupants of the cabin were nowhere to uc 
seen. - The face of Howard Lawrence turned pale as 
he followed the trail where some heavy objects had 
- been dragged.' A walk of a few hundred yards 
E ~ i m  to a thicket of small timber upon the I 
E 3 there he beheld two new-made graves 
h, a,,,.
"My God, Alfred Carter and all his family gone! 
qo, there are but two graves, and they numbered four.. 
-iver 
side 
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If Rose has been killed, her dcath has saved me a 
world of trouble, for I do not wish two women as 
rivals in the same settlement." 
Something like a smile came to his lips. 
''bVel1, it cannot he helped, and now I a111 free to 
marry Sibyl Conrad, i f  that accursetl scout does not 
interfere. If lie does, I must crush him." 
With a hard look upon his hanclson~e face, Howard 
Lawrence returned to the cabin, glanced carefully 
around anlong the rubbish for a \vliile, and then 
mounting his horse, rode rapidly away. 
After making a wide circuit upon the prairie, he 
overtook the \17agon train just as it went into camp 
for the night, on the edge of the peninsula. 
Buffalo Bill, acconipanied by both Sibyl and Ruth, 
had also ridden on ahead, and aiter a time came upon 
the deserted alicl desolate cabin home of Alfred Carter. 
114th a cry of  alarm, Buffalo Bill sprang from his 
horse and entered the little hut. 
"All, all gone!" he exclaimed. "111 God's name, who 
has done this foul deed? By the blue heavens above 
us, I swear that they shall rue this accursed act!" 
Never before had the cousins seen Buffalo Bill in 
any way moved by excitement; hut now the look hpon 
his face was terrible, and they almost feared him. 
But controlling himself instantly, he said quietly : 
"Miss Conrad, it is due to both yourself and Miss 
Whitfield that I make lctiown to  you the deed done 
here. This cabin was the home of Alfred Carter, his 
wife, his daughter Rose-a beautiful girl-and his 
son. They had not an enemy in the world that I knew 
of ;  but, see here what a hellish deed has been com- 
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Following the same trail that Howard 1,awrence 
had, Buffalo Bill soon came to the graves. 
After examining rnost carefully the tracks and trails 
around, as well as he could in the dying ljght of the 
day, he returllecl \\.iti~ tile girls to the encampment, 
where he held a long co111-ersation wit11 AIajor Conrad 
and Captain la Clyde. 
cr  Major Conrad, this is the point I have deemed most 
favorable for your settlement," said Buffalo Bill. at 
the conclusion of his talk regarding the Inassacre of 
the Carter family. 
( r  Here you will have every advantage, and be pro- 
tected by the river, as you will see in the morning. I 
would advise that ?rot1 at once set about building a 
stockade fort and wall across this end of the point, 
and the river, being wide and deep, ~vill protect you 
upon the three other sides. 
cr I am going away, but in a few days I ~vill return 
and aid you all in lny power. As soon as the moon 
rises, I intend to take the trail of the hell hounds ~vho  
have brought ruin upon the peaceful family who dwelt 
here." 
The scout was as good as his word. 
' As soon as the moon arose and lighted up the 
prairie, he left the sleeping camp, and struck off over 
the plains, slowly following the trail of Ricardo atid 
his band, after their deadly crime.agaitlst poor Alfred 
Carter. 
- .  
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One day Major BeHrlcn 2nd his trmpers dashed into 
tlrs nerv settlement anrf lrb-as greeted with pleasure by 
:tIf. The r~fficer at once set his men to work to aid in 
t,uilrling the str~ckade, and by many acts of kindness 
won tJ i r .  c\tr.(:rn of all the emigrants. 
Wit11 this extra force the work went brarely on. and 
in  a very short time the walls of the stockade were 
r~p,  anrl the large cabin fort nras complete. 
Major P,eIden constantly haunted Sibyl Conrad with 
hi\  prc~ence. The girl's kindness toward him he con- 
sfr t i f~fl  into a reciprocity of affection, : menced 
l~tiilrling up hopes of making her his wi 
Whctker I-Toward Lawrence had ch  is love 
for Sibyl none ktiew, as he was ever pleasant toward 
h ~ r :  l ~ t i t  certain i t  is that lie appeared to relinquish 
in fnvtrr of the n~ajor ,  and suddenly became devoted to 
I?tllh. 
l'lic rlcsolate cabin become 
tllc hotilc o f  TTowarcl Lawrence, wirn a11 its surround- 
ed' Cart 
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md corn 
ife. 
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in@. The settler< :la? dra\\-n lots ior its possession, 
and. hal???g l x e n  tile Iucic- ~vjnner, he had at once 
irstaiied h i ~ r e ! f  in his nev,. at the sanle 
. . -  t i :~e'i:lrima;in~ :,?a: 0eirt:~re Igng he hoped to hare a 
housekeeper :o Eosk 2iier hi; a h i r s .  
Th:r; pz%sed t5e ?a]-5 21 the peninsula settlement, or 
a .  Ri~cersidr." s tl?p e t r le rs  had r,u~?ed it;  and still Buf- 
falo Ei1; ~ 4 - z i s  aben:. 
One e~eni~pg.  the .la\- before the departure of Major 
Belden to the icm-whither he had ordered Captain la 
Clyde. the morning after his arrival in the settlell~ent, 
&at he might hare no rivals in camp-the young cav- 
d ~ -  ioficer suddenly rode up, iolJowed by half a dozen 
dragoons. 
''V-e11, Clyde, what news iron1 the? fort?" the major 
asked. 
"Stirring times, major; and the general bids me tell 
you to report at once, as he wants you to lead an es- 
pedition to the soutk" 
"Indeed! \7'eIl,n~e 1vi11 depart to-night." 
"Pardon me, major, but General Canton has ordered 
me to remain a t  the settlement until our friends have 
their cabins built and crops in, and I am to retain col 
mand of Wenty of your men." 
Major Belden frowned visibly at this news, a1 
cornpressed his lips as though in anger; but he said 
nothing, and walked off in search of Sibyl Conrad. 
He soon found her seated upon the river bmk, a book 
in one hand, a fishing rod in the other. 
"Well, Miss Sibyl, seeking food for I ~ t h  13ody and 
mind, I see," he remarked pleasantly, as he walked UP. 
"Yes, s i ~  0th are the most PI 
tions 1 cou gaged in." 
r: and bi 
Id be en 
agreeab le occu 
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"I thought that you might be at least glad to see 
me, as I leave you to-~norro~v, or rather tenighr, hav- 
ing been ordered to the iort to conrrlland a naoss dan- 
gerous expedition." 
.-Is he said this. the oficer gazed down into the beau- 
rifu! face io mark the effect oi his words. 
But Sibyl quietly replied : 
"It is the glory of a soldier's Pib'e to participate in 
dangerous service : FO I have been told." 
'.Tme, Miss Sibyl, and it is a soldier's duty to lave, 1 
and also his pleasrrre. as I may safely say. for dearly 
do I Iove ?-ou. Pardon me. Sibyl. ior  thus abruptly 
speaking o i  this. to me, most important subject; but  
to-night 1 leave FOIU upon a sen-ice from n-hida I may 
never return, and if I fall. I would have you to know 
that I 101-ed you more than all else in this r~orld. If 
my life is spared. then. Sib?-]. I beg you promise me 
to one day be my wife." 
AZajor Belden lazd spoken earnestly. and apparently 
m-ith deep feeling; but neither his \ ~ o r d s  nor manner 
had touched the heart of Sibyl Conrad, who, rising 
irom the bank. replied : 
"Ilajor Belden. you surprise and pain me by Four 
words. for T have no love to give xou. and nej-er can 
have. though I shall ever regard you most kindly as 
a friend." 
"Curse your friendship. Sibyl Conrad !" said the hu- 
miliated and disappointed man. 
7ilTheeling quickly. he strode from rile spot. leax-ing , 
the girl more surprised I+- this new phase in his char- 
acter than by his declaration of love. Half an hnu~r 
later Major Bdden rode forth from the settlemen& 
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&F h ~ i 7 -  $.;~!i 2-6 ?!as o-~~tcnressend widr internal emo- 
tiox 
-ks he ~ ; ? ~ ~ ? . l e c ?  -'.e e2gt oi sl~e prairie he came upon 
- - E ~ m - a r d  h ~ i r z ~ c c -  51~dgt1lg Iris Inen 10 ride slo\~ly 
on, He caJ1st3 ~3 I".? y-.i:~g nzzs. and vche11 they halted 
ride hj- sT4de 5c sail? : I 
"WIT- h ~ i ~ ~ j l ~ -  caj;? 1 2~k. l i  ;L?U had a rival what 
 add bp YP:~? tp>::rse y;j:T1 Ilinl i" 
Hovard 1?.3k& s~~roTI~t~?.  but answered almost 
fiercely : 
i r  I w~-hn?<d n w x e a r h  !aim by fair or foul means, even 
I 
~111.9~2 he IT>- brst?er!" 
'%Ye .t?ank dike. Jlr. Lan-rence," said the major. 
. 8 
"NoK" Bet ne.a.k ?-lorr 17r.ilaait regard y~ou have for t' ' 
L 
prairie rover, BuBdo Bill i'" 
"'one whatel-er. sir." 
f "WeII. he is m!- rix-al.'" the ra-lajor declared. "I have I 
been told that he is married, yet I am sure he has 
stolen the laearb: ~f the one woman I loye." I 
"Tinew court-martial him for the crimes some say 
he Ina~-~mmitted. and hang Irim to the nearest tree," 
was the fiere answer. 1 
'.God advice. sir. and I will follo~v i t ;  Mr. Law- I 
Rnce. it will give me pleasure to see you at the fort 1 
as my guest. and I think together we can overreach 
this smut. G o d  day, sir." 
"Good day, IIajor Belden." 
A~vag  dashed the major; and, w;<h 5 strange smiie 
I 
upon his face. Howard Lawrence rode on, muttering 
to himself: 
'"e sees I do not like Buffalo Bill any too well. 
LVell, my gallant major, when you have removed the 4 
scout from yotrr path, I'll devote my attention to  you I 
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ant1 that handsonlc captain, for all that cross my love 
trail n ~ u s t  die. An arrolv or rifle shot from the cover 
o i  a Inotte will easilj make those two officers food 
for ~volves. 
"Now, I must go on and improve my time with the 
lovely Sibyl, ~ v h o  is the cause of so rnuch mischief." 
Putting spurs to his horse, he dashed away, t o  find 
upon his arrival at the stockade that the coast was 
not wholly clear, for Percy la Clyde was sitting by the 
side of Sibyl Conrad. 
With a smothered curse, Howard Lawrence turned 
away, and h e  next molllent met Ruth Whitfield with 
one of his sweetest smiles. C 
"Well, Mr. Lawrence, one of your rivals h 
gone." said Ruth, with a inalicious smile. 
"True, ant1 left another even more dangerous; but 
it is Buffalo Bill that I fear most. H e  has such a 
way of upsetting plots and schemes. I f  he were dead, 
I should feel happier and safer." 
"You wouldn't harm him, would you?" she 
11otine the deadly flash of his eyes. 
ave that to me; he shall be captured and taken 
istant tribe of Indians, w~horn I know well, and 
here where he can't interfere with any of my 
9 
u 
"Le 
to a d 
17nlr1 t 
I I L I C L  L 
plans.' 
He 
I asked, 
J of ac- spoke as if such a matter would be easj 
ishment. 
e will not inarry you, if she hears of the 
,vill be s e q  that Ruth \Vhitfield had i 
strange manncr fallen under this man's deadly ~nflu- 
ence, which was something like that of a hypnotist. 
"iVell, I s I i 1  playing a deep garne," he answered, 
: trick!" 
In some 
. - 
:-*- - 
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' k t  I will win. I can lie to Sibyl. and sap that : 
Indian killed the scout." 
And then he turned away, muttering to himself. 
"Yes, I'll have to play some desperate game. ,And 
all will come right; it must come right.-or Imm ruined, 
and Many Faces. as the Indians call me, will have to 
pass in his checks, or get out of the country." 
CHAPTER LI. 
6 CAPTURING T H E  SENTINEL. 
As has been stated, Cuffalo Bill picked up the trail 
f the Branded Brotherhood, ancl followed hard after 
le human bloodhounds, who had carried Rose Carter 
and her father into captivity. 
The scout was mounted on his splendid horse Mid- 
night, an animal so well trained and obedient that i t  
seemed to  have alniost human intelligence. 
Buffalo Bill was sure that the infamous desperado, 
Ricardo, was the leader of the Inen ~ v h o  had corn- 
mitted the outrage. 
Though he pressed on rapidly, night was at  hand 
when he approached the hills, \\herein he was sure the 
Branded Brotherhood had their secret hiding place. 
Fearing discovery if he rode into the hills before 
nightfall, he took shelter in a great wash in the 
prairie, into which he and his horse descended with 
some difficulty, and there he remained until darkness 
fell. 
Leaving this concealment after dark, he rode straight 
for the hills. H e  did not need to  look for the outlaw 
trail; for, with his field glass, just' before sunset. he 
I- .- 
had discovered the gap where it entered ~gher .-,- . 
country. 
H e  expected to  find a sentinel posted tn the pass. 
P-. , .  
jo, when, after muffling the hoofs of Midnight, he had 
-, \ 
.dvanced as near as he deemed prudent, he left the 
lorse and crept forward on foot. 
he said, as, after stealing forward some dis- 
the rou 
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tance, he lay in the shadow of a roclr, l i s t e n i i ~ ~  and 
. watching, "the sentinel is there, just as I espcctcrl! 
That shows another thing, too: the lair of these prniric 
wolves isn't so very far from here." 
The sentinel seemed but a shadow hin~salf. as he 
stood in that shadow. Oniy a trained eye could have 
detected his presence, or  would have thougl~t hilt1 ntfler 
than a part of the rocky wall against which he stood. 
But to the keen vision of the scotrt he was as distirtck 
as the great rock itself. 
For a full minute after locating the nlan Buffalo Rill 
lay still, thinking how best to  approach or circtrmt-cnt 
him. 
Then, with knife in his teeth, and the lariat, tvhich 
he had taken from the saddle, in his hands, ni~ t l  Ilcld 
ready for use, he slipped on, silent as a \~?cnscl ste:tl- 
ing on its prey. 
I t  was necessary to  silence that sentinel. Otlicrwi$t~ 
an alarm would be given, which would arotrsc the rant- 
Ialvs and keep Buffalo Bill from carrying out thc ph!t? 
that he had half formed. 
The unsuspecting sentine1 seemed to  hc ltlclkirra 
straight a t  the scout; but his attitude of cnrclcss CYIW 
ancl security, showed .that he did not dre:it~t t11:1t 3 
was jvithin miles of him. In truth, SO pcrilotts tvns 
. the task of approaching the outlaw strottffl~nltl tlrat 
even Ricardo himself did not beIieve any pursuit nwtdzl 
he made. H e  ~ ~ ~ o u l d  have IaugITetl at. the thortgltt 
one man malting that pursuit, as Buffalo nil1 ltnrl tlnilc 
Besides, Ricardo had been at soinc pnitls to h i t l ~  his. 
frail on the prairie, ancl was stire that if eot~lcl not 
picker1 17n ?wily. The posting of tltct gentinel \V4% 
\ therefore htrt a matter of camp routine: 
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So slowly that he seemed scarcely to move, and so 
quietly that he made no more noise than the falling 
of a leaf, the scout drew inch by inch nearer to the 
man he had marked for his prey. 
And the sentinel, wrapped in a sense of security, 
thought danger so far away and his position such a . 
sinecure that he began to roll a cigarette. 
Buffalo Bill was but fifteen feet away when the sen- 
tinel struck a match. 
In doing this, the sentinel turned to the wall behind 
him, and, as he puffed at the cigarette, he held one 
hand up to keep the match from being blown out. 
At that moment Buffalo Bill rose silently to his feet. 
The lariat was given one quick swing, and the noose 
shot for the stooped head of the sentinel. 
The match went out, as if it had been struck from 
his hand, as the noose fell over his head and was 
pullecd tight by a quick jerk. 
Then the sentinel was thrown fro; 
the cry that arose to his lips was stiflt-. 
He fell gurgling and scrambling, and the next mo- 
ment Buffalo Bill was bending over him. 
Some stout 'cords were in the scout's hand. One 
of these he twisted into the man's mouth as a gag, 
where he tightened it; then he slipped other cords over 
the man's waving arms and swaying legs. 
I t  was all over in less than half a minute, 
sentinel was a helpless prjsoner. 
"T could have killed you just as easily," the s c v u ~  
- jpered into the ear of the terrified man, "hut I do 
raise my hand against the life of any man withot~t 
or when I can avoid it. Nnw I'll see that you 
J 
whis 
not 
cause, 
are PI 
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no harn 
m his fc 
~d 
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[aving tied him securely, Buffalo Bill lifted th 
lless man in his strong arms and carried hinl dowi 
the slope. Here, finding a side passage-a small cafion 
as it seemed-he bore the inan into it for some dis 
tance. 
"1'11 see that you are not left h e ~ e  to die of starva 
tion, old fellolv," he promised, as hc prepared to leav 
the man there. "I owe you something, you know 
I were doing your work so poorly that really I had 
rouble at all in crawling up on you." 
oing back to the point where the sentinel had 
stood, the scout took possession of t!~e man's weapons 
which he concealed. 
. "Nowy to see what is on before me !" 
Then a thought came to him, ~vhich took hi111 back 
' to  the prisoner. C )  
"See here," he said, "I want some information, and 
you're just the chap to gixve it to me." i H e  pressed his revolver against thc man's head. 
I _The touch of the cold steel made the rascal tremble. 
I c c I'm going to take- the gag out of your month. so 
I 
that you can talk to me," the scout informed him. "Fut 
I want to tell yon that if you call to your friends or 
1 make any disturbance whate~rer, I shall shoot you as i i  vou vere  a wolf. Do you uilclerstand that?" 1 - 
The way tlie man treliibled showed that he under- 
stood well enough. 
He was still treiuhling when Buffalo Bill reit~ovrtl 
the gag. Again the scout presqecl ihe revolver muzzle 
to the temple of the terrified scntincl. 
"Don't !" the man nrliined. 
"DO you know \?rho I am?" 
"You must be ther devil, I guess!" 
QYrePk;a 
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"Call me that, then. I t  makes no difference to you 
who I am. I have you in my powev; and I shall shoot 
you if you try to call ally of your pals. Now, answer 
my questions !" 
"Put down that gun!" the fellow begged. "It might 
9' g o  off-yer finger 111ight slip 011 the trigger, er- 
Buffalo Bill did not put dol'crn the gun. 
"You're a member of the Branded Brotherk 
"Yes." 
"And Ricardo is your captain?" 
The fellow shivered again. 
"Yes," he answered reluctantly; "but I'll be killec 
'fer tellin'." 
"You'll be killed, if you don't tell. Now, where is 
your camp? No lying; for  if you deceive me in any- 
thing, I shall come back here ,and shoo't you for it." 
"Camp's back in ther hills," answered the subdued 
ruffian. 
"Just where?" 
" 'Bout a half a mile back." 
"The way to  get there?" 
"Straight up this gulch a quarter of a mile; then 
take the side gorge; ye can't miss it," 
"what  sort of a place is it?" 
"A Iot of log houses. Chief's is the biggest, and th- 
fust one ye corile to." 
"And where are the prisoners kept? That's awh: 
after-those prisoners." 
4in't but one here." 
Athich one?" 
Thes gal." 
r'l'hcre is she held?" 
[n a room oft Ricardo's cabin.'' 
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"And the man-her father; he \\as the other pris- 
oner, wasn't he 3" 
"He's held in another cabin, out in ther hills." 
Question after question the scout thus put to  the 
trembling wretch, until he had pumped hirn dry of in- 
formation. 
"Thank you," said Bu>j$aIo - Bill, at  last. "I'm ,glad 
I fell in with ~ o u . "  
"Can? say thet I recipercates," the fellow grumbled. 
"No, perhaps not. S O K ,  I'm going to leave you 
again, but 1'11 call and see you later." 
I r Say, boss,"the man called, as Euffalo Bill was 
about to apply the gag again, "who aire ye, anyhow? 
You're a good un; and you're fair, fer an enemy. If I 
I 
I was on your side, I'd tie to ye." 
"LikeIy know who I am later," was the an- 
swer, as the scout stole away. 
Buffalo Bill now pushed on ap the gulch, finding no 
further obstruction. Without mishap he made his way 
L 
I 
along t l ~ e ~ s i d e  gorge, until he came at length in sight 
of the cabins, several of which were lighted by fires I 
, 
that leaped and flamed in the wide-throated fireolaces. 
I 
for th6 nights up there in the h : cool an 
were needed. . I 
I 
k- - -  r 
id fires 
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front ot' the cabin \~ l l i c l i  he knew to be I 3, 
,tLru where the sentinel had said Rose Carter was held 
a prisoner, another senti~lelTaced slon.ly up and down, 
with tnilitary tread, bearing a riile on his shoulder. 
H e  seemed to be more alert that1 the sentinel whom 
Buffalo Bill had captured. 
"Not a good outlook," thought the Y 
le  side of the gorge trail and maclt: u r n  U ~ L U V G L  f. 
t I've attenipted more difficult things." 
1, undaunted, he crawled 011. The gorgc a 
hllnrlred yards or so fro111 the nearest cabin, leavnl- *&L,L.\ 
t h e .  
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way absolutely open before him. 
he catlip of the outlaws had 1 1 chose1 
arently the only approach was through that nal 
gorge, which a dozen men could have held easil 
nst a regiment. The cal~ins occupied a bowllik 
- 
., that was level and of considerable ex! :ent. Bf 
ill aroun I the cabins some horses were grazing. P 
mountain cliffs shut in the place. 
There's a way out of here-some sort of bacl 
- passage, is my guess; Ricarclo is too shrewd 
a1 to coop hi~nself in a spot that has only one exi 
eetns he ought to be sale enough herc. But if 
a dozen good fighting rllen at lily back right no 
~uarantee  to take the whole catlip. If Ricarclo w: 
mart as he appears to I)e he nlould have more sei 
; on duty. and ~vould have every one of them re1 
men. But the fox gets into the habit of slee] 
t 
t- 
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ing, when he thinks the hounds are far away, and can't 1 by any possibilip reach him." 
The scout was crawling on. At  the end of the gorge 
he crept along the right wall of the cliff, for the 
shadows were -blackest there. But when he had 
reached a p i n t  opposite Ricardo's cabin he saw how 
difiiicult it n-odd be to  pass across that open space 
n-ithcrut discovery. -- 
Just then, as if to thwart and discomfit him, some 
men came mt of the cabin and stood talking with the 
sentinel. 
One of them, the scout was sure, was Ricardo him- 
self. 
- 
Jlore than once as Buffalo Bill lay there listening 
and n-atcl~ing and trying vainly to  make out what was 
being said, he lifted his ready revolver and pointed 
it at the indistinctly seen form of the outlaw chief. 
Eut ca~ntjon restrained him. The camp was full of 
outla~vs. H e  could see numbers of them in the other 
cabins. and still others were moving about outside of 
the cabins, for the hour mas so early that none of them 
had retired for the night. 
"1 can shoot Ricardo a11 right," was the scout's 
thought. "but tl-Plat good ~vould it do? It would simply 
stir up the rest of them; and though I might down I 
half a dozen or so, they would either capture me or 1 
make it even more difficult than it might be to get that 
*rl nut of her prison." 
So each time the deadly revolver came down. By 
and by Ricardo and those with him went back into 
the cabin. But the sentinel continued to pace his beat. 
and but a cail from his lips would have been sufficient 
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t o  bring tlte outlaws out of the house and rally them 
fro111 the other cabins. 
"The 111oon will be up soon." thought the scoul, 
glancing at the eastern sky, \vhich \\.as alrcatly begin- 
ning to redden. "I shall have to try some other plan." 
Then a great thought, daring as he was himself, 
came into his mind. Retracing his way by cra~vlil 
along the cliff wall, he rkntered the side gorge. 
Here he arose to his feet, and made his way in 
the gulch, down which he hurried at a rapid pace. He 
did not halt until he came near the spot where he had 
left Midnight. 
Midnight was too well trained to  even whim 
when his master drew near, but when Buffalo B 
came up to  the intelligent animal it showed every sii 
of delight at .his return. 
"I just want a couple of blankets, Midnight," 
said. 
Then he took the blankets fro1 011 behi 
Yhe saddle, after which he patted 1 e loving 
and hurried away. 
Going up the gulch again, he entered the side cafi 
and went on to the point where he had left the st 
tinel. He  hurried as he walked, for .the time M 
precious. - 
H e  found the feltow writhing and twisting a t  1 
'bonds, in a vain hope to  extricate himself from his LA. 
pleasant position. 
"Ho, my man, I'm back sooner than you expected 
me!" he said, as he once more bent over the rascal. 
"Well, I've come to make a trade with you.' 
Again he showed his revolver, then to( 
"-3m the man's mc " 
n the r 
:he hors 
>k the g 
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r n -  
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"\Vhat d'yer want?" the fellow growled, in a slow 
way, for his mouth was sore and stiff. 
"Your clothing. 1'111 going to take these cords off 
of you-every one of them, so that you can strip. I 
want you to slide out of this suit as quick as you 
can." 
The man was puzzled. H e  began to hope, though, 
that a chance of escape would now be given him. 
When' Buffalo Bill had removed the c~rcls  he covered 
the man with his revolver. 
"Now, my friend," he said quietly and sternly, 
"you'I1 do a lightning shift out of those garments, or 
I'll feel compelled to  pump some lead into you. What 
I &ant with those clothes is none of your business; 
it's enough for you to know that I want them." 
Fear of that deadly revolver caused the Illan to begin 
to strip without &estioning. 
"Now, you tnay have th i s  blanket, in place of the 
clothes. I t  will keep you warm all right, in this sum- 
mer weather, and keep the mosquitoes off of you, per- 
haps, if they are many up here." 
Having said this, he retied the rascal and once 
more gagged him completely; though the man did a 
good deal of grumbling, and was only kept quiet by 
fear of instant death. 
-Buffalo Bill now arrayed himself in the garments 
of the sentinel, even to the hat, and found, fortunately, 
that, though he was a large man, the sentinel was about 
as large, and the clothing fitted fairly well. 
"Not a bad-lboking double of this fello~v, if I keep 
my face concealed." was the scout's thought. 
Then he left the sentinel. and left his own clothing 
in a niche in the rock. and, carrying the one blanket 
-% 
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thst remained, vent  back into the Lgttlch trall and on 
toward the camp o i  Ricardo. 
H e  did not stop until he was in the gorge ancl once 
more opposite the cabins of the outran-s. T h c  moon 
was rising, and its light began to illuminate the Iirffe 
valley holtling the outlaw camp. 
Within the shadow of the gorge BBualo Bill halted, 
to  take a full survey of all that lap before lsirn. Not 
so  many outlav-s were to he seen. 3Iost of them were 
probably eating their evening meal. But within the 
cabin of Ricardo, a t  u~hicI1 the scout lo 
sereraI men were visible through the 
looked otltn~arcl to\~yarcT the gorge. 
Then Buffalo Bill began to ~ r o r k  out one of  the 
daring pIans of his daring career. Stepping bdclI 
of the gorge and trusting to the outla~v's c f o t h i ~ l ~  LU 
deceive the sentinel, he 1vaIked slowly f the 
cabin. 
The sentinel saw hi111 coming-could not nelp see- 
ing hiin-2und looked at him intently. But the 
had his rough hat pulled ~velI down o17et his 
almost concealing it, and the suspicions of the sel 
were not yet aroused. 
When Buffalo Bill drew near the cab? 
thing in his gait appeared to excite the suavlur  
the guard. 
'blVhy-that you, Wed ': 'CVhat in thu 
i n r ' '  
is not given tinre to say more, nor to Iift his 
I ich he had dropped to the hollo~v of his arm. 
I leap as light as that of a par?ther'B~~ffall- "'"
I tis aide, and the heavy blanket 
G ; head. Put the same instant thc 
was ove 
? scout I 
lnast 
y out 
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his heavy fist into the scntiilel's face wit11 such force 
that he was lcnockecl insensible. 
Fortunately the nluffling blanket kept the heavy 
Mow from being heard in the cabin, but, unfortunately, 
as the sentinel fell, he syuilg b a c k ~ ~ a r d  aild struclc his 
a m  against tlie doizr, making a sound some:vhat like 
the thump of n heal-y fist oi  a rough lnan ~vho  impera- 
tiirely demands elltrance. 
The door against which the se~ltinel had struck his 
arm-there were two doors on that side of the cabin, 
showing that it was divided into two rooms-was 
snTung almost instantly open, and a nlan stood before 
the _scout. 
~ e h i n d  him was another man, and behind this man 
Phe form of. a girl--the girl being, as Buffalo Bill 
guessed, Rose Cader. 
The sentinel lay limp in Buffalo Bill's arms, his face 
upturned, for the scout had jerked away the hooded 
Blanket. 
"Tlrhat's up?" the man asked, in a curious voice. 
Withont hesitation, Buffalo Bill answered: 
"Things wasn't lookin" jest as they ought to out- 
side, an' I come up ter report, and this feller mas layin' 
right by the door-keeled over in a fit, I reckon, an' 
when-" 
Having talked with the first sentinel he had made 
I a prisoner, Euffalo Bill mTas imitating the peculiarities 
of the ntan's speech, and so clever mas the imitation I that the man in the door~vajr was for a moment de- 
I ceived. 
I That n~oment was enough for Buffalo Bill's purpose. He stenped forward with his burden, as if for  the 
I pvrpcse of bearing it into 'the roorn. 
.- 
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"Not in heur," the nian 011,iectcd. "Take it into 
t'other room, whar ther capt'in is." 
He  was not given tiinc to say ; u ~ ~ ~ h i n g  niore, for 
Euffalo Bill's sirotlg right hand shot out at this junc- 
ture and caught him by the throat in an iron grip. 
As he pushed this man on into the room. liolding , 
him by the throat, the scout let the insensible form 
of the guard slip to  the ground. 
The mall he had talcen by the throat was not willing 
to be subdued without a struggle, however, and began 
to nlritl~e and twist and fight ~vi th  all his strength. 
There was a stir in thc ritlier room, ~vhich, as tile 
scout now saw, was co~lnectcd by a dnor with this 
room. 
With a quick glance around, B ~ ~ f f a l o  ,Bill saw that 
the other occupants of the room were Carter and his 
daughter Rose. 
Fortunately, Carter, who had been held in another 
cabin, as the first sentinel had reportecl, llatl been 
brought to  this cabin not long before, to  bc ques- 
tioned by Ricardo, and was in the room with Rose 
~vhen Buffalo Cill made his unexpected and spectacular 
I 1 appearance. 
On a table at one side of the room w cr-osene 
lanip, whose light illuminetl thc place. 
Rose and her father werr tllro~vn inlo a state of 
much excitement 1)y the fighting of the iwo Inen, one 
of whom they 1i11ew was an o ~ i t l : ~ ~ ,  whonl they Iiad no 
. . 
cause to  love, and the i r le r~t i t~  of the other the 
not even conjecture. Not for an insta~it dirl thc 
that he was tlie great scont, Buffalo Bill. 
Seeing the connecting door fly open. and hearing 
behind it the treat1 a i ~ d  tlie esclanintions of a number 
j r  could 
!v think 
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of men, Buffalo Bill caught up the kerosene lamp, 
which was of glass, and hurled it straight at the head 
of the man \vho had first appeared, and whom he 
recognized to be Ricardo himself. 
The lamp struck the outlaw chief fairly and knocked 
him down; then, passing on into the other room 
through the now open door, it fell to the floor, ex- 
ploding as it fell and scattering fire and burning oil 
in every direction. 
It was as if pandemonium had been instantly let 
loose, for the burning oil, striking the clothing of the 
men, set them on fire, and enveloped them in flames, 
and the oil on the floor also catching fire, shot up in 
red flames to the low ceiling. 
"Quick!" said the scout. 
The door to the outside was open before him,#and 
beyond that door was the gorge and the gulch, the 
prairie and liberty. t, 
H e  caught Rose Carter with one hand and her father 
with the other, and, before they could question or ob- 
ject, he had pulled them through the doorway to the 
outside. 
"Now, run!" he said. "Run for the gorge. T am 
Buffalo Bill, and I have come here to rescue you. Run, 
and I will protect with my life if it is needed." 
Men were pouring out of the other cabins, for the 
explosion of the lamp, the leaping flames, and the 
liowls of the men who were burned and blinded, was 
rousing the whole camp. 
Buffalo Rill's fighting blood was tip, and, as he fell 
in behind the running figures of Rose Carter and her 
father, he was in a mood to fight the whole outlaw 
camp -.-':ier than let the escaping prisoners be retaken. 
Hc h p 2 t r +  1,-7 - --, .-.rcc- r r - ~ ? r ; c .  e?:e+.3d -pfT: 25 
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in each hand. EII?>:(> ??:I: retreate~l tt l-.;trc: the p g e .  
.'.,one men. ~ ; e ~ m g  him. and rec~~mT7izin~ him an 
i-my En qpitc af the r l ic~ui4ng clr,:hing. the reroll 
of the scmn$ h e e n  to rattle. 
Taro of the men d r o w d  dead in their tracks, and 
another was severely mounded, and this caused the 
@hers to drat,+- bark. 
Then there \yere louder y e l l  and sharper a 
mand.;, at; Ricardo appeared and began to chout ordl 
The o~ltl; w chiti ha4 hem knocker1 donn by 
lamp and for a few moments was in no condition 
fight; hut he harl r;~llierl, and as none of the bum 
fluid had touchecl him, he  was now out in the T e n  
chripltin;. his 7. i l c l  commands. 
Hr7ff;tlo Rill took a shot at  the outlam chief: bnt 
other outlav., \ ;ho chanced to rush in front o f  
learler, got the l~~lTlet and fell. 
Then the ~ c o u t  was himself in the mc 
gorge, mith 111c ~,ri.-ciners r u n n i n ~  on at full al,ccu 
wart1 the gylch trail. 
Euffafo Pill turnctl now and ran after 
? x s t  gait, :in4 soon o ~ e r t o o k  them 
''Rt117 a~ y011 nPxrrt- ran 1,cfore !" he cnmmxrrded. 
T a l t i n ~  t ~ h  hv the hand, he qecrned to fairly 
them forwal-I!, ;lq hc snerl in \vild flight to~w-cl  
p d n t  where he hat1 IC-it ?I;- horse. 
I Behind them rme a terrible din - -- in the 01 
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and a little later a red light shot up to~vard the sky, 
showing that the cabin they had so lately left was ill 
fla.mes. 
"They will be after us on horses in a minute or two," 
said the scout, urging the fugitives on. 
Near ithe point where the little side ca5on opened 
- which held the bound and gagged sentinel, Buffalo Bill 
halted for a moment, just long enough to lift Rose 
Carter in his strong arms, then he tore on again, lead- 
ing the way, with Carter racing heavily behind him. 
Foxtamately, the camp was in such mild confusion 
that the scout and the fugitives were able to  reach khe 
spot where Midnight had been left before they w e  
- 
sighted by any of their pursuers. 
" D o m ~ n ,  now !" the-scout whispered. 
Behind them he heard the thunder of hoofs. h d  
as the thr-the scout and the fugitives--stooped to 
zhe ground, down the gulch cmle the horsemen riding 
now out into the increasing mo~nlight. 
A dozen men on horseback swept by, riding like the 
wind and heading for the open prairie, to which point 
they naturally believed the fugitives had hurried. The 
scout chuckled audibly as the last horseman thun- 
dered by. 
'"Let them go," 'he said, "they will find i t  a wild- 
goose chase." 
Other horsemen were heard, and they dso  tl~un- 
dered by. Back in the little valley the flames of the 
Ix~rning cabin mor~nted higher and higher until the sky 
was brilliantly lighted. 
For an %our Buffalo Bill an3 his friends lay in hid- 
ing, with Midnight; and in that time the scot~t learned 
all that the prisoners h& t~ WIJ pf their capha- Wd 
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lave onc 
gagged, 
gulch an 
burning of their home, the murderous deeds ;1i1 1 t he  , 
subsequent cruelty of the outlaws. 
I t  was a harrowing story. 
"Such debts can only be paid when those devils are 
wiped off the face of the earth." 
"Hark!" said Rose. "Some one is con~ing, 1 be- - 
lieve." 
"Yes; one of those outlaws is cotning back," said 
the scout. "I heard the hoofs of his horse some time 
ago." 
- H e  took his lariat as he said it, and stationed him- 
self out by the side of the trail along which the outlaw 
rider would have to pass. 
A little later he came into view, riding slowly. He 
was swearing volubly. The trail of the fugitives had 
not been struck, and because of that and of the things 
which had preceded he ~ v a s  in an ugly temper. 
His words and oaths were cut short when the lasso 
of the scout shot out from the side of the trail, and, 
settling about his neck, jerked hill1 heavily to the 
ground. 
In an instant the scout was on him, stifling Ilia 
cries. 
"I've just been waiting for one of you fellows to 
come back," he said, "for J. wanted a horse. Now I 
I e. You will find the sentinel, tied up and 
I in the side caiion. You'cl better see that he is 
released. And, to  make sure that you know iust where 
he is, I will go with you." 
Then, with his revolver keeping the 1 
its threatening, he walked with his prisoner ul, 
1 he little cafion. 
- 
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When Buffalo Bill again appeared he was dressed in 
his own clothing. 
"Any more of those fello~vs coming back?" he asked ? 
of Carter. 1 
"No; that is, we haven't heard anything." 
"Then we'll be going. Some of them will no doubt 
be along soon. We can strike the prairie, and I know 
some gulches and some washes we can get into and 
which we can follow. I t  will baffle them t o  find us 
now." 
"Now ?" questioned Rose. 
"Yes. We have twd ho&es now. /Midnight, my 
horse, will carry double, and we now have an extra 
horse for your father. Y o t ~  can be shifted from one 
horse to the other, as the animals tire. But come, we 
must be going, for we must be far from here be'fore 
daylight. The 1110onligl~t is increasing, but they can't 
do much trailing before day comes." 
Then he helped Rose Carter to a seat on Midnight, . 
and swung up himself behind her, and, Rose's father 
being seated in the saddle vacated so recently by one 
of the outlaws, the jo~uney was begun. 
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In his private ili~artvr. at ;he ilv-t cat Gerernl can-'$ 
2 ton, the coiti~:.;.--:!ant n i  tile cliai.1 nt' iorts upon the -, 
far  frontier. TIC  as engageci in reading rlispatches - ?
just arrived, ~ . t l t l  his hron? I Y ~ Y  dark, hic look trOU- 2 
1.: 
bled, as though the news therein contained I V ~ S  not ' 
p1easai:t. Ti 
Around the general were si'gns of comfort, and 
even luxury, for his quarters were well furnished, and 
hooks and musical instruments were there with which < 
to while away leisure moments. I 
Touching a small bell, an orderly s \- 
the door. 
"See i f  hlajor Belden is sufficiently recover 
his fatiguing trip to corrle to  tne." 
"Yes, sir," and the orderly \~anishecl, to return in a . 
few n7urnents mith thc information that the major 
~0Llld  coine at once. 
Soon after the nlajor put in an appearance at  the 
general's quarters, and was tnotioned to a seat. 
< I  hlajor, I am really pleased with your trip, and I , 
feel certain that those Indians on the Southern A~encV 
will behave at  least for a few months; hut I 11 
for  you to learn what was the inionnation 
regarding Buffalo Bill." 
I  < I have infornlation that should hang him, 
major asserted. 
<C\T  Ou report that hc has comn~itted several 1 1 1 ~ ~ -  I 
I t  is unbelievable. He may 1 ec I - 
- 
eared at 
lave kill 
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in the discharge of his duty, but I shall be slow to 
think him a murderer." 
"He is a murderer, sir. high as he has stood. H e  
shot two soldiers a year or two since, and what for 
Heaven only kno\~ls. H e  has shot down Indians by the . 
score, and I believe he is in league with some of the 
hostile bands, also with the Branded Brotherhood." 
"Yet you know what a number of noble deeds he has 
performed." 
' "They have had that appearance, general, but there 
has been some underhand reason for it, I assure you. 
Ndw, on my return from the southward, as I told you 
this morning, I passed by the new settlement of River- 
side, to see if they longer needed the services of Cap- 
tain la Clyde. 
"There, all of a sudden Buffalo Bill appeared, after 
an absence of four weeks on sonle pretended trail, 
and demanded that I should let him have a dozen sol- 
diers to accompany him npon some trip, which he pre- 
tended would rescue a young girl from captivity. I 
considered it some trap to lead my men into, and told 
' him so, when he deliberately knocked me down. See, 
sir, here is the bruise on my left cheek." 
I ( He was most impertinent and daring, major, I mast 
admit." 
"Yes, general; and I arose and rushed upon him' 
with my s~vord, when, as quick as a flash, he wrested it 
I from my grasp, broke it, and hurled me from him with 
a strength I believed no man capable of." I "Ix~~hat  (li 1 you do then, ~najor?"  
"I ordered the men to seize him, but he hurled them 1 aside, (irrw his revolvers and strode right i h r o ~ ~ g h  
1 their- line. I then ordered the111 to fire upon him, buQ 
1 
I 
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Captain la Clyde, half a tlozeri of thc ~ett lcrs,  and Miss 
Conrad threw themselves in front of him, and the 
troopers could not obey. Then he mountecl his horse 
and rode away. H e  is a co\\-ard !" 
T Aot a coward, major;  he is certainly 11ot that, bad 
as he may be," said the general. 
11 Yes, sir, he is n coward-" 
"And you are a liar, Major P,elden!" 
The sudden reply, breaking into the conversation in 
a stern, deep voice, causetl both General Canton and 
his officer to spring to their feet and glance toward the 
door. 
There, just insicle the portal, stood none other than 
Buffalo Bill, his eyes blazing and fixed upon Major 
Belden with a nienacing light. 
"What, ho, the guard, orderly !" yelled the startled 
officer. 
Aga eep voice of the scout was heard 
6 1  Thclr: alauds one outside that door who W ~ L L  
up his life at  my word, so you call in vain. One cry 
more from your lips and you are a dead man." 
Then, turning to the comniander, the scout con- 
tinued : 
"General Canton, I did not cotne here, sir, to bandy 
wr.*dq with that man. 14rill you spare me a moment 
Lr time?" 
I lu chanced to hear A4ajot IS acc~~sations?" 
l ~ s ,  I heard him; but I never have raisecl a hand - 
against the United States troops on tl 
did not first attack me." 
<I You slew two soldiers who once aLLelllpleu you1 
arrest, I learn ?" d I ,  
"I slew two drunk lo had boasted 
e- 
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of you 
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hat they would take me alive and hang me without 
rial. They rushed upon me. I warned them back; 
hey would not heed the warning, atlcl I shot them 
dead. You were not in colnmand here then, sir, and 
heard only a garbled account of the affair from such 
as yonder man, who wears a major's straps, which I 
will yet tear from his shoulders if he crosses my path 
with evil intent." 
t "You speak boldly, Mr. Cody." 
"I know,it, general; it is a habit I have. Regarding 
my killing of peaceable Indians, it is all a lie, though 
I macle ~ v a r  upon all hostile bands. Now, sir, I desire 
to, state why I sought you here: first, to give the lie to 
all assertions against ine such as have been brought 
- 
to your ears, and then to say that upon arriving at the 
new settlement, whither I guided the Conrad emigrant 
train, I saw with horror that a cruel enemy had been 
there, and left ruin and death behind. 
"Alfred Carter's wife and son had been murdered, 
I - and Carter and his daughter, a beautiful girl of eight- 
I 
I , een, had been carried off into captivity. Taking the 
I trail of the blooclho~inds, after days of tedious work, I 
tracked them to  their kennel, and found that Ricardo, 
I the chief of the Branded Brotherhood, had done the 
1 deed." 
I 1 "Infamous !" 
"Well may you say so, General Canto;, but, to con- 
tinue: I- trackcd the renegades to their den, I dis- 
guised myself, and by night entered the stronghold, 
and sought the cabin where the young lady was held a 
prisoner." 
"You were most daring, sir." 
The scout smiled quietly, and replied : i 
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I 113k my life every day, getx,,,,. , rescued Rose 
Carter and her inther. Tllell 1 returned to the settle- - 
I ment, and, meeting i l~crc l l a jo r  Ccfclen, begged ior a 
few ]lien to return ~ ~ i t l i  Inc to c!cst!-01. thc uu!la~vz "- ' 
ref used, ultetl nlc 1;nocke 
down." 
"Serveu nim right." rr;nnnde(l General Canton, 
whose sympatliics Iiad bc by Curial6 Cill's bear- 
ing and statements. 
''l'l-- nk j.ou, general." 
girl, Rosc Carter, is frc 1 . 7  
general; she is now if ~ r t ,  whither I - 
brought th her father, half an  hour since, f ~ r  
we were 5y the Crancied Brotherhood." -- 
"The ! \Yell, I will lead my men at 
once against them," s a d  the coinlna~lclant eagerly. 
"Hold, general! I have already seen Captain la 
Clyde, and, by this titnc he has a troop ready. It was 
through his kindness I found you here. 
"The orderly outside your door is a man whose life 
I have twice saved, and he bade me enter and clear 
vIajor Relclen was clefaming. 
I1 just give at1 order to see that 
IrLtaa L 6 1 1 L 1  arid her father are comfortably looked 
nd his . 
j Larter anu 11ci L IL [~CI  3 1 i c i 1 1  Ut3 b t u l  l d l ~ l d  for, 
T n-ill zt 1. ?i~Tajor Bel- 
for soin( ertain, niisrep- 
resented t111s man's character to I?IP, slr, for I a171 con- 
fident he speak careful in fu- 
ture, and until 1c1 o i  ilie fort. H 
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determined to push on at once alone ant1 reconnoiter; 
so, telling the general he would return i f  he discovered 
. the exact \+-hereabouts of the enemy, he rode away, and 
soon disappeared behind a roil in the prairie. 
For a few miles the scout continued 011, l\lidnight 
keeping up a sweeping and untiring gallop: then he 
suddenly. drew rein, for the tlistant crack of a rifle 
' broke on his ear. Cautiously advancing, Buffalo Bill 
soon reached a roll of  the prairie higher than the 
ordinary. Icnowing that he could obtain an extensive 
view from its summit, he disn1ounted, and, leaving 
. Midnight to await him, he advanced until he could 
see for miles before him. 
Then, quiteto his surprise, he beheld a small timber 
.. island, and around it, just out of rifle range, fully two 
' hundred Indians. 
Taking a sn~all field glass fro111 his pocket,- he soon 
discovered that the timber hid a number of horsemen, 
t, who had taken refuge from their Indian foes. 
; "Aha!" he exclaimed, as he turned his glass upon 
: the Indian besieging party. "Aha ! Ricardo; you are 
r in a trap, and Red Dick holds the winning hand. TTTell, 
; so much the better for the troops. Ah! Ricardo, your 
days are numbered now." 
After a long examination of the n~otte and the sur- 
e rounding band, the scout returned to his horse, mounted 1 and rode rapidly hack, arriving at the cavalry encamp- h4 1- .,merit just as Captain Kassidy and Lie_utenant >\inslie 
.arrived with about sixty more men. 
. Reporting his discovery to the general, Buflnlo Gill 
continued : 1 .  L' 
I . And now, sir, I think as soon as the horses are a 
little rested we had better ~ u s h  on. You have a hun- 
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1 dred fighting men now, and we can defeat the 
1 forces combined." 
I "You do  not thinlr the txvo men, now enemies, will 
join against us, do j7011, Coriy :" 
"I do, general; the necks o i  both men are in the 
] ? a n p a n ' s  noose, and, knowing that they cannot singly 
meet your force, they will join their thieving hands 
and make common war upon us." 
"bVel1, we'll give them a supper of cold lead and 
steel by dark. Come, gentlemen, we must-be on the 
n 
ept the cavalcade over the prairie, and 1 
the sun was lo\v in the horizon, they came up tr 
higher roll of the prairie, where a shl was 
ordered. 
"They are at i t  hot and fast," said the scour, as the 
s rapid firing reached their ears. 
general, let me suggest that yc 
I I U U ~ J ~  ,,,to three parties, you leading the center 
about forty nlen, Captain la Clycle taking the right 
- 
about twenty-five men, Captain Kassidy the left \v 
like number, and at  about a mile distant from Ca 
1, 
your permission, I will 
iilg nail dozen trdcpers and the rnree nunrers, .. -, 
~naking a circuit of four miles, tv3l come out upon the 
prairie at a point far  to your right, and at  once ad- 
vance toward the motte. IVhen the Indians catch c;&+ 
c ey will at cnce send out 
r then you had better ch: 
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Tfie Battle TVith the  Crotfil 
Hc at  once the necessary or~?ers, ar~cl in t: 
utes niore, ~vitli the roil of t!te prairie stiii liiclin: 
the four parties \\ere tnkiu? up  t:~eir respectivr. ~rusl- 
tions. 
From their points (2;  \-ic:s- the of5cers sa~\- I 
Bill emerge upo-1 the prairi?, - I t  once his prcsaice 
created an ericitci;ient ill tl:e In4ian 1~e~;eging ranks. 
Then there brclke iilrth acrnqs the pr2irie the wild 
and thrilling war cry o i  the scout, and over the roll 
of land, froni three different puints. 1~ountli.d the cav- 
airy squaclrons, thcir cheers striking terror to ill? tlusliy 
besiegers of the motte. 
Instantly there Ivas a ccssatiori of llostilitics bl 
the Indians and the C:ande:l Brotherhood. 
Out from the motte bounded the iron-gray of the 
outlau- chief, his master upon liis back. Mral-ing a 
~vliite handkerchief, the outlaw approached a central 
point, phence anbther Iiorscn?an emergecl to meet him. 
The bvo met apon the plain. The parley between 
them was excited an:[ brief. Then Ricarrlo returned 
to his motte, wl?i!c Iicd Dick \ ~ e n t  back to his Itidians, 
who at  once broke ill \:ild ro;lfusion and niade for the 
nlotte. 
c < It is as I thought; ther. !lave joined forces," cried 
I 
the scout. 
Raising his yoice to its highest pitch, i ~ e  scat it 
7'11'.  CI-I?! across the prairie in orie of  his terrible I. c 
( r  Ride, me11 rid:! Press t!lem illto their tlcn! 
them horne and thc gallie is ours!" 
A cheer ansreered the scout's ~vords, am1 tlr:\-i*g 
their spurs into their horses, the troopers l ~ ~ " l ~ t ! ~ ~ l  
in hot pursuit, closing up upon their foes in ~Icafi!~ 
earnest, 
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At length the balid of  Indians, under Red Dick, 
reached the i l l~ t tc ,  and, rallying arounti the nearest 
trees, t u r ~ ~ e d  to iire upon the ali~ancing cavalry, the 
. . 
stern voice o i  R i c ~ r d u  giving forth his orders in a cool 
and decided manner. 
Eut the scout gave them no time to form a solid line, 
ior, ahead of the other three squadrons, he dashed on 
I: ith his little byld riyht into the timber, and instantly 
a hot firing was hcarcl. 
illmost imme(1iately after, the s~~uaciron of Percy 
In Clyde s t ~ ~ ~ c l i  the timber, then folio\\-ed the general 
and Captain Iiassidy, 11 it11 their troopers. 
Attacked thus fro111 fuur point<, and without time t o  
rnlly, the Indians brolcc arirl fled, in spite of the cries of 
Rccl Dick and Ricardo, \ ~ h o  were determined to sell 
t11cir lives dearly. 
Through the nlotte like a 5ery torrent swept the 
scout and his band, crushing down many an Indian 
brave and dri\-iilg a n~tlss of Inf!ians pell-me11 before 
?heir impetuous atlvancc. 
Then Buffalo Bill rode straight for the spot  here 
Ricardo coolly sat his horse, Retl Dick, Long Dave, 
and Red Roarl.: upon either hand, and his disciplined 
outlaws around him, detern4ned to do or die. 
"Here, accursed hound, you are my game,'' yelled 
the scout, firing his rcvo11.ers right and left, and drop- 
ping a foe at every shot, as he urged his horse on to- 
ward Ricardo. 
Eut, though thc Indians had broken upo 
hand, and were flying madly through the timl: 
and cut rutl~lessly tlown by the charging troopc~s. L ~ I G  
band of tIie Erandcd Erotherhood still stood 
as a rock, and met the attack with iron nerve. 
n every 
Ier, shot 
.--* 41-a 
as firm 
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Suddenly a tall trooper fell from his horse by the 
side of Buffalo Bill. Instantly his saber was seized 
by the scout, ~vho,  with a series of wild war cries, still 
pressed on toward Ricardo. 
But before he reached the chief, Red Dick spurred 
forward to meet him, crying in his hoarse tones: 
"Now, you cursed scout, your time has come." 
"You are mistaken. Red Dick!" the scout shouted, 
and with one mighty sweep of his saber he cut dolm 
the burly ruffian. 
Quickly supporting the band of the scout came Percy 
la Clyde and his troopers, and the moment after up 
dashed General Canton and half a dozen men, he hav- 
ing dispatched the remainder of his squadron, under 
Lieutenant Ainslie and Captain Icassidy and his dra- 
goons, in pursuit of the flying Indians. 
The reinforcements thus received by Buffalo Bill 
caused the Branded Brotherhod to be outnumbered, 
and slowly they began to give ground. 
Buffalo Bill bounded forward once more, and, his 
saber having been brokefi by coming in contact with 
the rifle of Long Dave, he drew his keen knife and 
rode on until he faced Ricardo. 
c c  Now, Captain Carter, it is your life or mine!" 
"In Satan's name, who are you that 'knows me?" 
cried the outlaw chief, his face turniiig ghastly pale, 
as he reined back his iron-gray mare upon her 
hsunches. 
"I've known you for some time," the scout shouted. 
(1 You are the fiend I crossed knives with once on the 
Rio Grande." 
A terrible fear seemed to fall on Ricarclo, his knife 
'fell fro111 his nerveless hand, and his horse would have 
3 10 The Gattle \TTith the  Brotherhood. 
;::i(l l ~ ~ i i . l ~ ' ( i  ille at~inzal back. . 
Tlletl i2icai-tiu's re\:vl\,t.r iin;.-h?-<l its fire: FIe saw he 
!]at1 111isscd tilc SCuiii, r:n;l the  \\-c:tpon ulcnt up for 
:lilother shnt. 
Cut Buffalo Eill, ic::l:i~ig oycr, grippccl him by the 
::?roat and krloclieti thc u7e;ipc)n aside. 
"I-Iere, La Clyde. this fellow sliall not cheat the gal- 
1Y io..\.s, lie cried, al?d t ~ v o  troopers instantly seized 
:he ruffian, n-hile the rcnl-tinder of the outla~vs broke 
in  wild confusion and dar:ed aiyag to seek safety in 
Ilight. 
Even as EufLalo R;!l (lid this a bullet fired by one 
of the men struck the outlaw, and he fell as if dying. 
The outlans \yere fleeing, avenging foes were trpon 
t':leir track. but heiore c!>rkncss settled upon the scene 
~nany  had fallen beneath tlre pistols and )f the 
i :oopers. 
At let;gtl~ night came ou, atid the soul uff er- 
11ea;d in the nlutte, for around a large camp 
i rooj;e:-s hail plzcerl tllk wouncled. 
. .. , . .~thcr fire near hy ftood General Canton and his 
officers, di~cucsilig the hatile, ant1 wonc t the 
alxence of RnMalo Bill, ~ ~ ~ h o ,  when last sel rn hot 
pursuit of the flying renegades. 
The night crept on, nlidnight rolled ar  1c1 pet 
{ l i e  scout had not returned, and anxious f ~d the 
hearts of all for his safety. 
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In that motte, there on the wild plain, few cared to  
seek slwp, with the dead and wounded everywhere 
around them. General Canton and his officers still sat 
around the camp fire, though midnight had'corne and 
gone. 
Presently the sound of rapidly advancing 1. , 
was heard, the sentinel challenged, and the 
came in the stern, deep voice of the scout. 
The next instant he dashed up to the fire 
panied by the negro, Buttermilk, the servant of Ri- 
cardo. 
Another man was with him, and this man t 
other than Alfred Carter, who had followed 
ing to be in the fight against the outlaws. Alf 
ter was wild in his rage against Ricardo and 
laws. 
I r ' I  od! you have come, Cody. TVt 
danger naa ~efallen you," cried the general. 
"No, sir; I took the trail of  this negro 
caught him. TVhere is the body of Ricardo?" 
r <  Lying where he fell, I suppose." 
alking hastily amray into t!ze timber, the scc 
1 : 
end me a few men ; the chief is not dead." 
few minutes more, and half a dozen troopers aP- 
:bed the fire, bearing betureen them the wounded 
of Ricardo, the chief of the Brotherhood. 
e!?tly, men, gently; do you not hear his groans, 
'hank G 
. 9-  - -1 1 
loofbeats 
: answer 
, accom- 
vas none 
on, hop- 
red Car- 
the out- 
: feared 
, and I 
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lnd he is no m:ln to  cry out at trifics. Lay Iiitn thcre," 
;aid Buffalo Gill, and around the nounrled chieftain 
;athered General Canton, the scout, Captain la Clyde, 
lie negro Euttermilk, -4lfred Carter, and se~yeral 
~thers. 
"Ricardo Carter, for that is your real name, do you 
lillow that you are dying?" sutlclenly asked Alfred 
Carter, in an earnest tone. 
(( T 1 es, my snntls of life are ebl~ing out rapidly; but 
alllo are you that calls my name-a name that has been 
lead to sound for Icng, long !-cars ?" replietl the chief, 
speaking \\.it11 tliilicultp. 
"I will tell J-,JU, am1 you mukt say \\hclher I spcak 
true or not." 
( C  I ail1 listening; hasien, ior  death kccps back : 
bidding of no man." 
' 
After a niomcnt's silence :llfretl Carter bcgan spcalr- 
P. itig in a low but distinct voice, plainly heart1 by all. 
"Nearly thirty years ago thcre 111cre two brothers, 
sons of wealthy parents, living cii the M 7iver. 
One of these brothers, in his c i~hteenth  ft his 
home to  serve in the army of his countr 
Ricardo started up, staring; then, it set )r the 
f.r:,t time lle rccog~iizerl in this liian one had 
known before. 
-4s he marle th:; discove:-;. he iell ~ J ~ c I ;  with a cry 
cf terror, I3ut ?ti71 continccd to  stare into the face of 
the nlan before him. 
set out to  be an honest solclier, Ricardo, but, 
dismissed from the service, you leagued with robbers, 
i-ilnming over the Western and Southwestern plains 
lt the 
- - I -  
for  years, ur;fil :!: length you became 1 
. . 
.. 
the leadl 
- - 
the Branded Brotherhoocl. Have I truly tol(1 your 
life, Ricardo?" 
I 
"You know all," sadly replied the chief, "and you 
are my brother! And I ivould have killed you. How 
did you discover me?" 
"Through some papers you were foolish enough to 
leave in the place where I was held a prisoner. Yes, 
I am your own brother, Ricardo; yet you killed my 
wife and son, let your fiends hold me a prisoner and 
carried my daughter:w\vay a captive. Now you are a 
prisoner, and you have received your death wound, 
yet I am sorry for you, for you are still my brother." 
The scout, pained by this intervie\\?, had walked 
away from the canlp fire, and only the groans.of the 
chief broke the silence, but whether Ricardo groaned 
most from pain of body or mind none knew, for he 
never spoke again, and with his head supported in the 
a rn~s 'o f  the negro Buttermilk, who had so faithfully 
followed his master's evil fortukes, his breath grew 
shorter and more labored, until, urith a curse half ut- 
tered upon his lips, Ricardo, the chief of the Branded 
Brotherhood, was dead. - 
When the scout left the camp fire he mounted Mid- 
night and rode away across the prairie. Shortly after 
sunrise he beheld a horseman approaching, and upon 
a'nearer view discovered hi111 to be none other than 
Howard Lawrence. 
When Buffalo Bill recognized the horseman he pui 
Midnight into a rapid gallop and started toward him. 
Whether it was a guilty conscience of intending 
wrong to the scout, or  fear, we cannot tell, but HOW 
ard Lan~rence instantly turned to fly. 
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The scout a t  once urged his horse forwar -- 
suit. 
Across the rolling prairie Howard Lawrence urged 
his steed, and, heading for a piece of timber, soon dis- 
appeared in its leafy recesses. 
"Ha, he has tale11 cover and intends to fight me! 
e 
So be it," said the scout. 
The next instant a look of disappointment was upon 
'ace, for he saw the fugitive dart out on thk other 
of the lnotte and continue on across the prairie. 
he next moment hIidnight had reached the timber 
and was circling around it, when, suddenly, a shrill 
call was henrd, and, glancing into the thicket, Buf- 
falo Ei!l l)ehe!d the Recl Eud of the Forest iust prepar- 
to mount her white mare, which :ar. 
istantl!: he wheeled alongside o ~dian girl, 
in surprise asked : 
\'CThat does the Red Bud here alc 
She came to seek the great whi er 
; the eneiny of the noble scot,, ..." man wno 
:ht the Rose of the Pawnees to I( m 
dany Fachs." 
Yes, I am now on his trail, Red Bud, for 1 would 
: his life, for did he not try to destroy the Pawnee 
den, and was she not ever kind to  me when I lay 
and wounded in her father's wig-----' The scout . 
a heart and has not forgotten. 3u 
: me?" 
The Red Eud came to warn the great scour mat 
ny Faces was his enemy who \nroulcI strike him in 
back, for Red Bud heard the words of the miclred 
I and the warrior from the great fort." 
t must have been Major Belden.' # 
u 
stood tle 
f the I n  
me?" 
te scout. 
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11 The great scout speaks straight; the two ~vickc 
braves 1i7ere to kill the great white scout, and the Mar 
Faces was t o  m a k ~  one of the paleface maidens h 
scluaw." 
"This is news, Red Eucl, and I thank you for j 
Now I must be off after yonder running hounl 
C ~ m e  !"
Away darted Midnight, and close behind follows 
the steed of Red Bud. 
But gradually the trained and swift horse began 1 
araw away fro111 his less fleet companion, and on( 
inore, with trelnendous strides, he was drawing neart 
the lnagnificent animaI ridden by Howarb La~vrenc 
- Thus an hour passed, and Midnight was not a hur 
dred feet behind the fugitive, ~vhile two lniIes distal 
upon the prairie came Red Euc1, urging her white mar 
forward a t  the top of her speed. 
With his repeating rifle Buffalo Bill could ha\ 
brought down both I~orse and rider, but he cared n< 
to do either, as that TVOLII~ have ended the affair to 
SO01 
. F ]re tremendous hounds, and Howard Law- 
renc is pursuer almost upon him. Drawing his 
pistol, he opened a rapid but harnlless fire. 
Instantly Buffalo Bill seized his lasso, which bun 
at his saddle bo~v, and which he co~lld throw wit 
ldrous skill. I t  made a sweep around his heae 
h a cry of horror, Howarcl Lawrence saw it corn 
and endeayored to dodge the fatal noose. 
'00 late! Like a lightning flash it settled arounc 
, and he was jerked violently from his saddle. 
qstantly Euff'alo Bill clismou~~tecl, and, loosening tb 
around his enemy's waist, bade I iim arise 
1s 
it. 
-- ' 
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"What means this, sir?" sterlllv a~ket l  FToward 
Lawrence as he slowly arose to his feet. 
"It means, sir, that I have pursued you, and now 
have captured you." 
"And why, may I aslc?" 
"Because of the wrong you have done that poor In- 
dian girl. Once, ~vhcn I \\.as sick in her father's 
village, she nursed me back to health, and for that, 
thougll she is an Intlinn, I regard her allnost as if 
she were my oivn sister. You ha\-e ruined her life, you. 
base scoundrel and villain !" 
"Is that all?" the young mall asked, with a sneer. 
"I know, also, that you are the son of the bandit 
chief, Ricardo, who is now dead." 
A flush stole over the pale face ( ard Law- 
rence, and he \\-as siletlt. 
"Whether you kno~v that Ricardo, the chief of the 
Branded Brotherhood, Ivas your father," said the 
scout, "or whether you are ignorant of it, I am not as- 
sured, but such is the case, and you are a fit son fo r  
such a father, for uiitlcr tlunlerous disguises you have 
led a most villainous life. 
"You have brought ruin and death upon more than 
one l~ousel~old, ancl were plotting the ruin of Rose Car- 
ter, and also Sibyl Conrad, after having won tl-p 
affection of yonder 1)eautiful Indian girl, only in tl 
end to tire of her, after she hat1 given up all for yo1 
---' cruelly desert her to her fate." . 
he scout turned and pointed tovrrarcl Red 
lat moment rode up, and in silencc - (1 
You have, then, become the chi 
3f How 
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! 1:yn  tl 
ilnpion of all tl 
- 
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redskin and paleface girls on the border?" sneeringly 
replied Howard Lawrence. 
Casting aside the noose, young La\vrence flashed 
out a knife and attacked the scout ~vith'great fury. - 
But Buffalo Bill nlet him with steel, and the blades 
flashed in the sunlight like a circle of fire. 
Both were rnen of splerldid physique, and were noted 
for their strength, agility, and courage, and therefore 
the duel between the111 n.as one of deadly ferocity. 
For many long mon~ents in breathless suspense Red 
Bud of the Forest, the poor, trusting, loving, but de- 
serted squaw, \vatchecl the terrible encounter. 
Then her eyes gleamed with joy as she saw Euffalo 
Bill s p r i ~ ~ g  within the gcard of his enemy and once, 
twice, thrice drive his gleaming blade into his bosom. 
With a half-uttered cry, Ho~varcl Lawrence sank to  
the ground, a dead man. 
"Well, Red Bud, he will do no more harm. But I 
hated to do it. I t  was his life or mine." 
"Many Faces gone to happy hunting grounds. 
Stranger scout is great brave, big chief." 
The scout loolied at her kindly. 
"Now let Red Bud of the Forest return and sing 
in her native \\rigjvaln, where her people dwell around 
her; the stranger scout will always think kindly of the 
Pawnee maiden." 
"The great scout has spoken," she ans~vered, "and 
t 
Red Bud will return to the village cf her people." 
Sadly the lonely Itldian rllaiden turnecl away, an.' 
before the scout could prevent bounded~upon her horse, 
. . 
and the next mon~ent was flying across the pr::r:e. 
"It is better thus. Now I must bury this body, f@ 
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even my enemy I cannot leave for tllc wolf 10 rear i - 
pieces." 
Thus saying, wit11 his kilife the scout tlug n grnv 
in the soft soil, arid, taking tllc body, placed it withi 
the 11a1-rOW rcsti11g place, \\-hich was soon filled u 
with earth. 
IIouriting his horse arid leading the steed of his lat 
etiemy, Eufialo Bill the t~  sct off across the prairie, jus 
as the sun was sinlcing froni sight beyond the distan 
horizon. 
'HAPTER LVI. 
1$ TIIS REYY3N TO RIVERSIDE. 
self in-E 
ill From the scene of his prairie duel Buffalo B / headed in the direction of the T i t .  A t  nightfall I 
halted fo r  rest, for both steed and rider sadly need4 
it. After looking to the comfort of the horse ar 
rolling him [is blanket, the scout was soon la 
in slumber. 
With the hrst gl~lnlner of the day he 1t7as astir, a1 
after a few hours' ride came in sight o i  the fort, a1 
shortIy after welcomed by General Czntcr~ 21 
Percy la Clyde, who had arrived- the 1:lgh~ befor 
bringing with them the prisoners taken and tl 
- wo~mded of both sides. 
The rage of Major Belden was great indeed xvhc 
he knew of the triumph of his ene~my, and he at on 
offered his resignation, which the general received wi 
satisfaction, for he was now convinced that the majc 
had been acting an underhand part toward both hir 
self and the scout. - 
, The snows of winter fell upon the Western prairie 
' and covered the humble roofs of the Riverside settl 
' 
ment, which had wonderfully improved, and'ever, 
where around presented an air of homelike conlfo 
and prosperity. 
In  the months that had glided by since Major Con- 
rad and his comrades had found new homes on the 
border many changes had come, and the onward mart 
of civilization was heard around them, for new frienc 
were daily rvelcomed in their midst and improveme 
wa d. 
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La Clyde, the gallant young officer, as the reader will 
f I 
be glad to know, married the girl of his heart, Sibyl 
Conrad. 
i 
Rose Carter is now the wife of a sturdy settler, and 
Ruth Whitfield is also the mistress of a pleasant home 
Ci 
in Riverside. 
Riverside is now a thriving little Western City, and i 
there Buffalo Bill, the great scout, is always sure of I 
'I 
a warm welcome. 
THE END. 
No. 172 of the BUFFALO BILL BORDER STORIES, 
entitled, "Buffalo Bill's Blockhouse Siege," by Colonel I 
Prentiss Ingraham, tells of a mysterious company of 
I 
red riders which the intrepid scout conquers and 
forces forever from the plains. 
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